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Easttm Illinois Univ~rsity, Charleston 
Student arrested as arson suspect 
Friday fire totals 
one vehicle, 
damages another 
Bt ERIN M 1wa 
CIIY EOITOR 
A female Eastern srudem was arrested Friday as a 
suspea in a fire involving a 1990 Ford Thunderbird. 
According to a press rdease issued by the 
Charleston Police Department, officers arrested 
Kara M. Brown, 23, in connection with the arson. 
The Charleston Police Department and 
Charleston Fue Department responded to the fire at 
10:55 p.m., Thursday, at 689 14th St. 
A Ford Thunderbird was in flames when officers 
responded to the scene. 
The pre.s release stared rhat fird1ghrcrs ('J(tin-
guished the fire, reporting it as arson. 
'"The car wJS fully engulfed upon arrival," !>aid a 
firefighter who responded to the:- call. "It was main-
ly on the inside of the car." 
Four fudighters from Sracion One responded ro 
tbefue. 
The fudighrer said it rook less than 6~ minutes 
to extinguish. 
"It was kind of unusual because the car had not 
been driven for several months: he said. 
The owner of the car told firef.ghters he would 
sometimes srart the cai to make sure the battery was 
not dead, but the car had a flat tire which prevent-
ed the owner from driving the car, the firefighter 
said. 
The fue burnt a nearby tree and did some minor 
damage tO a car that was approximately eighr feet 
''The car was fully engulfed upon 
arrival. H was mainly on the 
inside of the car." 
(HAitllSTON flltEJIGHTEit 
away, he said. 
Approximately $25 worth of damage was done to 
the other car, the fudlghrer said. 
Fucfigbters on the same shift responded to rwo 
car fires in cbe last two weeks, he said. 
Arson is not common in Charleston, but a few 
years ago they had severaJ fires that were suspected 
mons, the firefighter said. 
Brown is being hdd at the Coles Cowuy Safety 
and Detention Center while the arson is under 
investigation. 
Eatc HILT NEll/THE CWI.Y ~ NtWS 
The u.... lal l.Hile ..... , ... CIIIPUI PoH il tMir canltoanlltNt Slfunllr wilt partioipatiq IIIIOCFtlt aotirititt. Four micltiiOt lads partlolplttll bl 
the riOt to ........ lllritc ..... . 
One boat finished the race at the 
Residence Hall Association's card-
board boat races, while the water 
overtook three others at Campus 
Pond Saturday afternoon. 
Lincoln, Lawson, Taylor and 
Cannan halls participated in this 
Onereamsua«~at~o~mg 
the Campus Pond in cardboard 
event for Residents On Campus Fest. 
Each of the residence halls built a 
boat to race out of cardboard, 
crayons and dua tape. 
Lari.sca Cascio, a sophomore de-
mentary education major, rowed the 
smallest boat representing Taylor 
Hall. 
Her team came out in full Panther 
spirit, w~jng blue Taylor Hall 
shins. painted &ces and blue wip. 
Ttffany Taylor, a freshman psy-
chology major and treasurer of 
Lawson Halls executive board, cap-
rained Lawson Hall's boat. When 
asked how they would do, Taylor 
said she fdt thq •Jwi a prerty good 
chance" because she was on the row 
SE£ AFlOAT PAC£ 9 
Information about 
minor requirements 
+ Mmor catalog language 
ha~ not been updated 
~mce 1985 
+ Students do not need 
the signature of a depart-
ment chair to eam a minor 
as stated on page 65 oi the 
course catalog. 
+ Students must notify the 
registrar of changes to 
minor. 
+ CM organized a com-
mittee to further look into 







UJants to update 
requirements 
to earn 1nirwrs 
B Y SARAH W HIT"£Y 
'\DMINISIRAIION HJfTOR 
The requirements for minors 
at Eastern conflict with universi-
ty practice. 
Th{ Council of Academic 
AlTatrs members realiw:i th~ at 
their Sept. I mt.-ecing, and then 
ar their Sept. 8 meeting organ-
iU'd a committee to look inro 
rcvhing the wording of the 
course caraJog. 
The subcommittee members 
are Julie Deitz of Health 
Semces, Shelley French of for-
etgn language and Julie Sterling 
of academic advising. 
Through the foreign language 
minor, it is possible for a student 
to earn a minor without ever 
stepping foot on campus. The 
subcommittee discussed this 
possibility and how to address it 
at their first meeting on Sept. 8. 
Under the 2005/2006 catalog 
wording, a student who rook 
throe or four years of language in 
high school could hypothetically 
complete a foreign language 
minor through study abroad 
prognms without attending 
class on campus. 
"We need to update the lan-
guage of how tequirements to 
complete a minor are ben: at the 
university because they just had-
n't been looked at in a long 
time," Sterling said. 
The language in the catalog 
~E MINORS PAGE 9 
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CAMPUS BRIEFS 
Oratoria Society begins rehearsals 
Eastern's Oraroria Society will begin 
rehearsals for irs f.ill season on today at 
7 p.m. at the Wesley United 
Methodist Church in Charloton. 
Singers who sing all parts are invit-
ed to participate. 
This year, the Oratoria Society wiU 
perform with Easrern's Universi[}' 
Mixed Chorus and sing the •Messiah" 
and "FantaSia on Christmas Carols" 
during the universi[}''s annual Holiday 
Concert on Dec. 4. 
Any singer interested in being part 
of the Oratoria Society should contact 
Richard Robert Rossi, director of 
orchestral and choral activities, at 
(217) 581-3111 or the Music Offic~ 
at (217) 581-3010. 
University newsleHer 
receives new editor 
Tuesday's issue of the University 
Newsletter, a weekly listing of campus 
t-vcnrs and announcements wiU be 
put together by new ediror Melinda 
Matth~.-ws of the university communi-
cuions department. 
Diane Blair, also of the university 
commuoic:Hions dc:panmem, has 
rcti~ after 17 ~rs as the ediror. 
Civil Service Council holds 
elections today 
The Civil Servia Cow1cil will be 
holdmg election~ today for members 
who rq>resent Districts I and Ul. 
l'coplc employed by Eastern as a 
non·ncgori.ucd permanent and con-
tinuous non-union, non-acadeniic 
employee, except for off-campus 
contr.tcr appointmcnrs, are eligible if 
rhcy work in the area of the presi-
dent, vice presidem for academic 
affairs, vice president for external 
relations or vice president for srudenr 
affairs. 
Latino Heritace movie 
accents Amazon losses 
The Latino Heritage Com.minee 
will be showing the movie, "The 
Green Wall", on Monday, Oct. 3. 8 
ro l 0:30 p.m. tn Buzzard 
Auditorium. 
This is about how the Anwon 
jungle is being lost. 
Textbook ,urchase 
option activates today 
Textbooks that have been issued to 
srudents can be purchased today 
through next Monday at textbook 
rental. 
This will be the only chance for stu-
dcnb ro purchru;e their textbooks for 
this semesrer. 
AN ABUNDANCE OF ABES 
COLLEGE I UNIVERSITY NEWS 
More debt piles on students each year 
BY COURTN£Y KuMM 
DAil V II tiN I IU. IlliNOIS) 
CHAMPAIGN-Two decades ago. 
a srudent could work a full-time, min-
imum wage job during the sun1mer 
and be able co pay two-thirds of a pub-
WTF? 
lie univc~i[}''s annual COStS for four 
years. 
In today\ tXX>nomy, the same job 
worked for a fUll year would not cover 
a year's expense. at a public university, 
according to a srudy hy the Center of 
Economic and Policy Rtsea.rd1. 
Nearly two-thirds of studenrs 
attending a four-year public university 
or college take out srudcnr loans while 
in school Srudenrs who rook out 
loans averaged $17,600 in debt on 
graduation day. according to srudies 
from 2004. 
Seattle considers banning lap dances 
SFA1TI.E- Strippers who venrure 
too near the laps of thei.r dollar-bill· 
waving patrons have exposed an unex· 
peered prudish streak in t::hi.s West 
Coast bastion of tolerance and libc:ral-
ism. 
Fearing a S])Qte of new cabarers after 
a federal JU~ struck down the city's 
17-~ moratorium on new strip 
dubs, the city council is planning to 
vote Monday on some of the suictest 
adult-entertainment regulations of 
any big ci[}' in the country. 
No lap dances. No placing dollar 
bills in a dancer's g-string. And the 
dubs must have what one council 
member likens to "Fred Meyer" light· 
ing, a reference to the department 
store chain. 
"It's wiping our an entire industry 
in Seattle," said Gilbert Levy, a laW)<er 




P.lrtly cloudy Partly cloudy 
TODAY'S EVENTS 
Sidewalk Sale 
All day I Books will be on 
sale through Friday 
Mock Interviews 
9 a.m. I Professionals cri-
tique and provide tips to 
use during interviewc; 
Career Services 
PhotoS hop 
1 p.m. I Workshop on 
intermediate Photoshop 
features 
CATS Training Lab, 
McAfee 1214 
Study Abroad 
5 p.m. I Deadline for 
applications for Eastern 
programs 
ONLINE POLL 
This wtk we ask oar readers 
"WUt art rou plalllliac on 
4oillc duriiC Fall Break?" 
Al Gomg home. 
B) Startmg to study tor 
mtcit('ml~ 
C) Catchmg up on ~le~.;>. 
D) What's the denerencc, tt's 
only on(' more d.1y ottl 
VOTE WWW.TI IEOAILY 
EASTERNNE\\ S.COM 
EARLY HEADLINES 
ltsten to •wake Up live" weth 
Rob and Jenn Monday through 
friday for morning headlines on 
88.9 or at weeuhetrrux.net 
Tune 10 at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday for 
Campus Issues, a joint radio 
show between The DEN and Hit 
Mix. 
CORRECTIONS 
In Friday's edition of The 
Daily Eastern News, the cut· 
line to the photo w1th the 
~tory ~Kickin' out the jams at 
ROCfest" misidentified Blake 
Boldt, Nathan Leitner and 
Ajay Perecherla from left to 
right tn the photo. 
The DEN regrets the error. 
fiiiC H ILTNEIIITHF IWIY IA'>TIRN NFWS 
Members of tfte Belmllt West llarchinc Ba1d oo•pet• in the Panther llarchill Band Festinl SaturdaJ at O'lritn Stadiu•.lpproxinlatefJ 2,• 
hi(h school students participated. 
STEPPING HIGH • 
Panthe1· Marching Band hosts 30th Annual Marching Band Festival-
BY MtCHllll BRUEGGEMAN 
qAff R!I'ORIFJ! 
Last Saturday, approximately 2.000 high 
school ~tudenrs marched into O'Brien Stadium 
to find om which band was the boL 
Saturday the Panilier Marching Band hosted 
irs 30th annual Marching Band Festival. 
Nineteen high school marching bands par-
licipatc~ in thi~ weekends' comtx=ririon. The: 
Collinsville: High School marching band was 
named Grand Champion of the competition. 
1bc competition is a good way for high 
school srudcnrs ro pamcipate in some: "good 
old fashion competition," with an "emphasis 
on education," said Director of Athletic Bands 
Jeffiey Steiner. 
Steiner also said this festival isn't just about 
competition, it's primarily a recruiting oppomt-
nil}' for ilie Panther Marching Band. 
The compedtion placed the bands into mree 
different categories. cl~ A, class M and class 
AAA. These categories arc b~ on the size of 
the school and rhe ~ir.c.- of the band. 
Students in the PMB are required ro assist in 
some way at the compc.:tition and do everything 
from assi~ting the judg~ to making sure the 
bands know where they're going. 
But noc only do PMB studenrs rake pan in 
:-~s.~i~ting, there arc four music fraternities and 
sororities who "go above and beyond rhc call of 
dury,'' Steiner said. 
Bur the high school studcnlS are the ones 
who really rakr something from iliis competi-
tion. 
"lr giVes us a cool place to play our show." 
said Evan Willmore of the Granite City 
Marching Band. 
Willmore also said it gives thcir band mem-
bers a chance to sec other bands, induding the 
Panther Marching Band, perform. 
The bands were judged by nine judges in 
three different categories: music performance, 
visual performance and general effect of the 
show. 
There is also one specialty judge who evalu-
ates the auxiliary units including the color 
guard. m:tjorcncs. dancers, the percussion sec-
tion and drum lllJjors. 
Band director Airnec Ruthoski of 
&>linghrook Htgh School said she brought her 
band to rhe competition because "it's a good 
educational experience for the student~." 
This is Bolingbrook's fim rime: at the compe-
tition and Rmhoski said they came: b«-ause 
their student teacher ~ an Eastern ~n1dent 
who participated in the: marching band. 
Rmhoski abo said this competition i) a good 
way for her band to get "valuable feedback" 





BY DAVID THILL 
~lUI)fNI GOVERNMINI FI>IIOR 
By looking purely at statistics, Eastern may 
nor be considered the most diverse school. 
According to Planning and lnstiturional 
Studies, of the 12,129 studentS who attend 
Eastern this year, 14 percent of them define 
themselves as an c:thniciry other than whire. Six 
percent of srudenrs are black, 2 percent are 
Hispanic and 1 percent is A~ian. 
"If you go spedfically by the numbers, ir's 
not really a clear represenranon of the Unired 
Scares," said Jesse Wu. member of me Student 
Senate Diversity Affain Committee. 
However, despite the ~cemingly small num-
bers, diversity is an "extremely important" topic 
to Shwi Smith. chair of the Diversiry Affairs 
Commim:c:. 
Senate members are required to attend one 
event per semester that deals with diversity and 
then write a statement to be submitted to 
South and the Diversity Affairs Committee 
explaining what they learned and how it can be 
applied to Eastern's campu.~. she said. 
"Since we (the Student Senate) represent me 
student body, we have to ser an example of 
understanding," Smith s.1id. "It aU begins with 
the: Student Senate." 
Student Senate Speaker Adam Howell 
explained what diversity really means. 
"h's about putting yourself ourside of your 
own situation so you can better understand," 
Howell said. 
Howell also said divmiry in the scnare is 
important to gain ;1 bener grasp of the srudenrs 
it representS. 
"This senate is very diverse," he said. "In fact, 
thar's one of rhe things I look for when 
appointing them to positions. 
"They (senate members) have: shown them-
selves to be respectful, mindful and intelligi-
ble." Howdl said. 
Diversity spans beyond just rhe Srudenr 
Senate to the student body. Wu said. 
"We wam people to be exposed to as many 
types of people ~o they can get acclimated and 
respect different people and cultures," Wu said. 
"'Whether it be gays or bbians, religion or eth-




Get Hired to work with 
"The Donald" this Spring! 
1 ,2, & 3 Bedrooms 
4LOCATIONS 
Close to campus 
345-6533 
Monday is Bud Light Draft Night @ 
~~~!a~Er;~s 
,_. (~pop) 
r 1601 Cardinal Glass $2 ($1.so refills) L Win Tickets to this Thurs I 0/6 
~ Cardinal Playoff Game 
l Bottles 3. •• Doubles 
SOUTH SIDE CAFE 
Open Sam • 2pm Monday • Thurs. 
Fri. and Sat. Open til 8pm (NEW) 
Breakfast served anytimel 
614 Jackson Ave. 345·5089 
Spring internships available 
at 
Walt Disney World in 
Orlando, Florida 
PAID INTERNSHIPS! 
DISNEY COLLEGE PROGRAM 





Physical Science Bldg., Room 2120 
Mtut attend lnjormational Session to .\ecure till interview. 
All Majors Welcome. 
For detailed infonmttion about Disney Internships, 
visit: www.wdwcollegcprogram.com 
Sponsored by Career Services 
1301 Human Services Center, 581-2412 
www. jobsrv. eiu. edu 
S3.5e l.o• ltlancls $1.01 Miller Hlp 
life Bottles 
$2.00 Jim Beam 
Karaoke 
$1.Y Coon upt 




$1.58" Rolling Rock 
$2.01 Corona and 
Modelo 
$1.50 PBR 
$1.50 Vodka Rail 
This Week 
Open Mic: 











SHUT UP ABOUT 
CHARLESTON 
You heard me right, the gloves are ofF, enough is enough. 
While sitting ourside with some friends, we overheard some-
body saying something along the lines of. "Charlescon is bor-
ing/lame/suck>." This was different though, they acrually 
meant it How dare you. 
I can't say that I am completely innocent of this charge, 
though. I, too, have dropped the "Charleston Sl.tcks" bomb 
on an cxx:asion or two, but that was during my earlier years 
at Eastern. Since then, I have learned the error of my wa.ys 
and h;ave matured Wdl, maybe not the latcec. 
Charleston is not Chicago, it's not even West Chicago, 
and it probably never will be. You knew this when you 
decided co come to Eastern, so don't be so surprised. What 
was going through your head during orientation? Did you 
think that the huge outlet mall!Best Buy/actual Burgee King 
was just east of town? Wdl, they arent, but l think we are 
coping with that just fine. 
And for chose who think Burger King will one day be in 
ChaclesLon, I'm socry, it never will be. Go read chc court's 
decision on the lm:cmer, then weep onto your keyboard like 
1 did. We do have a Dog N' Suds. though, which 1 believe is 
easily bener chen BK and they don't have the nigbonare-
inducing commercials. Holy crap! Tt's THE Burger King. 
and he is at my Window, where did he come &om, and so 
"Charfeston is not 
Chicago, it's not even 
West Chicago, and it 
probably never will be." 
on. 
Back to the point 
though. what kills 
me the mosr abour 
the Charleston-
haters is d1e fact 
that these very same 
people tend ro go 
home every single 
weekend. They know fall break is next weekend, bm they 
really need to go home and do that one thing on a regular 
weekend. too. 
The weekend is when Charleston becomes fun. The 
weekdays ace meant for classes. and che weekends ace for the 
rowdy drunken times, or maybe that's just your week any-
way, hurl wouldn't know a rhingabour that ... So if some-
one is dioching out on the weekend consistently. but staying 
around for d1e classes. it's no wonder chey hate Charleston. 
You idior. 
How many towns are you going to be able to walk to any 
party, bar, or get together v/ith l'a.Se? At the University of 
lllinois at Urbana-Champaign srudenrs need to depend on 
the buses to gee to that one killer party that the Chemisny 
frarernity is hosting. lbat has to be a pain and you know it. 
The square may be a long walk for some, bur suck it up, it's 
worth ir. 
The most crowded weekend this year was easily Family 
Weekend. I remember the complete onslaught of people on 
4rb Srreet, a complete opposite of what fve come to know 
from my hazy, drunken memories of walking home on an 
empty 4th Srrecr. Why was this so? Was it because srudent's 
parenrs were visiting and now going home was brought to 
you? Aw, mom, do l have to drink? 
Charleston has many wonders to discover and even 
though this is my senior year. I fed like there is so much 
more to see. I just found out about the 70 feet tall Abraham 
Lincoln statue. Bur, that's my point, though. There are so 
many quirky things to experience in Charleston, and odds 
are you have no idea what they are. 
And you know what. they aren't going ro find you, vou 
have ro find them, And if you don't want ro explore 
Charleston and really give it a chance. then you know what, 
shur up, you baby. 
Walk~r, a Jmior joumalism11utjor, 
cau b,• mJchtd at gttiU3'JO(ii)~'huo.cum. 
MONDAY, 0croBER l. 2005 
EDITORIAL CARTOON BY RICH LAKEBERG 
EDITORIAL 
Opinion page editor, AARoN SaDUTZ 
Editor in ch1ef, JE~~NF£R CHWUEUD 
Managing editor, llwAirY San£ 
News editor, Kn.; MuHuGtt 
Associate news editor, AMY SIMPsoN 





The last Republican hope gone 
Friday, former Illinois ge>vernor Jim Edgar 
decided he would nor arr~mpt co take the word 
"former" out of his current tide. 
Instead, he said that after 30 year:> in politics 
and seven years away from politics, he would not 
be running for the posicion he- once held. 
Edgar was che only man, due to his former pop-
ularity and his household name, who could really 
have given Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojcvich a run for 
the highest seat in the srate. Because of this devd-
opmenr rhc race for governor will not be as close 
as some suspected ir would be had Edgar run. This 
is because of Blagojevich's hold over Ch1cago. 
Withour a unified Republican pany. ~at trumps 
all. 
The currcnr governor's ries ro C'h1cago, which 
includes plenty of support and money, aud the 
At issue 
Form¢t governor j1m 
Edgar's dedsion not 
to run lor his former 
p<>sition. 
Our stance 
t:dgar was probably 
the only opportunity 
the Republicans had 
to rnilke a dent in 
current Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich's hold on 
the state. I lis dec1ston 
not to run has left the 
Republican party w1th 
only a h:~w names 
remaming for the can-
d,cJary, and th~ 
names don't hold the 
kmd of weight they 
WIJI need tO WID. 
Edgar was the one man who could have 
changed char scenario. Because of his age and, as 
he said Friday at a press conference, a desire ro 
not deal with rhe stress involved in politics any-
more, rhar hope for Blagojevich bashers came to 
an end. 
One tell-tale sign char Edgar isn't even sure 
about the resr of the: current Republican candi-
dates, as of righr now, is that he didn't come out 
and fully endorse one of rhe.orher candidates. 
He d1d say chat Blagojev1ch's sagging pole num-
bers and a current controversy dealing with cam-
paign finances has made rhe governor vulnerable 
rhis rime around. 
Bm, still, he did not fully endorse one of the 
other candidares. 
fu the Chicago Sun-1imes reported Saturday. 
faa thar all of Chicago srill oumumbcrs rhe rcsr of 
rhe stare in population. should lead to a 
BLgojevich-ran governorship in Illinoi\ once again after this 
"Former Gov. Jim Edgar's decision nor to run leaves 
fotir Republicans in the race, three on che sidelines 
-and no apparenr fronr-runner."' 
election. 
The Republican Pany now has w rdy on names like Judy 
Baar Topinka, the srare 1reasurer, Auror.1 busint"ssman Jim 
Obcrweis. state Sen. Bill Brady from Bloomington anJ stare 
Sen Srevc Rauschcnbcrgcr. 
All rhar remains in Gov. Blagojevich's way then would be him-
self So. if nor roo much comes from the controversy around 
h1m nghr now, then ir will be four more years of the current gov-
emor in Illinois' hight'St office. 
These names most likely will not rally a srill recovering 
Republican base, and almost certainly are nor strong enough to 
compete with Blagojcvich's campaign. 
The editorial i.s YJt mnjority opi11io11 of 
Tht Daily FAstern Nnm rditoria! board. 
YOUR TURN: LEI-I'ERS TO THE EDITOR 
The staff at Tht Daily Eastern News 
wants to know what students think 
about current events, campus issues, col-
lege living and anything else smdents 
would like ro address. 
Editorial cartoons run everyday, while 
guest columns run once a week on 
Wednesday. Anyone is welcome ro write 
a column or draw a cartoon, bur it is at 
chc editor's discretion when to run the 
column or the cartoon. 
COLUMNISTS NEEDED 
Have an opinion? We want to hear it! 
Tilt Daily Eastern Nws is looking for 
students interested in voicing opinions 
on campus, state, national and intema-
rional issues through columns. Tht DEN 
rc.<;erves the Wednesday guc.<;t colwnn 
spot for studentS, Faculty and members 
of rhc community. Guest columns 
should be a mmimum of 5SO words and 
can go up co 600 words. 
CARTOONISTS WANTED 
The DEN is interested in recruiting 
cartoonisrs that display artistic ability. 
particularly caricatures ar1d tasteful 
humor as well as address campus issues. 
A grasp of of the news and current 
events is necessary for cartoontsts to be 
effective. 
Columns. cartoons and lerrers can l:ie 
submitted at room I 811 ofBuuard 
Hall. 
LETTERS TO ntE EOfJOR The [),,J/y E.hll;tn f" ~vs acceplS lette-r~ to the ednor addres~lng loc .. t, ~tate, naltonal and 1ntema1oonal lssuus. 11wy ~ould be less 
than 250 word> .111d lull the ll!Jihnrs' n.un,, tel~hone numl>t:r and addr~~ StudeniS "huuld ondocatu thc1r y~r on school and maJor. I acuity, admamstrauon 
Jnd "·'f' should 1ndoc.lt lle1r r• IH)n.md ilq>m-nc l ,(lc...-s ''hosP authors tannm be•'<'fllwd w1ll nvt he printed We rt.~rvethe rtght to P.dit ll!ttet'llor 
l~o~th L~tt<n an bl 1 t ~ (), 11\ C:n~ ~ at 1811 lluz:zard Hall Chari 'tor.IL 619..!0, fa.~ed to;!li' ,81-2923, or e-ma1led t<) 
DENelcGip.tll.com 
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Singing for relief 
Seven-band concert benefits 
Katrina, Rita hurricane evacuees 
MICH"fl PmRSON 
SI,.IJ kt1'<1Rlll< 
A HurriC<llle Karrina benefit 
concen Sw1day afternoon at 
Bro.1dw.ty Christian Church in 
M:moon gave music fan:. an 
opportunity to give moner.ary 
donations of any srzc ro hdp 
VICTimS. 
1 he bands performing ac the 
concert, which sr,med at 3 
p.m., were Who~ocvcr Will, 
Lakeview Drive, Solafidc, 
Forgcrting Paris, Bastian, 
Forrynunusone and Skuf. The 
band Shotgun Wedding was 
also lisred ro play but had to 
C<lllcd because their drummer 
was injured. 
organid by l.acq Ard, a sen-
ior marketing major, and her 
"partner in crime' Robyn 
Drozd, a senior communiet-
tion studie~ major. 
"All of the proc~'Cds go w 
l{cd Cro~: 90 pcrccm goc.~ to 
Humcane K.urina and Rita 
viuim\. but 10 pcrccm goes to 
tlw Red Cro!>~ w be used IOC:ll-
lr." Ard said. 
.She said ~he wamcd to con-
tribuLe to the relief cffon, but 
didn't know how at first. 
She finally decided organiq. 
ing a concen was the best way 
to help out. 
Aid and Drcnd then contact-
ed local Christian bands using 
MySpacc.com, a popular net-
working Web site. 
Drozd and Aid were also 
able ro use the site to promote 
the concen. 
local artists from 9 p.m. to 
midnight on Sundays. 
Ard L\ the m mager for one of 
the fe:uureu bands, 
Fonyrninusone. Ard cxplamed 
thac the members of 
Fortyminusonc went to her 
church. 
Because she is a marketing 
major. they ,tskcd her to be 
thc:ir manager tcmporanly unnl 
they found someone else. But 
the band liked her so much 
they decided to keep her per-
manently. 
Another band at the concert, 
Sku£, described their style of 
music as "poppy-hardcore with 
ska influencc:s." 
~we started out a high 
school rock and roiJ thing.,.. 
said Tyler larson, the saxo-
phone player for Skuf. 
P AGE 5 
MICHAEL PETJEaSONII'Ht ~y &\SlT'RN NfWS 
WI think ir's a good idea to 
help the victims and (a concen) 
brings out the people who are 
into musk," said Becky 
Wilson, a sophomore English 
major. 
The benefit concert was 
Drozd is also a OJ at Hirmix 
88.9 and hosts "Illinoise," a 
show that plays music from 
Bur the band became intpor-
um to its members, and they 
have been playing music seri-
ously for three years, he said. 
'WhosotNr WIIP ltd pitarilt Dale Yaqhtlilp S•14aJ at........, Chrlltiu C ..... lt it 
llattoo1 duriq tH concert fudraiMr. 
Eastern students find it difficult to graduate in four years 
Changing majors, 
financial reasons 
• are mam causes 
Bv SARA RANNELlS 
qMfR£POmR 
Some Eastern students are finding it difficult 
to graduate in four years. 
Changing maJors and indecisiveness are two 
of the mosr common problems srudents face 
when arrempting to graduate on time. 
Amy Edwards, assistanr director of the 
Planning and Institutional Studies Dc:parunent, 
said that according to a study of all fieshmen 
that st:an:ed in 1998, 34 pen::cnt of the StUdents 
graduated in four years . 
Graduating in four years is becoming more 
and more difficult for students; especially if they 
aren't sure what field they want tO go inro when 
they begin college. 
Hilary HancOck, a junior biology major. said 
she thinks she wiU have to take a couple of extra 
semesters because she declared her major late 
and has tO make up for lost rime. 
"I am not really sure what I want to do as a 
career," Hancock said. 
There are a number of Factors rhat contribute 
to students graduating larer, but one of the main 
reasons students aren't graduating in four years is 
switching majors, said Director of Admissions 
Brenda Major. 
laura Farmer. a senior commurucation srud-
ies major, said she knows she will not be able to 
graduate on rime. 
~rve changed my major &om one extmne to 
the next my junior year, so I had to kind of sran 
&om scratch," she said. 
Farmer said she plans to take one ro two extra 
semesters to finish her requirements. 
Other reasons students aren't graduating on 
rime could be: because of financial reasons, 
Major said. 
Goud nulv u cho \.Jurlucon lhtry Qu~n 
lO Sc.uc Sm:cc 
r al..t [),., oon ''· Nonh ro State Sr 
I Off<t Expuu Oaoh<:t 31, 20115 
·------------------------------
She said some srudcnts might nor be able to 
afford the ruition costs of taking at least 15 hours 
per semester. 
Some students enjoy the college aunosphere 
and are "not geared towards completion in four 
years." Major said. 
Eastern has a program called the EIU 4 pro-
gram ro hdp sruderus gnuiuate in four years. 
Major said she hopes the EJU 4 program wiU 
help guide more srudents to graduate in four 
years. 
The EIU 4 program says it guarantees eligible 
students to graduate in four years. and if they 
don't, Ea.~rem will waive tuition costs for any 
extra semesters. 
W Kerasotes :1 ~ ft MOYie' with Magic 
FREE REFlU. ~ PoPcoiiH & Son DftsHIUI 
VlaiT US 0!11.11\E AT -.KERAIIOTEB.COM 
WILL Roo~RS THeATRf. 
1 .. 00·FANDANGO 155&1 
. - : · ·: .. 
-----------------------------------~ SHOWTIMES FOR SEPT 30·0CT 6 
THE GREAT RAID (R) DAlLY 6:45 
~ ~19J!Ml ~OWl If©©U!ID®U[ "IT~ ~!hJ©w lf@[W~fffi® 
~[f@w@] [p)@lfUH@i!W@UH@IJil H~ W@U~@!Ml@o 
Donna9 S Cleaners 
Now Offering Laundry Service 
$6.50 per 15 lbs. 




• Any dry cleaning item for $2.25 with 
this coupon (excludes leather) 
• Bundled laundry service $6.50/151bs. 
(includes wash & fold) 
1 704 Jackson Ave. 345-3454 
OH ROlfTE 16 EA&I Cf ~57 l"f CdL£ Wile 
IUTTOOH- 1-800-FANDAHGO 16731 
\5.2S...ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM 
·-----------------------------------~ 
SHOWTIMES FOR SEPT 3o-OCT 6 
INTO THE BLUE (PG13) 5.00 7 40 10.20 
SERENITY (PG13) 3.50 6 40 9:30 
CORPSE BRIDE(PG13)410 5:15 6:30 8:4 
FLIGHTPLAN(PG13) 445 5:40 7:00 8:009: 
10".30 
SOUTH SIDE CAFE ROLL BOUNCE (PG13) 4:30 7 10 9.50 JUST LIKE HEAVEN(PG13)5:30 7:50 tO·t LORD OF WAR (R) 7 30 10:15 ONLY 
EXORCISM OF EMILY ROSE (PG13) 
4:00 6:50 9:40 
Open Sam - 2pm Monday - Thurs. 
Fri. and Sat. Open til 8pm (NEW) 
Breakfast served anytime! 
614 Jackson Ave. 345-5089 
Coronation Candidate Meeting 
University Ballroom 




1 0/4 - 9:30 pm 
Tu5eola-Arcola Rm 
Community Relations 5uv·Committee Meeting 
1 0/5 8pm Charleston/Mattoon Rm. 
40-YEAR OLD VIRGIN R 4:20 1·20 10:00 
Union Wa lkway 
1 0/4& 10/6 
Window Paint ing 
Homecoming Elections 
Rec Center. Union, Coleman 
10/3 - 1015 
8am-4pm 
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Chil1ing video shows suspected 
Bali bomber just before blast 
THE AsSOCIATED PRESS 
BALI, Indonesia -Police raised 
the alert level for Indonesia's capital 
and the pn:sidenr warned of more 
anacks Sunday as a chilling video shot 
the day before showed a suspected 
bomber clutching a backpack and 
scrolling past diners ~oments before 
one of three suicide bombings killed 
26 people on Bali. 
The near~sirnultaneous bombings 
on the resort island also injured 10 1 
people, including six Americans. 
The attacks apparently were 
planned by Southeast ASris two most-
wanted men, who are believed to be 
connected to an al-Qaida-linked 
group, said Maj. Gen. Ansyaad Mbai, 
a top indonesian anti-terror official. 
The alleged masterminds of the 
Bali attacks were believed to be 
Azahari bin Husin and Noordin 
Mohamed Top, both Malaysians who 
fled to Indonesia afTer a crackdown on 
militams following the Sept. 11 
attacks, officials said. 
The masterminds were not among 
the suspected bombers, whose 
remains were found at the scenes, offi-
cials said. AU three bombers were 
believed ro be wearing belts of explo-
sives, police said. 
''All that is left is rheir head and 
fttc," Mbai said. "By the evidence we 
can conclude the bombc~ wc:rc carry-
ing the explosives around their 
waists." 
President Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono warned that terrorists 
could be planning more strikes in the 
world's most populous Muslim nation 
as Jakarta's police chief put the capital 
on top alert. with two-thirds of its 
police fora: on standby. 
There were no claims of responsi-
bility for Saturday niglu's coordinated 
arracks on two packed seafood cafes in 
the Jimbaran beach resort and the 
Raja Cafe noodle and sreakhouse in 
the bustling tourist center ofKuta. 
Video footage shor by a vacationer 
at the three-story Raja Cafe captured a 
suspected bomber in a black T-shirt 
walking past foreign and local touriStS 
eating dinner, sipping drinks and 
chatting at Cllldlelir tables. 
The man clutches his backpack, 
adjusts it sllghdy, chen walks our of 
view. MomentS later there is an explo-
sion from his direction, followed by 
gray smoke and terrified screams. 
Police said the video, obtained by 
Associated Press Tdevision News, was 
parr of the investigation. 
Suspicion for the blasts fell on the 
Southeast Asian terrorist group 
Jemaah Wamiyah, which wants to 
establish an Islamic srate across 
Southeast Asia and has been linked co 
Osama bin Laden's terrorist network. 
Jemaah Islamiyah has been blamed 
for the 2002 Bali nightclub bombtngs 
tbar killed 202 people, mostly foreign 
crs, and subsequent attaoo on the 
].W. Marriott horcl and chc Auscrnlian 
Embassy that killed 22. Saturday's 
blasts occurred nearly three yea.rs co 
the day of the 2002 bombings, which 
also w~.:re in Kura. 
Scores of)emaah Tslamiyah suspects 
have been arrested in Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Singapore, the Philippines 
and Thailand since 2002, leading 
some officials to say the group's leader~ 
ship has been crippled. But analyses say 
the group appears to have taken on a 
dilferem fonn, working with recruirs 
from other organizations or groups. 
"The Jl is the 9nly group with the 
intention and capability ro mount an 
attack on Bali on such a coordinated 
}CV(l," said Singapore-based experr 
Rohan Gunaratna of the Instirure of 
Defcnst· and Srrategic Srudies. 
"No ocher groups can carry our 
multiplt" attacks like thar." 
The heaJ waiter at the Menega 
Cafe in Jimbaran said the bomb went 
off ar his beachside restaurant between 
the rabies of cwo large dinner parties 
sitting in the sand. Most of the 120 
diners at the restaurant were 
lndom:sian, he said 
"Everyone started screaming, 
'Allah! Allan! Help!'" said Wayan 
Subagia, 23. who suffered leg injuries. 
"One woman rushed ro pick up her 
child but rh.:- litclc: g1rl ~ alr~dy 
d(-ad." 
Another bla~r occum:J ar rhe ncar-
by Nyom:m seafood re:~taur.tm. 
On Sunday. Yudhoyono vt~ited 
Sangl.lh Hospital, near the island's 
..... faots 
• s~ Jemaah lslamiyan, 
a terrorist group linked to 
Osama bin laden 
+What: 'Three suicide 
bombings that killed 26 people 
and injured 101 more. 
+ When: Saturcla~ Sept. 31 
+Where: Beach resort in 
Bali, Indonesia 
+ Why: The group wants to 
establish an Islamic state 
+ How: Three men wearing 
belts ot explosives 
capital city, Denpasar, where dozens 
of people, mosr of them Indonesian, 
waited in tears for news of friends and 
relatives missing since the attaCks. 
Several coffins were carried out. One 
was for a child. 
The dead included 12lndonesians, 
an Australian and a Japanese man. 
Officials were trying to iden~ the 
nationalities of the other corpses in 
the morgue, a hospital statement said. 
Bobby Nugroho, an lndonesian 
whose mother and father were killed, 
went to coUea his parents' remains at 
the hospital's morgue. 
"A \vimess said that my father was 
sitting, facing the beach when a man 
opened his jacket and pulled the trig-
ger in front of him," said Nugroho, a 
Jakarra-based reporter in his late 20s 
who works for the Japanese newspa-
per Nihon Kcizan Shimbun. 
The 101 wounded included 49 
Indone!Sians. 17 Australians, six 
American~. six Koreans and four 
Japanese, officials smd. 
Director of Admissions to address Faculty Senate 
MONDAY, 0cro8ER 3, 2005 
City council to 




· raffle permit also 
on agenda 
Bv E1tJN MJLLfR 
CITYEOJlOR 
The Olarl~t()u City Council will 
vote Tuesda) .o approve a construe~ 
cion manager for the Carnegie Public 
Library. 
A construction manager will over-
see the project to look out for the best 
inreresr of the city, said Sheryl Snyder, 
director of the library. 
Bumidge Casscll Associaces out of 
EJgin is the archirccrural company in 
charge of the new library. 
After interviewing possible con-
struction managers, Bumidge Cassell 
Associates makes a recommendation 
to the city council, said Rick 
McCarthy, principal of the company. 
City council members will also voce 
on an agreement with Bank of 
America to finance the city's early 
retirement program. 
Authorizing street closures for the 
Jefferson Grade School Halloween 
P..uade on Ocr. 31 and for "Chrisunas 
in the Heart of Charleston" on Dec. 3 
will also be voted on during rhe m~~ 
ing. 
This week is being recognized as 
Week of the Classroom Teacl1er, Ocr. 
9 to Ot:t. 15 ~being proclaimed Fire 
Prevemion Week, Oct. 16 ro Oct. 22 
~ Na.tJonal Busmess and Professional 
Women's Week and Nov. 6 ro Nov. 11 
is Poppy Week in honor of Veterans 
BY SARAH WHIIN(Y 
ADMINI'iTRAllON fOlTOR 
of rime with srudentli, it ~ important that we know 
rhe profile and the number of srudcnts coming co 
EIU." said senate chair Assege Haile Mariam. 
Mariam. Day. 
In its Tuesday meeting, the Faculty Senate will 
hear from Dircaor of Admissions Brenda Major. 
"The senate asked if she could visit so we could 
better understand the process of potential student 
recruionent and their enrollment,"' said senate 
recorder John Stimac. 
Major will update the senate on recruianenc, 
admissions and !dated ropics. 
"Because the faculty spends an enoonous amount 
All the faculty are influenced by the demogrnph- · 
ics and number of students that Eastem L~ rccruitmg 
and admitting, so the faculcy and students should be 
interested in hearing what Brenda has to say, Stimac 
said. 
The senate will also begin irs discussion of the 
campus mission statement. 
"The Faculty Senate will probably disruss the 
mission statement over several meetings," said Haile 
AOO!SS, affordability and quality arc imponanr 1ne city council will also vote on a 
topics that Haile Mariam said faculty will most like- raffle pem1it for Zonta Club of Coles 
ly want to include in the revised mission scacemenr. County, which will suppon service 
"I am sure this campuswide <liscussion will result projects and scholarships. 
in ideals chac would cranscend boundaries," she said. A bid awani for a softball complex 
"A mission statement guides the function of an fence ·contraCt will also be voted on. 
organization, thus, EIU's mission sratement should I City council members will also dis--
have the same meaning co students as it does to the cuss oick or treat hours. 
faculty." The city council meets at 7:30p.m. 
The senate will meet at 2 p.m. Tuesday in Booth in the second floor meeting room of 
Library Conference Room 4440. the municipal building. 
~\ 0~~~ec · 
0 \O~ ~ - ounter o 
Lincolnshire 
Apartments on the square 
Bar & Restu rant 
MONDAY 
ao{(\S , I seein rugs available . 
cof\ We can fill your prescription from home. g a doctor! Without 
Open M-F Bam-Spm 
r 
• Balconies & Patios 
$2 Beam & Coke 
$1 Miller· Lite Draft 
TUESDAY 
OJ Marcus Rhode(EIU Student) 
$1.50 Coors Light Bottles 
$2 Fuzzy Navels 
WEDNESDAY 
You Pick the Music w/ OJ DC 
$1 Coors Light Draft 
$2 Captain & Coke 
THURSDAY 
Karaoke w/ DC Productions 
$2 Ameretto Stone Sours 
$1.50 Rolling Rock Bottles 
Welcome All EIU Students! 
Shot Specials Nightly 
Busch Draft $1 Daily 
For more information,. please caiiSBI-1179. 
EIU Pharmacy 
II 02 Human Services Building 
(South Quad, next to Thomas Hall) 
C . Have your order billed t 
ome rn and experience all th t o your student account 
a we offer! 1 
. t\on transferred to us. 
0 tor's Prescnp 
Get your oc l'based on ava\\abi\\ty) ~ 
' Health Service ~- ~ 
EIU Pharmacy accepts cash, personal checks 
or we can bill to your student account. Your Questions, Real Answers 
Keep Those Pockets 
FULL! Advertise Today! 581-2816 
• Apts. for 1 , 2, 3, or 4 
• Great Staff 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Central Air 
• Reasonable Utilities 
• 24 Hour Maintenance 
• Free Off-Street 
Parking 




1840 Douglas Dr. 
~ 348-8441 
~ 









on senior trip 
THE AsSOCIAriO PRESS 
LAKE GEORGE, N.Y. - A 
tour boat carrying 47 people on a 
senior citiuns' cruise overturned 
Sunday on a lake in upstate New 
York, killing 21 people, the county 
sheriff said. 
Authorities were invesrigaring 
whether a large pasl.ing tour boat 
created a wake that caused the acci-
dent, Warren County Sheriff Larry 
OeveJand said. 
The 40-foot, glass-enclosed 
Ethan AJien capsized shortly 
around 3 p.m. on Lake George 
about 50 miles north of AJbany in 
the Adirondack Mountains. 
By 5 p.m., all p~ngcrs had 
been acrounred for. 
The 21 bodies we~ laid out 
along the ~horc, and the scene was 
blocked oR' ny police with rarps. 
' l'he wc.uher was clear, calm .tnd 
in the 70s ~unday afternoon. 
Repr~cmanvcs of Shoreline 
Cnaise;, \\hich operates the boat, 
could not immediately be reached 
for comment. 
The tour boat was carrying a tour 
group from Canada, Oevdand 
said. 
Several police boats were on the 
water, aJld at least half a doun 
divers were in a small cove on the 
west side of the lake. 




Firefighters gain on California blazes 
Wind forecast 
causes worry flames 
may re-ignite 
50 mph gusts and re-;ignjte what appeared to be a 
"cold mountain," Bd1 said. 
"A lircle wind could blow those embers into the 
green and then we'd be starting from scratch," Bd1 
said. .. ~ look c:xcdlent today, and we will be 
very aggressive. But me wiod c=vmt is our biggest 
'what if right now." 
"A little wind could blow those 
emben into the green and then 
we'd be starting from scratch." 
RON BEll, BURIA"'I( Fill£ On>ARTMENT CMTAIN 
THE AssooATtD PRESs 
LOS ANGELES - Firefighters ~ned ground 
Sunday against three wildfues burning across 
Southern California but worried about a forecast 
for hot winds. 
Crews were kept at me scene a little longer and 
posicioned near homes that could be threarened if 
the winds kicked up. 
Elsewhere, more than 1 ,000 emergency person-
nel battled a blaze in steep, ~ rerrain in and 
around San BeMardino National Fo~t, about 70 
miles east of Los Angeles. 
were allowed to ~rum late Saturday, but mandato-
ry evacuations remained Sunday for Seven Oaks, 
Barton Rats and AngeJus Oaks. 
A wildfire that torched mo~ than 24,000 acres on 
the border of Los Angeles and Ventura rounties was 
65 percent contained and cooler weather hdped fire. 
6ghters as chcy mod to extinguish hot spots, said 
Mike Horst, a Ventura County fire dispatchet. 
A 1,045-acre fire in Burbank was 67 percent 
contained after firdighters were aided by cooler, 
overnight brtt:r.eS, said Capt. Ron BdJ of the 
Burbank Fi~ Depa.rtmem. 
Residents returned to about 70 evacuated homes 
in Sunset Canyon. But firdighteTh wen: concerned 
about a forecast for warmer winds mar could bring 
The 935-a~ fire was 60 perttnt contained 
Sunday but had the potencial to flare up in windy 
conditions bocause of dead trees and grass in the 
area, according ro the U.S. Forest Service. 
About 1 ,200 people were evacuated from sever-
al small communities on Friday. Some ~idents 
All evacuation orders and road closures were lift-
ed on me Topanga Fire, which raged much of last 
wed<. 
DeLay pledges to take active role in House leadership 
TH£ As~IATlO PRESS 
WASHINGTON-- A defiant 
Tom Delay, removed as House 
majoriry leader because of a crim-
inal indictment, said Sund.l}' he 
can do his job even without the 
title. 
Dday pledged to cununuc his 
dose partnership with Home 
Speaker Dennis Hastc:n in pushing 
rhc GOP's agenda. 
"He'~ lost his office. He\ lmt his 
staff. And he's now bas•cilly a ra.nk-
and·file member who has a lot of 
friends and will still have inAu-
cncc," saad Connecticut Rep. 
Christopher Shays, a moderate 
Republican. 
Delay was charged Wednesday 
wirh conspiring with two political 
aswciares ro use corporate donations 
to support Texas legislative candi-
dates. 
House rules require any member 
of me elected leadership to step down 
temporarily if indicted. 
NATIONAL 
BRIEFS 
Playwn:int August Wilson 
dies of liver cancer at 60 
NEW YORK - Playwnght 
August ~rJlson, whose t.'Pic 1 O·play 
cycle chronicling clte bl.tck experi-
ence in 20rh-ccnmry America 
included sucl1 landmark dramas as 
"h:ncc:s" and "Ma Rainey's Black 
Bortom," died Sunday of liver can-
cer. a family spokowoman s:ud. He 
was 60. 
Wilson died at Swtdish Medical 
Center in Seattle, surrounded by his 
family, said Dena u:virin, Wilson's 
personal assistant. 
The playwright had disclosed in 
late August mat his illness was inop-
erable and he had only a few months 
to live. 
"We've lost a great writer," said 
Kenny Leon, Broadway c:l.irea:or. 
Authorities link robbery 
to immigrant slayings 
ElLENTON, Ga. Authorities 
have linked a string of home inva-
sions that left five Mexican immi-
grants dead with an armed robbery 
tha! occum:J last month afrer 
revu:wing descriptions of weapons 
used in both crime. 
Javier Guz.man and Juvcntino 
Leon ~rc a~saultc:d in their rrailer on 
Sept. "] 3 by tlm.-e men wielding 
<.:hromc piswb and ha.o~ehaJJ bats, 
similar to the WC.lpOnS used in Ule 
south Georgi.• slaying:. on Friday. 
Authorities susp«t at least two 
men commirtc:d rhe attacks at four 
mobile home parks and targeted 
Hispanics. 
Construction quality had 
role in storm damage 
GULFPORT, Miss. - A few 
more nails and extra bolts could have 
made a bag difference for some 
homes that were destroyed by 
HurriCaJ1e Katrina. 
• 
An initial engineering review 
found that most of the wood·&ame 
houses that survived the storm's 130 
mph gusts held up because of lit de 
thin~: plenty of na.i.ls, metal maps 
anaching rafters to &ames and bolts 
anchoring frames aJtd porches to 
com: rete. 
"The lesson robe learned is arten-
rion ro deratl," cS.ud John \~ln de 
Undt, a Colorado State University 
professor who ms pan of the team. 
"If the (hUJidmg) cod.:- was follow~d. 
things seemed w do rt:ally well.'' 
FaHeri~ economy could 
add to Republican woes 
WASHINGTON - Things are 
going so badly for President Bush 
and his fellow Republicans that ir i~ 
hard to imagine what could come 
along and make it worse. 
WiLh Bush's approval ratings near 
a low point, he is running near 
empty on political capital and finds 
himself presiding over a restive 
GOP. 




25 acre student rental community surrounding 3 acre park 
Four Bedroom Homes & Three Bedroom Duplexes 
NEW CONSTRUCTION TO LNCLUDE: 
RESERVED PARKING, WASHER/DRYER, FRONT & REAR YARDS, 
CABLE TV, HIGH SPEED DSL INTERNET, NEW APPLIANCES, 
FRONT PORCHES. LARGE LIVING SPACES, CENTRAL NC, 
COMMUNITY PARK. FURNITURE PACKAGE AVAILABLE 
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL: 
52" TV WITH HOME THEATER SURROUND SOUND* 
•LIMITED TIME OFFER 
Model unit now available for viewing across the street from 
Old Main at 1405 Sixth St. near EIU campus in Charleston 
Be the first to pick your home site location!!! 
Please call 217.345.1400 for more information 
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CLASSIFIEDS Military: 28 killed -
near Syrian border 
SUBLESSORS 
Sublessor needed ASAP for 
Spring 2006 Semester. 
$275/month plus free w1reless 
mternet. Only pay 4 months 
rent. Convenient on Campus 
Locat1on. Call Leah @815· 
579·8189. 
-....-------10/17 
Need 2 Roomates. Close to 
Campus. Call (61 8) 843·9806 
or (618) 263·8790. 
---------10~ 
Male roommates needed. 3 
rooms for rent. shared k1tchen. 




ATTENTION All GRADUAT· 
lNG SENIORS! If you are 
Interested In a yearbook of 
your semor year, and are not 
sure how to pick it up, come to 
the Student Publications 
office, room 1802 Buzzard 
Hall, and for only $6 we will 
mall you a copy in the Fall 
when they are published. Call 




Male roommates needed. 3 
rooms for rent, Shared 
Kitchen. West of Square, 
washer/ dryer, AC. 345-9665 
_10114 
Single Apartment. Utilities 
Included. $299 per month. 
Dave 345·2171. 9 am- 11 am 
---------~-00 
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROP· 
ERTIES NOW LEASING FOR 
FALL 2006 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 
Bedroom Houses, 
Apartments, and Duplexes. 
View Properties at 
www.elprops.com or Contact 
Melissa at 345-6210 or 549· 
0212 
10/6 
Quiet 1 Bedroom Apt close to 
campus. $355 a month utili· 
ties included Call Amy 345· 
9422. 
-------- 10/6 
2 bedroom apartment recently 
remodeled @ 21 Adams St. 
Call Eli Sidwell@ 345·3119 
_ _._ ___________ , 0111 
FOR REliT 
2 bedroom newly remodeled 
apartment @ 1519 1Oth 
Street, A/C. Call Eli Sidwell @ 
345·3119 
-------------10/11 
3 Bedroom House. 1 112 Bath. 
Dishwasher. Washer/ Dryer. 
Close to Campus. 708-261 • 
2741 For Spring 2006. 
__________ , 0/25 
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1ST· 
mce, cozy, 2BR apt $350fmo, 
water; trash included, ofl 
street parkmg. 345·1266 
00 
Nice Apartment available 2nd 
semester. Fully Furnished, 
garbage disposal, dishwasher, 
master bedroom. Sublease 
call ASAP. 502·751·8481 
____ o.o 
Oldtowne Apartments: 1, 2, 3 
Bedroom for Fall 2006. Close 
to campus. 4 locations to 
choose from. Call 345-6533 
________________ oo 
www.jwllllamsrentals.com 
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR 
NEXT APARTMENT. leasing 
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. 
Good locations, nice apart-
ments, off street parking, trash 
paid. No pets. 345·7286. 
_________ .oo 
BUCHANAN ST. APART· 
MENTS: 1 ,2,&3 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS AVAILABlE 
FOR FALL 05-06. PLENTY OF 
OFF STREET PARKING, 
WATER AND TRASH 
INCLUDED. CALL 345·1266 
__ 00 
Lincolnwood Plnetree has 
2&3 BR Apts. available for 
second semester. Call 345· 
6000 
00 
Available for Summer and Fall 
05·06 school year. Clean 
modern apartments and 
homes w/some utilities includ-
ed. 1 ,2,3,4,&5 bedrooms. W/0 
an some uOils also. NOT ALL 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. NO 
PETSIIII 217·345·4494. 
00 
Fall 2006 - Great selection of 
quality houses and apart-
ments. Close to campus. 1·6 
bedrooms • Free h1gh speed 





SCHOLASTIC BOOK FAIR-Sponsored by EIU Student 
Reading Council. October 3 & 4 from 9 am to 7 pm and October 
5 from 9 am to 4 pm in the Reading Center In Buzzard. 
LIFESKILLS WORKSHOP-"What do you mean it Isn't an A+?·· 
Perfectionism presented by the Counseling Center. 
Perfecllomsm Is a problem that ts overlooked generally becasue 
most people who have It are successful. Perfectionsim 1s one of 
the pnmary componenets of depression and other emotional 
problems This workshop will Identify perfect10n1sm and how to 
cope w1th this problem Without iltntertering In one's life. Tuesday 
October 4, 2005 at 7:30pm 1n the Sullivan Room 10 MLK Union 
UNIVERSITY ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION 
MEETING· Students must formally apply for Umvers1ty 
Adm1ss1on to Teacher Education. This is done by attending a 
meeting. Students who have not preVIously applied must attend 
Moct1ng ton1ght, Monday October 3, 2005 from 5·5·50 pm 10 1501 
Buzzard Ha I 
FOR RENT FOR REliT 
THE A~SOCIATm Par<.s 
Royal Heights Apartments. 3 
BA apartments fall 2005. 
Remodeled, free parking. Call 
Kim. 346·3583. 
____________ oo 
PANTHEA PADS offers for 
2006·07 school year the 
BIGGEST and BEST. 6, 8, 9, 
and 10 bedroom houses Only 
1 block from campus and 
Lantz Gym. CLEAN and 
WELL·MAINTAlNED Call 345· 
3148 for details or check 
chock us out al www panther· 
pads.com. 
00 
Girls. Beautiful Furn1shed 
houses for fall 2006. 3· 7 peo-
ple 10 month lease 112 block 
to campus. 345·5048 
_______________ 00 
Girls beautiful 2&3 bedroom 
furnished apartments for fall 




CAL! HALF OF DUPLEX APT. 
WITH 1 BDRM LOFT. FUR· 
NISHED FOR A SINGLE OR 
COUPLE. $385/MO FOR 1 OR 
$435/MO FOR 2. 1 BLOCK 
NORTH OF O'BRIEN FIELD 
FOR SCHOOL YEAR 2006107. 
CALL JAN AT 345·8350. 
00 
Fall 2006 - Luxury 3 and 4 
bedroom. 2 bath apartments. 
Free HIGH SPEED INTER-
NET, Free CABLE TV, Free 
PHONE! New. safe, secure 




BEAUTIFUL 2 STORY 
HOUSE. FURNISHED FOR 7· 
8 GIRLS AT $295/EACH. 
HARDWOOD FLOORS, FUR· 
NISHED, INCLUDING 
LEATHER FURNITURE, 2 112 
BATHS WITH W/0, CENTRAL 
AIR, LARGE YARD. FOR 
SCHOOL YEAR 2006/07. 1 
BLOCK NORTH OF O'BRIEN 
FIELD CALL JAN· 345·8350. 
~--00 
Now leasing for Fall 2006. 
2,3,4,5,6 bedroom houses and 
duplex un1ts w1th1n 3 blocks ol 




Sr. Lady seeks Immediate help 
with files now thru next 2 
weeks. Also need driver, clear 
record, for appointments, etc., 
my car/yours (must take 
mobile walker). Also occasion-
al extra household tasks, furni-
ture moving, etc. 348·1550 
(answer machine) clearly 
leave name, phone (location If 
cell), available free hours, 
(Include weekends). Will 
respond with interview 
appointment. References. 
___ 10/3 
Get paid to lhlnk Make $75 
taking online surveys. 
www.myspend1ngcash.com 
__________ 10/14 
!BARTENDING! $250/ day 
potential. No Experience 
Necessary. Training Provided. 
1-800·965-6520 ext. 239 
_______________ 1~12 
QAI.M. lraq - U.S. trOOps battled insurgenrs holed up an 
house.~ and driving explosive-laden vc:hiclcs in a St:Cond town 
near the Syrian border SWJday, killing 28 in an expansion of 
their two-day-old olfemivc: chasing al-Qaida fighters along the 
F.uphrares Rh-c:r valley, the military 5:tid. 
AI-Qaida m Iraq claimed to have taken two Marines c.~ptivr 
during the fighting and threacencd to kill them within 24 hour:. 
unle$S all fcmJie Sunni detainees arc rdcasc:J from U S . . md 
lrlqi prisons in the country. The U . .S. military said the chim 
:appeared fabc. 
'There are no ind1c.1Uons that the .tl QUda daims ... arc true," 
Multinational} urcx W(.-:.t, the: command in rhc r~ion ~id. lr 
said it w~ conducting checks "ro vcnfY that all Marine. arc: 
accoWJted for." 
Even as the fighung continued, political ditfcren<n among 
Iraqi leaders dc..'<:~ncd ahead of rhe cntcial Ocr. 15 nalional 
vote on a new consrirut1on. Iraq's Kurdish presidem. Jalal 
Talabani, called on the Shiite prime minister to Step down over 
accusarions he is monopolizing power in the government and 
ignoring his Kurdish coalition partners' demands, a spokesman 
forTalabani's Patriotic Union ofKurdistan said. 
The u.s. mmrary says ai..Qaida in Iraq, the COWluy's most 
fearsome insurgent group, has turned the area near the border 
into a "sanctuary" and a way~st~.cion for foreign fighters enter-
ing from Syria. 
In Karabilah, Marines clashed with insurgents who opened 
fire from a building on Sunday in a firefight thar killed eight 
militants, the milirary said. 
The move into Karabilah widened the sweep laWJched a day 
earlier by 1,000 Marines. soldiers and sailors, starting with near-
by Sadah, a ciny village about eight miles from the Syrian bor-
der. 
There v.-as "virtually no opposition" in Sad.ah, the Marine 
commander in western Anbar province, Col. Scephen W. 
Davis, tald The Associated Press. 
At lease 28 militants were killed in fighting Sunday, Davis 
said, bringing rhe [\Yo-day roll among insurgents to 36. 
There have been no serious U.S. casualties in the operation, 
he said. 
U.S forces are aiming to clamp down on insurgents ahead 
of rhe Oct. 15 vote. AI-Qaida in Iraq and other groups in rhe 
Sunni-led insurgency have launched a wave of violence to 
wreck the vote, killing more than 200 people in the past 
week. 
·~·lorklbne• Crossword Edited by Wi II Shortz No.0822 
ACROSS 
1 Frank _. 
leader of the 
MothersQf 
Invention 
24 "The most trust· 
ed name in 
electroniCS· slo-
ganeer. once 
27 Three: Prefix 
49 11-pointer, in 
blackjack 
50 Slugger Wllhe 
54 Woolen blankets 
6 High Ottoman 
official 
28 Conclude nego· 58 •rn· group 
tiatlons 60 (The) bug 
33 Large feather 
11 Boeing 747, e.g. 




61 Be a lulu 
64 B-ball official 
65 Amazed 
15 Speck in the 
sea 
39 Second chance 66 Shady retreat 
for viewers 67 Bumbler 
16 Lode deposit 
11 Keep cool 
40 Scheduling abbr. 68 Overfull 
41 Ambulance 
sound 
19 Break a 42 Egg-shaped 
Commandment 43 Smelting waste 
20 Fraternity hope· 44 Rand McNally 
ful product 
21 Twisted in pain 
23 Gorillas and 
such 
45 Be just what's 
needed 
48 "So therel" 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
69 Horses of a cer-
tain color 
DOWN 








25 Fairy tale 
5 Gambler's stake dwelling 
34 Big name in 
denim 
35 Eurasia's __ 
Mountains 
52 1890's gold 
rush destination 
53 Prophets 
6 Word with cutie 26 wArablan NightsH 36 Islamic leader 
or sweetie hero 
54 Place to stick a 
comb. once 
55 Pet's tiny tor· 
mentor 
7 _ Wednesday 28 Upper house 
8 Whole bunch member: Abbr. 
9 Cozy spots by 
the fire 
••• 10 Get-up 
-:+~::+i~ 11 Tease 
o::-::+-:+':+F+:::+::~ 12 Lake near 
N1agara Falls 
...;..a.;.;.&.~;;..J,;;;.&..;.;.a 13 Watch over 
29 Heartbreaking 
30 British noble· 
man 
31 Zone 
32 Optical device 
33 Grad students 
mentor 
41 Actor Mineo 
43 Ooo-wop group 56 Backtalk 
that sang 1n 
"Grease" 
46 In other words 
57 Trick-taking 
game with 32 
cards 
47 Polish Nobelist 59 Mad king of the 
Walesa stage 
50 Small. Preltx 62 Female sheep 
51 Mideast's Gulf 63 Newsman 
of Koppel 





in prison for 
toddler's death 
THE AssociATtO PRESS 
EDWARDSVILLE- An Alton man has been sen-
ten~ to the maximum 60 years in prison for last 
year's bc:acing death of his girlfriend's young daughter. 
Michad Green, 23, was semen~ Thursday in 
Madison County CU:cuit Court in the death of2-year-
old Zari.ah Harrison. Green is ineligible for parole, 
although Judge Ann Callis gave him credit for the 
roughly 500 days he already has served in jail. 
Green, who was convicted by jurors in July of first-
degree murder, told police he punched the girl a cou-
ple of times in the abdomen on March 6, 2004. 
Officials said the toddler sustained damage to her 
brain, liver and abdominal cavity. She died two days 
later at a ho~pital. 
Prosecutors asked for the maximum sentence but 
Green's court-appointed anorney, l im Berkley, said his 
client deserved a 20-year sentence, the minimum 
allowed by law. 
Berkley told the Judge that Green studies me Bible 
• and can be rehabilitated. 
The girls mocher, Sharina Smallwood, 25, pleaded 
guilty in January to aggravated banery of a child and is 
serving a 10-yc:.u prison sentence for her role in Zariah's 
dC3th. Prosecutors alleg~.-d she was p~nt during the 
bearing. 
Former Governor sap he understands · 
'traumatic experience' facing Ryan 
CHICAGO- A~ the la!>t fonner Illinois governor to 
mcc criminal charges, Dan Walker s:tid he has an idea of 
what Gcorgc Ryan is g(>ing through. although he is 
quick ro point out their CbC5 are different. 
Walker, who <;ervcd as governor from 1973-1 977, 
pleaded guilty in 1987 to charge:; rcla~<.-d ro financial 
dealings alter he left ofJke. 
Ryan. me fourth Illmois governor tndtcted in the past 
40 years, is charged in a 22-cowu indictmem with rack-
ercering conspiracy, mail fr:tud. tax fraud and l}ing ro 
FBI agents. 
Plan to fiJ. rebel flag at ceremony 
draws criticism, win happen anyway 
SPRINGfiELD - An organizer of a mc:morial to 
honor Confederate soldiers who died at Camp Buder 
National Cemetery during the Ci\il War said despite 
oppo~ition, the group plans to fly the rebel flag wh~'ll 
the memorial is dcdicarc-d. 
The league said many Americans consider me 
Confederate flag "a symbol of hatred and oppression." 
Bur Ron Ca.~recl. national chtef of staff for rhe Sons 
of Confederate Yeteram. said it is appropriate ro use 
the rebel flag bl-causc it is the flag the .soldiers fought 
under. 
"We consider this an honorJble flag. This is a sol-
dier's flag," Casred said. "There will be no substitute." 
Tentative agreement reached in 
lawsuit between IHSA, private schools 
CHICAGO - A judge overseeing a lawsuit 
brought by 32 private schools against the Jllinois High 
School Association said the rwo side<> have rentarively 
agreed to resolve the dispure about how ro level the 
playing field between the state's public and private 
school:.. 
Cook County Circuit Court Judge Julia Nowicki on 
Frid.ty said the sides rcached "an outline of a brilliant 
agreement" during her one-hour, dosed..Joor meeting 
with attorneys, alrhough she declined co discuss derails 
of the pact. 
The plaintiffs cuntcnd an cnwllmcm multiplier 
imposed this aa~dem1c year on the private schools puts 
them at a disadvantage when thl')' compete agaimr 
public ~lhools in state athlcuc tourn 1mcms. 
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Man arrested, held for question in suburban deaths 
THE AssociAno hESS 
AURORA- A man am:sred on an our-
standing warrant was being questioned 
Friday in W1SCOnsin in the deaths of four 
&mily members whose bodies were found in 
an upscale suburban Chicago home. 
W1SCOnsin State Patrol and FBl officials 
stopped the 28-year-old man near Portage, 
Was., Friday. said Columbia Counry, Wis., 
Sheriff Steven ~-
"'There was no resistance," Rowe said. 
Rowe larcr issued a statement saying the 
man was arrested on an outstanding warram 
from Illinois, bur he did not provide further 
derails. He said the man is from Naperville, 
Ill., a suburb near the house where me bod-
ies were found. Columbia County Sheriff's 
Department officials would not comment 
further. 
Police in Aurora, about 30 miles west of 
Chicago. found the bodies Thursday in a 
twcrsrory brick house surrounded by wdJ-
manicured flower beds and a uim, sloping 
lawn. Authorities had gone to the quiet, 
immaculate neighborhood that boasts 24-
hour security pauols [0 check on me 
home's residents after they didn't show up 
for work. 
No weapons were found in me home, 
Aurora police Lc. Rusry Sullivan said. 
In a 5tatcment released late Friday, police 
identified those killed as Jimmy Chio Tsao, 
34, and Katherine Anne Hanson-Tsao, 31, 
who lived in the Aurora home where the 
bodies were found, as wdl as Terrance 
Michad Hanson, 57, and Mary Lynn 
Hanson, 55. both of Naperville. 
Gary Griese, a friend of)imrny Tsao, said 
the Han.sons are Katherine Hanson-Tsao's 
parents. Police have not confirmed the rela-
tionship between the Han.sons and the Tsaos. 
When Sullivan was asked at a news confer-
ence earlier Friday if Terrance Hanson is 
Jimmy Tsao'~ F.tther-in-law, Sullivan said 
"there's information that may indicate that, 
yes." 
Sullivan said his deparonent had not made 
any arrests. 
"There's new names coming up and new 
developments taking place that we're apply-
ing resources to," he said. 
Frank Bochte, an · FBT spokesman in 
Chicago. o;aid earlier Friday char agents in Los 
Angdes were among chose hdping wich the 
invcsligarion. 
"A person of interest is believed to have 
purchased a ticket and flown ro California 
and we're very imcresced in talking ro chat 
person," he said. 
AFLOAT: 
ream in high school. 
Michael Schulte, Carman 
Hall vice president and a soph-
omore economics major rowed 
the biggest and most elaborate 
boat. Their boat was named 
"S.S. Ye OJd Trusty" and 
Schulte said they spent thr~ 
days workmg on ir. 
"lbe surface area will help," 
Richmond said. 
Carman Hall's boat also had 
built-in cup holders, a steering 
wheel and a giraffe hanging off 
the front of the boar to allow 
th~m to "wtn by a nose," 
Schulte said. 
des. Both Cascio and Taylor 
opted to swim the rest of the 
race. Lincoln's representative 
also decided ro swtm rhc 
length. 
Hall's team was asked about t:be 
race, they simply said, "Our 
boat is the only one that Boat-
ed." 
Cascio and Taylor made it 
across t:be finish line in second 
and third places, respectively. 
Evan Richmond, a sopho-
more pre-engineering major 
designed the boat. drawing up 
blueprim:. first. Many thought 
the large boar would '>ink. 
The rules of me race were: 
simple; rowers had ro be the 
fir'lt to get their boat to the 
bridge and chen get out and 
rag a judge: on the bridge ro 
win. At a blow of the whistle 
the boats were off. Lawson 
Hall's boat sank immediately 
and Taylor Hall's went in cir-
Meanwhile. Carman Hall's 
boat had no rrouble ar all raking 
off, and because the ocher teams 
had sunk, Schulte stopped pcri-
odicaJiy ro drink Mounrain 
Dew. After reaching the finish 
line, he went our in his boar 
again with his fishing pole for a 
victory lap. 
Cascio said the problem with 
her boat was "ir wouldn't move; 
it tipped over." When Carmw 
Lincoln Hall's representative 
was unable to finish the race 
and was taken our of the water. 
unharmed, by RHA lifeguards. 
The winners of che boat race 
gor points toward their hall. At 
the end of ROCFest, the team 
'vith the most points will receive 
$1 00 toward hall improve-
ments. 
MINOR: 
CONt o I ROM r.v~ 1 
for minors ha~ not been changed since 
1985, said Bill Weber, associate vice presi-
dent for academic affairs. 
"The Commtrtce's purpo~e is tO better get 
me wording up to date and make &ure we're 
looking the definition of a minor char 
meets the criteria rhar university wams it to 
be," Sterling s,tid. 
Criteria for a minor indudc!> GPA rl'gU-
Iacions, residc:ncy requirements and 
Credir/No Cr~.-dit option. 





tlict between j(kif and unhcrsity practice. 
Currently, in $C:Ction A under rhe 
requirements for majors on page 65 of the 
catalog. students interested in earning a 
departmental minor muse reaive approval 
from the appropriate department chairper-
son or dean by way of their signature. 
Students declare and or change their 
minors at the Registrar's Office located in 
che basemenr of McAfee Gym. 
At the CAA Sept. 8 meeting, Blair Lord, 
provost and vice pR-sidcnt for acadcnuc 
affairs, reported it has nor been rhe pracric('; 
of the Registration's Office to get depart-
ment chajrs' or college deans' signatures. 
This practice conflicts with the caralog 
BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER 
requirement. 
"It':. up to the departments and its up to 
rhe advi~crs ro ~ray on rop of that," said 
John Srim:tc, acting chair of rhe geology 
and geography department, about scudents 
who change their minors, bur don't dcdarl' 
them at the registrar's office. 
"As a chairperson. if I know a student 
want!> to be a minor, I will make sure that 
\tudenr tells the regi~trar." 
.Stimac said he has no control over mak-
ing student!> register rhcir minor with the 
registrar's office. 
"It re-.1lly comc:.s down to the students to 
notify the rcgistrar of any change~ in their 
majors or minors," he said. 
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EKU downs Jacksonville State to control OVC 
Eastern Kentucky went on the 
road to play presds<>n conference 
&vorire JacksonviUe State (1-4, 1-1 
OVC) this weekend and left with a 
31-14 win. 
The Colonels (2-3, 2-0 OVC) are 
now tied for the lead of the confer-
ence. JSU jumped out to a 7-0 lead 
in the first quarter but EKU struck 
back quickly and took advantage of 
a muffed punt by the Gamecocks to 
lead 17-14 at half. 
The Colonels ran for just 82 yards 
but senior quarterback Josh Greco 
threw for 195 yards and 2 touch-
downs while completing 21-of-36 
passes. 
JSU quarterback Maurice Mullins 
was picked off twO times and was 
just 11-of-26 on the day. 
Tennessee Tech 42, 
Murray State 21 
Sophomore quanerback Stephen 
Britton tied a school record by Lhrow-
DANIEL WilliAMS/THE !Wl.Y WT£RN NtWS 
Sophomore midfJtlder Kathleen Hayes shoots durinc the second baH of 
Eastern's 3-1 win over Tenneuee Tech Friday at Lakeside Field. 
ing five touchdown passes a~ Tennessee 
Tech gor its 6rsr confetence win of the 
season. 
McNeal had six catches for 85 yards 
and thme scores. 
Aggie. quarterback Rico Watkins 
scoredona+y.ud~ona~­
rion keeper. 
Britton's third srrike to Brenr 
McNeal was a 22-yard connection in 
the third quarter for a 28-14 lead, as 
McNeal tied the school mask for most 
m rccq>tions in a game. 
North Carolina All 16, 
Tennessee State 3 
On a third down play, TSU qua.r-
lelback Andre Davis, who was mak-
ing his first coUegiate stan, fumbled 
the exchange from cenrer. The loose 
ball was scooped up by A&T defen-
sive end Rickie Lewis, who scam-
pered 70 yards for a tOuchdown. 
Late in the third qua.ncr, Bryon 
Onrix hauled in Britton's record-tying 
fifth TO pass for a 35-l41ead. 
Turnovers once again spdJed doom 
for Tennessee State as the 1igers 
dropped a 16-3 decision «> North 
Carolina A&T at the CUde City 
Classic in Indianapolis. 
Britron finished the !?me 14-ror-18 
for 211 yards and five touchdowns. 
A&T's Quance Speight broke loose 
for a 57-yard run to the TSU 9-yard 
line w ser up the game's first score. 
Bri.~ rompil~d by Matt Suvou, 
ass«i11u ports lditor. 
EFFORT: 
Connell sent the ball into the box off a comer kick, 
where there: was a scramble and a Tech defender knocked 
the ball into Tech's own goal. 
freshman defender Ashley Slota kept the Golden 
Eagk-s from scoring when a shoe went past Groene and 
appeared to be heading in, when Slota slid and cleared 
rhe ball away at the 55-minure mark. 
Tech added a goal ofi~ own from senior Erin McGuire 
25 minutes into the second half folJo,ving a comer kick. 
Groene was pleased with the ream's effort in the first 
half. calling jr the "most complete 45-minure half we've 
played rbis season." 
Nowak was happy Lo get the win, bur was hoping for a 
better overall effort ftom rhe ream. 
"1 think we fell off a lot towards the end of the first half 
and then again from the first ren minutes of the second 
half on," he said. "I think we decreased our work race, 
lost a little bit of focus. 
"So, I wasn't pleased \vith the lack of physscal effort for 
.t poruou of the game." 
Connell was plc:ased with rhe ream's performance 
Friday, saying everything was connecting for the team. 
"It fdr great, it was fun to play, instead of going our 
there and being frustrated the whole time." 
The fun times continued on Sunday for the Panthers 
as they defeated the Lady Govs 1-0 on a warm after-
noon. 
Connell scored the lone goal, her fourth of rhc season. 
Taking the ball on the right side, Connell dribbled 
through three defenders before beating Austin Peay goalie 
Sarah Broadbent \vith a low shot from ten yards our with 
14:22 lefi in the first half. 
Eastern had numerous orher sooting opporrunities, 
but were nor able ro capitalize on any of rhem. 
"We let them hang around by keeping ira 1-0 game," 
Nowak said. 
Nowak gave Broadbent crt.-dit, saying she played an 
outstanding game. Broadbent finished with six saves on 
the day. 
Groene finished with two saves, but came up with a 
big one with fifteen seconds left to play as Austin Pcay 
sent a chru-baU near the box. with Groene coming our 
and diving. keeping ir away from an Ausrin P~y forward 
and preserving"the wm. 
Eastern gees back into OVC action next Friday when 
they travel to Richmond, Ky. to square off against fltlit-
year program Eastern Kenrucky (1-8-1. 1-3) at 4 p.m. 
portrait ~eek is coming! 
get your photo taken for the 2006 
warbler yearbook next week in the 
union lounge near the bookstore 
stop by between 8am & Spm 
monday thru thursday 
october 10-13 
to get your yearbook photo taken 
seniors can make appointments 
~y calling 581-2812 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY 
$5 senior sitting fee 
$4u sittingfee 
individual packages will be 
available through the photographer 
Next portrait week will be held 
after thanksgiving 
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EN'S SOCCER 
Panthers' shutout loss snaps win streak at 4 
NIU's only goal 
holds up in final 
MVC tune-up 
Bv PATRICK Vm 
STAll KmlKllR 
Eastern had its four~game winning streak 
agajnsr Nonhern Illinois come to an end 
Sunday in a sloppy, defensive battle. 
The Panthers (3-5-1) lose co the Huskies (7-
2-1} 1-0 at Lakeside l-leld after r:aking a 0-0 lie 
into halftime. The second half was delayed 30 
minutes after a thunderstorm soaked the field 
and threatened to end the game at half. 
Northern ~cored the lone goal 50 seconds into 
the second half when junior midfielder Chris 
VanDuerm netted his forth goal of the season. 
Eastern head coach Adam Howarth knows 
that Sunday's loss was disappointing but must 
prepare for conference play starting Sarurday. 
"Frustrating is definitely a key word, we 
were ok, bur finishing was again our Athilles 
heel," Howarth said. MWe had a menral lapse 
for the first five minutes after the delay. 
ready to play soccer." 
The Panthers led in ~hors 13-7, though all 
seven of Northern's shots were shots on goal 
compared to the six shors on goal for Eascem .. 
The best opporruniry for Eastern to score 
carne two minut~ before half when fresluuan 
midfidder Adam Gartner fired a shot off the 
left post and freshman forward Brad Peters was 
in posicion for the rebow1d kick. which was 
~topped by Northern goalkeeper Sreve Golccz. 
Northern head coach Steve Simmons was 
ready for Sunday's game to be a knock down 
drag OUt game. 
"Anytime Easrem or Northern play it is just 
a battle and it does not matter what your 
record is or who is playing well, everybody gets 
up for each other and we saw that today," 
Simmons said. "Hats off to Eastern. they have 
some good players and it is a hard place ro play 
so obviously we are very pleased with rhe win, 
bur anytime these state schools get together it 
. " IS a war. 
Sunday's game was the last before the 
Panthers will begin play in the Missouri Valley 
Conferen~ Saturday against Creighton. 
Freshman forward Brad Perers knows that the 
Panthers cannot get too down and must now 
focus on beginning MVC play. 
0ANI£L WILLIAMSITHf: DAILY EASTERN MWi 
"It was a sloppy goal, we did the bc~t we 
could under the conditions, and the guys 
played I 00 percent," he said. "We have to 
keep our heads up and move forward when 
we start conference because everybody is 0-0 
starting nexr week and we are going ro come 
.. lr is disappointing because we played bard 
and now we ju~t have to bounce back," Peters 
said. "We played well, we just have to practice 
hard all next week and come our Sarurday and 
play well." 
St1ior forwanl Ji•IIIJ llltter driltltles around Northtl'll Illinois sopho11ort ltaok Steve AJcozi•o 
Sua, at lakeside F"~eld. llle Panthtrs lost 1-0. 
Eatc H llTNEII/THE oo.I.Y EASTERN NlWS 
1M Easter~ ton.,ltal tea• oeleltntt tllrilc a 3-1 w Oftt' bstlrllHtlokJ s.t.rdiJ at Lam Anu. Foer tlfferHt hllfllers fillillll4l 
-"' ottr 10 kllh ud ",.. Puthrs reoon1et1 ..., 2141p il tM wit. Easttn also dlftlfH lloNHatl State 3-1 FridaJ aiPt at lam 
Anu. 
AnACK: 
CONIINUIO 11101.1 I'M".I 12 
A Pmthers' rally gave them their first tic 
of the match at 17, and they took their first 
lead at 23-22. 
Me. takes by the Colonels and a service ace 
by senior outside hitter Jessica Ackerman 
helped the Panthers take a 27-25 lead. 
A service error by Colonels' senior defen-
sive specialist Libby Schleisman gave the 
Panthers a 30-28 game rwo victory. 
"(In game rwo) we stepped up our com-
munication and everyone did their parr," 
said Ackerman. who finished the match 
with 16 kills. "People started talking and 
our passing was great. That helped (sopho-
more setter) Ma.ren (Crabtnx) with her 
sets. 
.. 
Crabtnx, who holds tht; sChool record for 
assisrs in a match, established a season high 
with 58. She recorded more than 50 assistS 
and 20 digs for the second time in her 
career. That feat has only been accom-
plished 11 times in school history. 
"She is doing a great job of moving the 
ball around and keeping us from being pre~ 
dictable," said Bennett. 
The third game was a game of two halves. 
In che first half, neither team could pull 
away as there were five lead changes and 
nine tics in rhe match. 
Bur rhc second half was all Panthers. The 
Colonels could only record two kills and the 
Panthers had seven tO pull off the 30-23 win 
in game three. 
Eastern Kmrucky was in good shape in 
game four by jumping out to a 12-7 lead 
but the Panthers continued their season-
long trend of starting slow and finishing 
StrOng. 
"We're really good at just being patient," 
said Sor~nson. "We started getting our 
things run and then we put it all together." 
Eastern lllinois rebounded with a 13-3 
run that gave them a 10-15 lead that they 
wouldn't relinquish. 
Junior outside hitt~r Mary Welch joined 
Crabtree in recording a double-double. 
Welch finished with 10 digs and 12 kills as 
she was one offour players with double rug~ 
its in kills. 
"This is the bcsr we've played," said 
Crabtl'Ce. "Everybody contributed." 
Senior libero Heather Rroenbo led the 
defi:nsc with 26 digs and senior defensive 
specialist Aja Kohlbccker recorded 24. 
Senior outside hitter Megan Kennedy fin-
ished with 12 kills and was second on the 
ream with a .357 1iirring percentage. 
Dlinois falls to get 
first Big Ten win 
The Illini fuiled to rebound frum a blowout lo~ to 
Michigan Scare in their Big Ten opener, mugghng 
throughout the fiN lulfin theJr 35-7 loss co the Hawkcycs 
(3·2, l-1 Big Ten) in Iowa City. 
Illinois (l-3, 0-2) had two fidc.i goal trie> blocked, mis...cd 
a third anempt and rhrt.'W an mtcrception deep m 
I iawkeyt' rerrirory all in the g.une's opening hal£ lllinois 
quarterback Tun Brask found running back E. B. Halsey 
on a one-yard pass for the Illini's only score. 
Iowa quarterback Drew 'late thn:w for two couchdowru 
in the win. 
No. 2 Southem Illinois 30, 
Missouri State 23 
Quarterback Joel Sambrusky completed the most 
important of his three touchdown passes in overtime, con-
necting with fullback J.T. WISe for a 13-yard score on the 
second play of overtime, as Southern Illinois hung on for a 
~23 win. Sambrusky finished lS~f-25 for 234 yards in 
addition ro his three sooring passes. 
The Bears had a chance for the upset late in the fourth 
quarter, but Missouri State couldn't punch the ball in from 
the Southern thn:e~yard Line wirh I 5 seconds left in regula-
cion. Missouri State ran one play, a running play for one 
yard, before settling for a field goal, purting the game inro 
overtime. 
On Missouri State's lone overtime possession, the Saluki 
defense scuffed the Bears (2-2, 0-l) on fourth-and-go.tl 
from the one-yard line. 
No. llortllern Iowa 41, 
Western Illinois 24 
Despite racking up more than 500 yards of rotal offense, 
Western Illinois couldn't topple Northern Iowa. losing 4 I -24 
in the leathernecks' homecoming game. 
WC!Stem quarterback Steve I..aP1ace threw for a career-high 
355 yards on lS..Of-44 passing, including three couchdowns. 
Western tied the soore ar 7 early in the second quarter 
before Northern Iowa sooted 20 unanswm:d points in the 
quarter. The leathcineck offense out-saifled the Panthers 
521 yards to 492 yards, but lost the rumover batdc: with 
three fumbles. 
B,;qi rompikti by Dan Woikt, sports tqxJrtn: 




Jacksonville Sate's foocball team 
has found th~ in an unfa-
miliar place.. 
For the first time since the 
Gamecocks joined the Ohio Valley 
Con~ in 2003 they aren't at 
the front of the pack in the confer-
ence tide race. 
After losing to Eastern Kentucky 
31-14 on Sanuday, Jacksonville 
Swe sitS at 1-1 in the OVC and an 
alarming 1-4 overall record. Despite 
dominating the conference and 
securing the winning the crown in 
their first rwo years of membership, 
the Gamecocks now look ~ they 
may relinquish their stranglehold 
on the league. 
ln the preseason, Jacksonville 
State was picki.-d ro wm the confer-
ence and coaches around the lelgUe 
said this was possibly the best 
Gamcx:ock team since joining the 
conference. While the 1-4 record is 
somewhat deceiving afrer a rough 
early season th.u featured No. 7 
Furman and Division I-A 
Alabama-Birmingham. ir is btcom-
ing apparent that JSU is going to 
get a run for their money. 
Jacksonville Srarc's only wm this 
season came :~gainst Southeast 
Misc;ouri who is cum:ntly sitting at 
the bottom of rhe conference at 0·5 
and the Gama:ocks only won by a 
score of24-10. 
For a team a.<; highly respected a<; 
JSU, a 14-poi·u win over a cdlar 
dweUing SEMO teaJn is hardly 
impressive. 
Junior outside bitter lara Sorenson spikes the ball past EKU junior outside 
hitter Jessica Sabath d1rinc the Paatlters' 3-1 win Saturday at Lantz Arena. 
Sorenson had a career-bich llllills and 4 block anim in front of &stem's 
larcest bome attendance - 664. 
WEDNESDAY YourYMu. n. 5fMO 
FRIDAY Rucev AT TlNNISSlE 
W()l.llN'~ Sex (.Ill AT EKU 
SAT1JRDAY CK~ COON1~Y AT StU INVITA110NIIl 
Vou IYIW.L AT T£NNf~"ff Tfnt 







Eastnn Illinois Univmity. Charkston 
Sorenson, defense push 
Panthers past rival EKU 
BY MARCO SANTANA 
STAff RtPORTfR 
Junior outside bitter Kara 
Sorenson had a career-high 17 kills 
and three Panthers recorded at least 
20 digs to hdp them complete a per-
fect weekend by defeating Eastern 
Kenntcky 3-1 on Saturday. 
The Panthers defeated Morehead 
State 3-0 on Friday. 
The Panthers (8-4, 4-0) are one of 
rwo teams who remain unbeaten in 
the Ohio Valley Conference:. 
Eastern's largest home crowd of the 
season (664) was on hand to witness 
the march. 
"Everybody's really excited," said 
Sorenson. "Last year, EKU's crowd 
tore us apart. The crowd was awe-
some (Saturday). They got us more 
excited." 
The excitement is unde~ta.ndable. 
Eastern Kentucky (11-5. 3-1) was 
the only team to beat rhe Pamhers in 
OVC pl:ty in 2004. The rwo teams 
met in the finals of the OVC 
Tournament, and the EKC victory 
cost the Panthers a NCM 
Tourn:unenc berth. 
"It is falling imo place," said head 
coach Lori Bennett ... rhe thing that 
we've been focused on from the 
beginning is getting beucr every day 
''The kids wanted this 
match todaJ more than 
anything." 
LORI BENNETT, VOUfYMU. HEAD COo\CH 
regardless of what is going on. 
"The kids wanted this match 
today more than anything." 
The beginning of the match did 
not go the way Eastern wanted. 
The Panthers played tentatively 
and commiued st:veral unforced 
mi:;t.akes that spotted the Colonels a 
10-3 early lead. 
Bennett called a timeout as the 
Panthers rried to regroup. 
Sorenson was the key to a 7-1 run 
that pulled Eastern to within one. 
She had her fim three kills of the 
march in the run. 
The two teams played dose the 
rest of the way. bur the Panthers fell 
~hem and dropped game one 30-28. 
Eastern Kentucky began the ~>ec­
ond game strong le::tding 10-5, and 
il looked like the Panthers would 
h(".td into game three needing a win 
to k~p the match going. 
Sll ATIACK I'AGI t 
After the win over Jaduonvilk 
State Easrem K.c:mucky is tied for 
fim place WJth Eastern illinois and 
Tennessee-Martin. While it may 
still be too early in the season to 
make any prediaions, it looks like 
the Colonels may be the team to 
beat in the ovc race. 
Panthers roll with two weekend victories 
While no team will likely finish 
the season undefeated, Jacksonville 
Swe's early loss opens up the field. 
Eastern has only played one 
OVC game but l.ooked impressive 
in itS 43-14 win over Samford. 
After tr.M:Iing ro SEMO this week-
end, F..astan will have a shot at 
Eastern Kc:ntucky on homecoming. 
Hopefully the t:~ilgarers outside of 
O'Brien Fidd can make it inside the 
stKiiwn fOr that pme because it 
will be a pivoCl1 game fOr Eastern. 
Dan Rmiclt is 4 smior joumaJism 
m11jor. Ht pmty much plxma/ this 
rmt in ll11li is at tht bottom uf tht 
1ptw11 writing lit/, nu-t. E-nwi/ him 
-~ami. 
Groene breaks OVC career 
shutout record in Sunday's win 
BY MATT DANIElS 
STAff REPORTER 
Eastern is riding a two-game win 
streak after coming away with two 
victories this weekend at Lakeside 
Field, topping Tennessee Tech 3-1 
on Friday and Austin Peay 1..0 on 
Sunday. 
With Sunday's shutout of the 
Lady Govs, senior goalie Tiffany 
Groene broke the Ohio Valley 
Conference all-time shutout record. 
Groene has been involved in more 
than 16 shutouts in her career, 
bn:aking the mark hdd by former 
Southeast Missouri goalie Beth 
Guccione. 
Also, Groene broke Eastern's record 
for most career minutes in goal during 
the Austin Pcay match. 
She now has been in the net for 
4,729 minutes in her career, breaking 
former Panther Jeanine Fredrick's 
record of 4,644, five minutes into 
Sunday's game. 
•It means a lot, more to my team 
became EIU's in front of it and not 
just my name. • said Groene in refer-
ence to me rcc.ords. 
Most imponandy, Eastern (4-7-1, 
2-0-1 in ovq came away with two 
OVC wins, and now is tied with 
SEMO for tim pbc.e in the confao-
ence. 
"It was ddinirely nice to get two 
wins at home," Eastern head coach 
lim Nowak said. "We needed the 
two conference wins, and I'm very 
happy with the outeome." 
The Panthers got on the scoreboard 
early in Friday's match, with sopho-
more midfielde:r ~thleen Hayes con-
verting a penalty kick six minutes into 
the match. 
Hayes beat Tech goalie lisa 
Wowms with a low shot in the left 
comer of the net. 
The penalty kick came about as a 
result of a handball by a Tech dcknd-
er after a shot by smior m.idfielder 
Kim Ga.rkie. 
Garkie was in the starting line-up 
Friday for w firJt cime sina: being 
injured against DePaul on Sept. 2 
Eight minutes later, the Panthers 
found the back of the net again as 
sophomore midfidder Kdlie Floyd 
scored her first c:areer goal. Senior for-
ward Sharyne Connell crossed the ball 
into the box, where it went past a div-
ing Wouans right to the foot of 
Floyd, who buried it to give Eastern a 
2-0 lead. 
"The ream was focused from the 
opening wbistle, which was definitely 
very pleasing to see," Nowak said. 
"It's something that wive wanted to 
do, we've been trying to get off to a 
f.&st Start., 
The two teamS did not put any 
more goals on the board in the first 
half, but Eastern Wl.ied its rhird goal 
two minutes into the second half. 
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2006 CLASS SCHEDULE 
Eastern Illinois University 
Published by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs 
KEEPTHIS BULLETINtYOUW'ILL NEED IT ALL SEMESTER 
Oear Record with ERJ by this date or lose your Spring dasses ..........•.... .Dec. 16 
Deadline to Request Full Refund Upon Cancelling Spring C lasses ......... Jan. 6 
Rcgisttat:ion/Adds/Drops 
Registration Hours (PAWS On-Line Rcgisttat:ion): 
7:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Mon. -Fri. 
7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Sat. 
Additional Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Sun., Jan. 8 
Register by this date to avoid $25 Late Registration Fee 
(On-Campus and Cont. Ed.) ........................... ...................................... Jan. 8 
Late Registration ($25 Late Fee Applies ............................................. .... Jan. 9 
Classes Begin ......................... ..... .............. ..... ..................................... .... Jan. 9 
First-Half-Term Courses Begin .............................. ................................ .Jan. 9 
Deadline to Add Courses ...................... .. .............................................. Jan. 13 
King's Birthday Observance-No Classes ............................................. Jan. 16 
Purge Date for Wait-Listed Regular Spring Classes ............................. .Jan. 17 
Deadline to Submit Audit Requests (done in Registration Office) ....... Jan. 18 
Deadline to Withdraw from EIU or to Reduce Load & Be Eligible for 
.Refund of Tuition/Fees except Insurance ................ ................ 4 p.m., Jan. 23 
Deadline to Drop H ours and N ot Be Charged ........................ 4 p.m., Jan. 23 
Deadline to Request Insurance Refund H Equal Coverage (Fin. Aid) ... Jan. 23 
Deadline to Submit Credit/No Credit Requests ...................... .4 p.m., Jan. 23 
Deadline to Drop a Course with N o Grade ............................. 4 p.m., Jan. 23 
W for Course Withdrawal Begins ......................................................... Jan. 24 
Deadline to Withdraw from EIU and Be Charged 
only 50o/o plus Insurance ................................ ....................................... Feb. 6 
Deadline to Withdraw from First-Half-Term Courses with W. ............ Feb. 10 
Lincoln's Birthday Observed-No Classes .............. ............... .............. Feb. 17 
Mid-Term ....... .............................................................................. ........ Mar. 2 
Deadline to Drop Second-Half-Term Courses-No Grade/No Charge ....... Mar. 2 
Deadline to Add Second-Half-Term Courses ............ ............................ Mar. 2 
Second-Half-Term Courses Begin ................... .. ............................ ........ Mar. 3 
Deadline for W for Course Withdrawal ... .. ................. ........................ Mar. 10 
WP or WF for Course Withdrawal Begins .......................................... Mar. 11 
Spring Recess .................. ........................................................ ..... Mar. 13 - 17 
Deadline to Apply/Re-Apply for Graduation ....................... .... ........... Mar. 22 
Deadline to Remove Credit/No Credit Requests ............ ..................... Mar. 31 
Deadline to Withdraw WPIWF from Courses or University .............. Mar. 31 
Deadline to Withdraw from Second-HaJf-Term Courses with W .......... Apr. 6 
Last Class Day .................................................. .......... ..... .... ................ . Apr. 28 
Final Examinations ............................................................................. May 1-5 
Deadline to Return Books to TRS Wirhout Paying a Fine. 3 p.m.,Fri., May 5 
Commencement ..... ................................................................. ... .' .......... May 6 
Semester Closes .......................................................... ......... .... .............. May 7 
• 
NOTE: 
Keep this bulletin! 
You Will need it al.l 
semester. 
Registration Schedule for Spring 2006 
Rqpste.r on or after your scheduled time, according to classification based on 
hours already eame<l. 
Last Digit 55 # 0 - I 2-3 4-5 6 -7 8-9 
Graduates M 10110 T 10/ 11 w 1011 2 R 10113 F 10/ 14 
Seniors M 10117 T 10118 w 10119 R 10/20 F 10/21 
Juniors M 10/24 T 10/25 w 10/26 R 10/27 F 10/28 
Sophomores M 10/31 T II /OJ w 11102 R 11103 F 11/04 
Freshmen M 11/07 T 11108 w 11 /09 R 11110 F 11 / 11 
Late registration for Spring 2006 ends Friday, January 13, 2006. 
Register before classes begin in order to avoid being charged the $25 late reg-
istration fee. 
To avoid having your Spring classes cancelled, your record must be clear by 
Fri., Dec. 16. 
Special or Weekend Courses/Second-
Half-Term Courses 
You may register for a special or weekend course any time before it begins, 
and may drop such a course any time before it ends. You must drop a spe-
cial or weekend course (schedule will show designated meeting dates for such 
a class) or a Second-Half-Term cowse before it begins in order not to be 
charged for it. 
General Information 
At least once a week go to EIU's web page at www.du.edu to access Official · 
Notices for Students; this is your primary means of getting timely informa-
tion about registration activities as well as other information you might need. 
Make a habit of checking your EIU e-mail at least weekly for important mes-
sages from various on-campus offices (Financial Aid, Records, Registration, 
Smdem Accoums, Tcx1book Rental, etc.); for instance, you will receive infor-
mation abour such rhings as classes you wait-listed; returning textbooks to 
Textbook Rental Service without a fine; financial aid; student accounts. 
For information about registration, go to Registration's web page, accessed 
via www.eju.edu/~re~Pstra. On this web page you can find various information, 
including a calendar of important dates for the term, the fmal exam sched-
ule, the registration schedule. 
EM ESTER! 
General Education Courses for 
Spring 2006 Semester 
HUMANITIES 
African-American Studies 
AFR 1000-G AFR-AM STUDIES 
AFR 2000-G AFR-AM EXPER 
English 
ENG 2009-G LIT & HV: RACE 
ENG 2009-G LIT & HV: FAITH 
ENG 2009-G LIT & HV: LOVE 
ENG 2009-G LIT & HV: LABOR 
ENG 2011-G LIT,S&W: FICT'N 
ENG 2011-G LIT,S&W: DRAMA 
ENG 2011-G LIT,S&W: POETRY 
ENG 2091-G LIT,S&W: FICf'N 
ENG 3009-G MITH/CULTURE 
ENG 301 0-G LIT MASTERWORKS 
ENG 3099-G MYfH/CULTIJRE 
ENG 3110-G CULT FOUNDS II 
Foreign Language 
FLF 2201-G INTER FRENCH I 
FLF 2202-G INTER FRENCH 11 
FLG 2202-G INTER GERMAN II 
FLS 2201-G INTER SPANISH I 
FLS 2202-G INTER SPANISH II 
History 
HIS 1500-G WRLD:SLAVERY/FRE 
HIS 1500-G WRLD:INTERACTION 
HIS 1500-G WRLD:SOCIETY/REL 
HIS 1590-G WRLD:SOCIETY/REL 
Philosophy 
PHI 1 000-G INTRO PHILOSOPHY 
PHI 1 090-G INTRO PHILOSOPHY 
PHI 1900-G LOGIC 
PHI 1990-G LOGIC 
PHI 3100-G CULT FOUNDS I 
PHI 3110-G CULT FOUNDS II 
FINE ARTS 
ART 
ART 2012-G NONWEST FINE ART 
ART 231 0-G INTRO TO ART 
ART 2330-G ART APPRECIAT'N 
ART 260 1-G ART HISTORY I 
ART 2602-G ART HISTORY II 
ART 2691-G ART HISTORY I 
ART 3340-G CULTURAL AESTH 
ART 3610-G AFRICAN ART 
Music 
MUS 2555-G MUSIC INTERACT 
MUS 2557-G EVOLIJAZZ & ROCK 
MUS 3553-G SURVEY MUS MAST 
MUS 3562-G NONWESTRN MUSIC 
MUS 3592-G NONWESTERN MUSIC 
Physical Education 
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THA 2010-G ARTS OMNIBUS 
THA 20 12-G NONWEST THEATRE 
THA 2140-G INTRO TO THEATRE 
THA 2190-G INTRO TO THEATRE 
THA 3751-G THR HISTORY I 






























ENG 1001-G COMPAND LANG 
ENG 1002-G COMPAND LIT 
ENG 1092-G COMPAND LIT 
Communication Studies 
CMN 131 0-:G INTRO SPC COMM 
CMN 1390-G INTRO SPC COMM 
MATHEMATICS 
MAT 1160-G MATH ENDEAVOR 
MAT 1170-G PROBLEM SOLVING 
MAT 1441-G CALC I 
MAT 2110-G BRIEF CALCW/APP 
MAT 2120-G FINITE MATH 
MAT 2250-G ELEM STATISTICS 
MAT 2290-G ELEM STATISTICS 
MAT 2420-G INTRO GEOMETRY 
SCIENTIFIC AWARENESS 
Biological Sciences 
BIO 1001-G BIO PRIN/ISSUES 
BIO 1003-G LIFE OF ANIMALS 
BIO 1004-G PRACT MICROBIOL 
BIO 1 091-G BIO PRIN/ISSUES 
BIO 1093-G LIFE OF ANIMALS 
BIO 1200-G GENERAL BOTANY 
BIO 1300-G ANIMAL DIVERSITY 
BIO 2001-G HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY 
BIO 3001-G HEREDITY/SOCIETY 
BIO 3002-G ENVIRON LIFE SCI 
Physical Sciences 
Chemistry 
CHM 1 040-G WORLD OF CHEM 
CHM 1310-G GENERALCHEM I 
CHM 1315-G GEN CHEM LAB I 
CHM 2040-G PRACT CHEM 
Earth Sciences 
ESC 1300-G INTRO EARTH SCI 
ESC 1400-G WEATHER/CLIMATE 
ESC 1490-G WEATHER/CUMATE 
03 ESC 2450-G OCEANOGRAPHY 
03 ESC 3010-G ENVIRON/PHY SCI 
03 
03 Geology 
03 GEL 1300-G INTRO EARTH SCI 
03 GEL 2450-G OCEANOGRAPHY 










INT 2200-G MATERIAL SCIENCE 
Physics 
PHY 1051-G PHYS MOD WORLD 
PHY 1055-G ASTRONOMY 
PHY 1056-G ASTRONOMY LAB 
PHY 1095-G ASTRONOMY 
PHY 1096-G ASTRONOMY LAB 
PHY 1151-G PRINCPLS PHYS I 
PHY 1152-G PRIN PHYS I LAB 
PHY 1351-G GENERAL PHYS I 
PHY 1352-G GEN PHYS I LAB 









































































































Lakeview College of Nursing 
Spring 2006 Class Schedule for the EIU Campus 
Students must have applied and been accepted into the Lakeview College of Nursing before registering for these classes. For more information, please con- I 
tact Sara Wheeler, Dean ofNursing, at 217-477-2775, or e-mail wheelerl@lakeviewcol.edu. 
COURSE SECflON #ofWEEKS Credits ~tan Oat~ ~ Tune Room Students Insttuctor 
N200 Theories and 2 16 3 Jan. 9 w 4PM-7PM COLE2290 48 Smith-Levine 
Issues in Nursing 
N20 1 Health Assessment 2 16 3 Jan. 9 R 4PM-6PM KLEM4335 48 Piercy 
R 6PM-9PM (Lab) 
N206 Interactional 2 16 2 Jan. 9 T 3PM-5PM PHYS2153 48 HoUey&Marshall 
Dynamics 
N21 0 Foundations of 2 16 5 Jan. 9 M 3PM-6PM PHYS1190 48 Marshall 
Nursing M 7 AM-12PM (Clinical) 
F 8AM-12PM (Lab) 
N30 1 Nursing Care 2 16 5 Jan. 9 T 3PM-6PM PHYS4180 35 Blagg 
of the Adult 
N307 Advanced 2 16 2 Jan. 9 R 2PM-5PM PHYS4180 35 Piercy 
Patho/Pharm 
N308 Nursing Care of 2 16 Jan. 9 w 3PM-6PM PHYS4180 35 Connenon&Bamick 
The Childbearing Family 
N309 Nursing Care of the 2 16 3 Jan. 9 F 9AM-1PM BUZZ2442 35 Ennen 
Gerontological Client 
N402 Nursing Research 2 16 3 Jan. 9 w 4PM-7PM COLE1721 15 Siebold 
N403 Nursing of the 2 16 5 Jan. 9 R 3PM-5PM KLEM2040 25 TBA 
Client with Complex 
Health Situations 
N404 Community 2 16 5 Jan. 9 w 3PM-5PM COLE2731 25 McEntee 
Health Nursing 
N405 Leadership and 2 16 5 Jan. 9 T 5PM-8PM BUZZ2160 25 Holley 
Management in Nursing 
N408A Nursing 2 16 3 Jan. 9 M 5PM-8PM BUZZ2442 18 Jaehne 
Seminar/Basic 
4-Spdn1 2006 Semester $c;hedule 
I TECHNOLOGY-DELIVERED COURSES 
A technology-delivered course section is designed and scheduled to use technology as the exclusive or predominant mode of 
instruction and faculty-student interaction. · 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
ECN 3860 INT'L ECON 
FCS 1120 FOOD SELECT/PREP 
FCS 5460 ISSUES & TRENDS 
PHI 1900 LOGIC 
SED 3000 ASEP Ill 












MEETIN~ IIME BLDG !ROOM 
ARR MTWRF ARRGOOOI 
ARR MTWRF INETOOOl 
1000-1140T KLEM2309 
ARR MTWRF INETOOOI 
1400-1540 T .KLEM2309 
ARR MTWRF lNETOOOl 
0900-1040 R KLEM2309 
ARR MTWRF INETOOOl 
1100-1240 R KLEM2309 
ARR MTWRF ARRGOOOl 
ARR MTWRF ARRGOOOl 
ARR MTWRF ARRGOOOl 
ARR MTWRF ARRGOOOl 
FCS 1120 - all sections do meet for a regular lab on campus. If you have any questions, contact the departmental office. 
HST 4800.002 Internet cowse. Students -when .rqistered - email instructor at 
kphillipsl@eiu.edu NO lATER than l/13/06. 
#Course fee: 











FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE FOR SPRING 2006 
FIRST CLASS MEETING OF WEEK IS ... FINAL EXAMINATION IS ... 
-~onday between 8:00 - 8:59 a.m. Wednesday, May 3, 2006 8:00 - 1 0:00 a.m. 
!Monday between 9:00- 9:59a.m. Tuesday, May 2, 2006 8:00 - 10:00 a.m. 
~onday between 10:00- 10:59 a.m. Monday, May 1, 2006 10:15 a.m.- 12:15 p.m. 
[Monday between 11:00 - 11:59 a.m. - Thursday, May 4, 2006 10:15 a.m. -12: 15 p.m. 
[Monday between 12:00- 12:59 p.m. Wednesday, May 3, 2006 12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
Monday between 1:00_- 1:59 J>·!D· Tu-esday, May 2, 2006 2:45 - 4:45 p.m. 
Monday between 2:00 - 2:59 p.m. Thursday, May4, 2006 2:45 - 4:45 p.m. 
Monday between 3:00 - 3:59 p.m. Monday, May 1, 2006 2:45 - 4:45 p.m. 
Monday betWeen 4:00 - 5:59 p.m. Monday, May 1, 2006 5:15-7:15 p.m. 
!Monday between 6:00-7:59 p.m. Monday, May 1, 2006 7:30- 9:30 p.m. 
II'uesday between 8:00 - 8:59 a.m. Thursday, May 4, 2006 8:00 - 10:00 a.m. 
rruesday between 9:00-9:59 a.m. Monday, May 1, 2006 8:00 - 10:00 a.m. 
rruesday between 10:00- 10:59 a.m. Tuesday, May2, 2006 10:15 a.m.- 12:15 p.m. 
rruesday between 11:00- 11:59 a.m. Wednesday, May 3, 2006 10:15 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. 
rruesday between 12:00- 12:59 p.m. Tuesday, May2, 2006 12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
rruesday between 1:00- 1:59 p.m. Monday, May 1, 2006 12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
rruesday between 2:00 - 2:59 p.m. Wednesday, May 3, 2006 2:45 - 4:45 p.m. 
Tuesday between 3:00 - 3:59 p.m. Thursday, May4, 2006 12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
Tuesday between 4:00 - 5:59 p.m. Tuesday, May 2, 2006 5:15-7:15 p.m. 
Tuesday between 6:00-7:59 p.m. Tuesday, May 2, 2006 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday between 4:00- 5:59 p.m. Wednesday, May 3, 2006 5:15- 7:15p.m. 
Wednesday between 6:00- 7:59 p.m. Wednesday, May3, 2006 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
Thursday between 4:00-5:59 p.m. Thursday, May4, 2006 5:15-7:15 p.m. 
Thursday - 6:00- 7:59 p.m. 
~--f--- ~ -
- May4, 2006 between Thursday, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
If you do not find your class time above, see # 4 below. 
1. Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class-hour meeting of the week. This is irrespective of whether the first 
hour is a lecnire or a laboratory. 
2. PLEASE NOTE THAT EACH CLASS TIME BLOCK INCLUDES MULTIPLE l'OSSIBLE START TIMES. For example, 
between "8:00- 8:59a.m." would cover 8:00, 8:15, 8:30, 8:40, etc. start times. 
3. Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour of the multiple-hour block 
4. FINAL EXAMINATION PERIODS ARE NOT AVAILABLE FOR EVERY POSSIBLE CLASS START-TIME. These classes, 
classes that appear in the Class Schedule as "A.RR," or situations where a srudent obtains instructor approval for examination time 
change may be given at a time listed below. 
Monday May 1, 2006 12:30-2:30 p.m. OR 5:15-7:15 p.m. OR 7:30- 9:30 p.m. 
Tuesday May 2, 2006 10:00- 12:15 p.m. OR 5:15-7:15 p.m. OR 7:30- 9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday May 3, 2006 2:45 - 4:45 p.m. OR 5:15-7:15 p.m. OR 7:30- 9:30 p.m. 
Thursday May4, 2006 8:00- 10:00 a.m. OR 5:15-7:15 p.m. OR 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
Friday May 5, 2006 8:00- 10:00 a.m. OR 10:15 a.m - 14:15 p.m 
5. University Policy (IGP#44) states that final examinations shall be part of the evaluation of a student's performance and be given in each course except 
when character of the course is such that a final examination is not feasibJe or is unnecessary. In those cases, the Department Chair may waiv_e the 
requirement with dproval of the College Dean. 
6. Students may not d~iate from the published final examination ·schedule without the prior approval of the instructor in accordance with guidelines 
monitored by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
7. Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without the written approval of the Department Chair and the Dean of the 
College in accordance with guidelines monitored by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
8. Final exams for half-semester courses should be scheduled for the last day 9f instruction. 
Su~ J.-farvey, A~ng Regisuar 
I • 
Courses with A I sign have appzoved course tees. A listing of courses with the amount 
o1 the approved course re" for each d••partment follows the d<!pilrt.:oent schedule. coursf!s 
with a • aign havo o prer•Jqulsil.o requirement, 
[ACCOUNTANCY 












· M:C 4800 
•.r.cc S400 
·ACe 570o 
FTN ACC THEORY T 
riN ACC TH£0 11 
MGT COST ACCTG 
l\r:C TNFO SYS 
lNTEIUISHir /ltCC'r 









































MEETING TIME BLOG/ROOM R 
0930·1045 T R 
l230-1345 T R 
1400-1515 T R 
OB00-0!115 T R 
0800•0915 T R 
0930-1045 T !l 
A~~ MTWRF 
1530-1615 T R 

























• Mu~t be a¢nttt~d to thu School of BusLness to enroll in these courses . 
lU"RICAN-AHERICAN STUDIES 
A r R I C A N - A ~ £ R T C A N S T U D I & S 
COURS£ DESCRIPTION SBCT. ntSTRUCTOR 
AFR IOOO·G AFR-AK STUDIES 
AfR 2000-G AFR•AH BXPER 
•AFR 3000 APIVDIASPORII CUL 
•AFR 42?5 INTERNSHIP 
















MEETUIG TIME. BLDG/ROOM R 
Jl00-121~ T R 
1400-1530 T R 






















NATIVE AH CULTUR 
IND STUDY 
•ART 1000 DRAWING I 
'ART 1110 2-D FOUNDATIONS 
•ART 1111 3-D FOUNDATIONS 
*ART 2000 LIFE DRAWING 
ART 2012-G NONWEST FIN£ ART 
'ART 2050 PAINTniG 1 
'ART 22SO CERAMICS I 
ART 2310-G INTRO TO ART 
ART 2330-G ART APPRECIAT'N 
*ART 2400 INTRO MT ED 
*ART 2440 ART TEACH EL£M 
ART 2SOO HLTH/SI,F VIS ART 
•ART 2560 l'RDITM.UI!o.'G I 
ART 2601-G ART HISTORY I 
ART 2602-G ART HISTORY II 
"ART 2691-G ART HISTORY l 
•ART 2700 INTRO TO JEWLRY 
•ART 2800 lNTRO TO WEAVING 
*ART 2910 INT GRAPHIC DSN 










PAINT LNG I II 




'ART 3410 ART ED/SEC SCHLS 
• ART 3415 S£CND SCH STUDIO 
•ART 3570 PRINTMAKING II 
ART 3610-G AFRICAN ART 
•ART 3642 RHNSO/GOTHC ART 
•ART 3651 IT REN ART 15C 
*ART 3680 MODERN ART 
•ART 3701 JLY/HTLSHTHG I 
•ART 3702 JLY/MTLSHTHG Il 
•ART 380i. lfE:AVQIG 11 
•ART 3802 WEAVING III 
•ART 3920 TYPOGRAPHY J1 
•ART 3921 VIS STUDIES IX 
*ART 4000 1\CN LXF'& DRAWING 
*ART 4051 PAINTING TV 
•ART 4052 PAINTING V 
' ART 4251 CERAMICS IV 
•ART 4252 CERAMICS V 












1\CN HTLSHTHNG t 
1\DI/ HTLSHTHN II 
SEK 20C ART HIS 
ADV WEAVING 
ADV WEAVING II 
ADV !lEAVING III 
TYPOGRAPI!Y IV 
VIS STUDIES tv 
SPEC STUDIES 1 







































































































































































































MEETING TIME BLDG/R~~ R 
l300-l350M W F 
1400·1450M W F 
0900-0950M W F 
1400-1515 T R 
1230-1345 T R 
0900-0950H W F 
1300-1350M W F 
















MEETING TIME BLDG/ROOM R 
11 00·1330H W 
1100·1330 T R 
1400-1630 T R 
ll00·1330M It 




1800-2030 T R 
l200·1250M II F 
1100-1330 T R 





1300-l4 .. 0H W 
0900·0950H 
0900-1040 T R 
0900·0950H 
1100·1240 T R 
0900-0950M 
1300-1440 T R 
0900-0950H 
0900-1040 " f' 
0900-0950H 
1500·1640 T R 





1800·1940 T R 
1200·1250 T R 
0800·1030M W 
0800-1030 T R 
0900-0'JSOH W F 
1200-1250H If F 
1230-1345 T R 
1100·1215 T R 
1400-1515 T R 
1400-1630H If 
0800-1030 T R 
1630-1900 T R 
0800·1030H W 
0800·1030 T R 
1200-1250 f 
1400·1630 T R 
1400·1630 T R 




0800·0940 If F 
1100·1330 T R 




1500-lSSOH w F 
1600·1115 T R 
1100·1330M If 
1100·1330M W 
0800•1030 T R 
0800-1030 T R 
1100·1330M W 
uo0-1330 T a 
1800-2030H It 
1800·2030 T R 










0800-1030 T R 
0800-1030 T R 
0800-1030 T R 
1400-1630H It 
1400·1630 T R 
0800•0940 T R 
l800·1940H It 
1100-1240M M 
1800-1940 T R 
1400· 1540M W 
1100• 1240H N 
J\RR MTWRF 
AA.R HTIIRF 

































































































































~=--- .. ~~ ..... ot 
- -----·-----------------·· pu\lf ( COII'.l' • ) 
A R T 
o:m.,& DESCRIPTION 
















CONT PIUtiTMKG 11 
STDS CERAMICS I 
STDS CERAKICS tr 
SPEC STUDl F.S rt 
STOS Ill ORWNG I 
STDS Ill DRWNG IT 
STDS PAINTNG II 
STOS I'AlNTNG lli 
STDS HTLSMTH~G 1 
STDS KrLSM111N II 
STDS WEI>Vl'IIG I 
STDS W£1\VTNG II 
































































CHI K£-HSlN J 



















Spring Semester 2006 - 5 
c 




0800•0940 T R 
1800·1940H W 
11 00•1240M W 
lij00-1940 T P, 
l400-1540M W 
] 1 00-1240!-1 w 
ARR MTriRF' 
APR lf1'Wll F 










1800•2030 T R 
1800-2030 T R 
Ll00-1330H W 
l1 00·1330H fo/ 
0800·1030 T R 




















ARTS J 120 02 































NOTE: Non-ar~ majora enrolled in Art 1000 or 1\rt 1110 or ltrt 1111 may be dropped !rom the 
course at a 1Atez date in the pre-enrollment period should demand for seats by art majors 



















' Art 2500-070 meets first half semester. 














































































































5600.002 - 40.00 
5600.004 - 45.00 
5600.006 - 70.00 






B 1 0 L 0 C I C A L S C I & N C E S 
COURSE OESCR!"PTl ON SECT. 















BIO 1003-G LIFE OF ANIHALS 1001 
f002 
1003 
BJO 1004-G PRACT HlCROBIOL tOOl 
1002 
*BIO 1091-G 810 PRIN/1SSUtS 1+099 
•BIO 1093-G LIFE OF ANIMALS f+099 




•BfO 1200-G GENERAL BOTANY t OOl 
1002 




t O OS 












































SEHWEIL- EJ.IoiUTll N ' 
SEHW&IL-ELKUTI N 
c 
MEETING TIME BLDG/ROOM R 
0800-0850M W LFSB2080 03 
0800-0950 T LFSA2130 
0800·0850M W LFSB2080 03 
1000-1150 T LFSA2130 
1100·1150M W LFSB2080 03 
1200-1350 T LFSA2130 
1100·1l~OH W LFSB2080 03 
1400-1550 T LFSA2130 
1200-12SOH W LFSB2080 03 
0800-0950 R LFSA2130 
0800-0850 T R LFSB3080 03 
08Q0-0950 W LFSA2l30 
0800-08!10 T R LFSB3080 03 
1000-1150 W LFSA2130 
1100-1150 T R LFSB2080 03 
1200-1350 W LPSA2130 
1100·1i50 T R LFSB2080 03 
1400-1550 W LFSI\2130 
1200-1250H H LFSB2080 03 
1000·1150 R LPSA2130 
1300·l3SO r R LFS82080 03 
1600-l'ISO T LFSA2130 
1300-1350 T R LFSB2080 03 
1600·1750 H LFSA2130 
1500-lSSOH If LFSB3080 03 
1400-1550 R LFSA2130 
1!00·1550H W LFSB3080 03 
1600-1750 R LFSA2130 
l200-1250M N LFSB2080 03 
1~00-13!>0 R LFSA2130 
1200-1250 T R LFSB2080 03 
1200·1350 W LF$91080 
1200-1250 T R LFSB2080 03 
1400-1550 W LFSB1080 
1200·1250 T R LFS82080 03 
1600·1750 H LFSB1080 
0900-0950M W LFSB3010 03 
0800-0950 F LFS83010 
1000·1050H W LFSB3010 03 
1000·1150 F LFSB3010 
1500•15SOH W LFSA2140 03 
lS00-1650 T LFSA2140 
ll00-1150H H LFSB1080 03 
1100-t250 F LF'S91080 
0800•0850H H F LFSA2140 04 
0800-1050 T LFSA2140 
1100·1150H W F LFS!t2140 04 
1100-1350 T LFSA2140 
1300-13SOH H P LFSB2080 04 
ll00-1350 R LFSA2140 
1300-1350K W F LF$.82080 04 
1400-1650 R LFSA2140 
0900-09SOH H F LFSB2040 04 
0800-1050 R LFSB2040 
1300- 1350M H F LFSB2040 04 
1100·13SO R LFSB2040 
1500·161SH H LFSB2080 04 
1100·1350 T LFSB1080 
1500·1615M W .LFSB2080 04 
1400-1650 T LFSBl080 
0800-10850M W F LFSB1080 04 
0800·1050 T LF$81080 
0900·09SOH W F LFSB1080 04 
0800-1050 R LFSB1080 
1200- 1250H H F LFSBl071 04 
1100-1350 R LFSB1080 
0900·1015 T R LFSB3080 04 
0900·1050H LFSB3081 
1100-1215 T R LFSB3080 04 
ll00-1250M LFS83081 
0900·0950M H F LFSB3080 04 
0800-0950 T LFSB3081 
1200-12SOM W F LFSB3080 04 
1000•1150 T LFSB3081 
'0900-1015 T R, LFSB3080 04 
0900-1050 H Lf'SB3081 
1100·1215 T R LFSB3080 04 
6 - Spring Semester 2006 
!IOLOGJCIL SCJIBCKS 
B I L 0 G I C A L S C l E N C E S 
CO' .IRS£ DESCKI PT 100 SECT . 
•atO 2200 HUMAN ANAT<»fY 
BIO 2320 ECONOMIC BOT~~ 
Bl 001 HEREDITY SOCIETY 


















































HONORS IND STUDY 
HONORS PESEARCH 
HOIIORS THESIS 






































































































CR SHUT R 
CAlif£$ K 
KJUJSE K 
CO TA C 






























































0900-09SOK W f' 
0800-0950 R 
1200 1251\M 'I f' 
1000-ll 0 R 
1400-H M W F' 
1?.00·1350 R 
1400·14~014 If F' 
1~00-15 0 R 
1000-lOSOH II F' 
U00-1350 T 
1000-10~ M W F 
1100-1 R 
100 -10 H W 
1400-Hi R 
1400- 4 H W 
OliO ·09 OM W F 
1000-10 ~M W F 
l400-151 T R 
1000·10 OH W F 
0800-08 OM II F 
oeoo-oe~oM w r 
0800-0"~0 T 
1100-llSOH W f' 
1100-\250 T 
1500 1550H w F 
1~00 lG 0 T 
l500 lSSOH F 
1500-1750 w 
120D-1250H W 
1100-1250 T R 









11 00·1150H II f' 
1400-1650 T 
1100-liSOH W F 
1400-1650 "' 
0900-0950M II F 
1200-14!:10 T 
l400-1450H If F 
0900-ll50 T 
1400-l450M If F 
1000•1250 R 


























0800-0SSOM W r 
1000-lO!>OM II f' 
l300-13!>0M W t' 
ARR H'IYRF 
0900-0950M W F 
1400-HSOM W 
1400-1650 R 
11 OO-ll50M F 
1100-1250 w 
1300•13SOM W f' 



















LFSB 080 04 
LFSB3081 
L 83080 04 
LFSB3081 




I B3080 04 
L 81011 
LFSB3080 04 
L 1 1 
l 81 80 04 
F 81 11 
B 011 02 

























































































+ Enrollmen~ lLmi~ed to Univeraity Honora Student• 












































































B U S l N ! S S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. 



























































0900-09SOM 'If f 
1000-1050K W F 
1100-1150M W F 
1200-1250K If F 
1S00-161~M II 
0930·104!> T R 


























LKPH1030 03 • 
COL£1621 03 
------··- .•.•.. -- ---~ 
• us 2275 







' BUS 3950 
•nu:: 4360 
(<Dr!.) 
BUS ltiTERNSH I P 
FltiAiiCE SURVEY 
1ic~SOC ENV BUS 
BUSINESS STAT f 
MGi' ' ORG BEll 
PRIN OF MKT 
~T INFO SYS 
BUS FIN MGT 
OPERATIONS MGT 


















































































































• BLtlG/ROOH R 
0900-0950M W F 
1000-10SOM If F 
1200 12SOM l; F 
l300-13:i014 W F 
ll 00-1215 'r R 
1230-1345 r R 
1\RR MTWRF 
U900-09SOM W r 
1000-105011 W F 
0800-0915 T R 
1100 1215 T R 
1400·1 1~ 'I' R 
1S.l0-Hi45 T R 
1700-1815 T R 
1 00-1615M II 
1630-174 M W 
08 0-091 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
1400·1515 T R 
1530 1645 t R 
0900•0!/SOM 'fl f 
l000•1050M W f 
1100-ll~OM W F 
0800-0SSOM II F 
n900-0950M W F 
1 ooo-l050M w r 
1200·12~0M II F 
12)0-134!> T R 
1530-1645 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
0900·0950M " r 
1000-10SOM If F 
1100-llSOM II F 
1900-2130 " 
oeoo-0850M w F 
1100·1215 T R 
1400·1515 T R 
15J0-1645 T R 
1000-lOSOM W F 
1300-1350H II F 
1200-lllSM li 
1330-1445H W 
0800·0915 T R 
1230·1345 T R 
0930-1045 T R 






0930-1045 T R 
1100-1215 T R 
1230-1345 T R 
























































• Must be ~dmitted to the School of Business to enroll ln theee courses. 
- Must be 4daltted to the School of Business or have d clarod a aino~ offered 
by the School or Buaineaa to enroll in these coursco 
< All sectlona of BUS 2810 will provick' Supp1~ntal I.utructlon for the course 
I Course fee: 











· cos 4800 




· cos 525o 
·cos 5350 









lNTRO TO CDS 






HONORS T RES I S 
I!ONORS SEMINAR 
COH MODA.LlTlES 
LANG ' LIT 
tND STUDY 
CI.IN PRACTICE 
MOTOR SPEECH DIS 
ADV LANG DIS 




























































































































MUTING TIMF. Bl.DC/ROOH R 
l200•1250M 
l~OO•l350M 
1100-USOM W F 
1200-1250 ,. 
uoo-tt50M w F 
1300-1350 F 
1300-1415 T R 
0830-0945 T R 
1100·1150 T 
0830-0945 r R 
1100·1150 R 






I 000·1050 W 
0800-0915 T R 
ARR MTIIRF 
1500·1&15 T R 
















0900-0950H If F 
1400-1515M II 
1300·1350 T R 
1800•1940 T 























































































Students enrolling in cos 4900 or 5900 should select •ect1on 001. 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
Ci!M 1040-G WORLD Of' CHEK 
S&CT. IHSTRUCTOR 
t OOl DAVISJ 
1002 DAVIS .1 
1003 DAVIS J 
1004 OAVISJ 
c 
HEETIKG TYKE BLDG/ROOM R 
1000·1050M W F 
0900-1050 T 
1000-1050K II F 
1300-1450 T 
1000-1050M If f 
1500-1650 T 










----'-"-'- - - ------ . -----~--~~ 
~SDY (COli!'.) 
CIIEMl TRT 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. lNSTIU1C'TCR 
'CHM 1310-G GENERAl, CHEM I 
'CIIM IJ15-G CEN CH£M LAB 
•cHM 1410 GD.'£RAL CH!M II 
•CJUol 1415 GEN CHEM LA8 II 
'CIIM 1490 HONORS CHEM II 
•CHH 1495 HONRS CHM LAB TI 
CHM 2040-G PP.ACT CH£H 
• CfiM 2HO liiORC CIIM I 
'CHM 2430 SURVEY ORG CHEM 
'CHM 2435 SURV ORO CHM LAB 
'CHM 2440 ORGANIC CRr.M I 
• C!lM 2 44 ~ ORO CHEH LAB I 






















ORGANIC CHEH II 
ORG CH t;M LAB II 
JR CHEM SEHl NAA 
JR CHEH SEMINAR 
PRACT tN CREM 
CHF'.M CO-OP 
BlOCHEH SU!IVF.Y 
BIO(: HEM LAB 
8IOCIIEH1STRY II 
PIIYS CHEM LAB 
QUANTUM CHEH 
SR CIIEH SEHINAA 
SR CHEH SEMINAR 
UNDERGR RESRCH 
HOtiORS RESEARCH 
CCIHf'UT CIIF.Ml STRY 
GRAD SEMINAR I 
GRAD SEMINAR li 
llrN 1\NAL CK£M 
GlW) RESEARCH 
'MttSTS 



















































































LAIIREl-'C £ 8 






































t ~nrollment limited to Unlvera1ty Honors Students 




















R M A T 1 0 N S V T E M 
SECT. INSTRUCTOR 
•ciS 2000 V!SUAL BASIC 001 HAMPTON V 
•CIS 3 1 
'CIS 00 








002 lAMPTON V 

















DSS FOR MGT SCI •001 
IHTE~NETWORKING "001 



















MEETING TIME BLDG/ROOM 'R 
1200-1350 R 
1200-1250M W F 
1400-1550 R 
0800-0BSOH W F' 
1300-ll~OM If F 







0900-095014 w r 
1100-ll50M II F 
1300-1350H W F' 








1000-105011 W F 
0900-1150 R 
1200-125014 W F 
1300-ll!IOM W F 
1100-115011 W F 
1400-1650 T 














1000-lOSOH W F 
1300-1550 T R 














1300-llSOM II F 
t6oo-t65nM w 
l600-1650H W 

















































































F l~PH1040 03 
U11'lll0ll 
LMPIIl 40 0' 
LE 1 0 Ol 
LMP 12011 3 













• Must be admLtted to t~~ SChOOl of Bua1neas to enroll in tbeoo COUCSflS. 
• Must be actut:ed to the School of Busilllli!S o~: havo dccl r d mlnor offered 
by the School of BuainoGs to enroll ln these couraoa 
C~~ 1310-G T!ITRO SPC COMM 







































































XEETWG TIME BLOCIROOM R 
0800-0850H If P' 
0800-08SOH W F 
0800-0850M W F 
0900-09~0M W I" 
0900-095011 w ,. 
1000-IOSOH W f 
1100-115014 W I" 
1100-11S011 W F 
1200-1250M W F 
1200-12~0M W I" 
1200-12SOH W r 
1200-1250H II t• 
l300-13SOH II P 
1300-1350H II P 
1300-1350H II F 
1400-l450H W F 
l400-l4~0M W f' 
1400-HSOM W F 
1500-t550M W f' 
1S00-1550M W P' 
I ~00-15~0M W F 
1600-17l~H W 
0800-0915 T R 
0800-0915 T R 
0900-0915 T R 
0930-104S T R 
0930-1015 T R 
0!130-1045 T R 
1100-121 T R 
1100-121 !I T R 
1230-1 45 T R 
1230-1 45 T R 
uoo-.sn r rt 
1400-151 T R 




























COL&l'7 1 03 
COLEl'nl p3




COLE1210 ~ 3 
COLElllQ ,03 







•cMN 1390-G INTRO SPC COMM +097 
+098 
CMN 2010 INTRO COMM THF.OR 001 













CMN 2S20 INTRO MASS COMM 001 
CMN 2~25 ELEC PROD 1 001 
002 
CMN 2~50 BROADCAST ANNOUN 001 
•CMN 2575 ELEC PROD li 001 
002 
CKN 2630 INTRO INT CCHH 001 
002 
CHN 2650 JNTRO OIIG COMH 001 
002 





CMN 3230 ADV PUBLIC SPEAX 001 
CMN 3300 liiTERVlEWlNG 001 
002 
003 
CMN 3470 SM CROUP COMM 001 
•CHN 3500 ELEC MEDIA RFLS 001 
002 
•CMN 3520 RADIO PRODUCT'N 1001 





























•CMN 491 o 












BRDCST t:EWS WRIT 
ELEC NEWS GATHER 




PR IN SOCIETY 
ADVERTISING 
SPORTS AND MEDIA 























CONF & EVNT PLAN 004 
INTERSHIP 
I'AACTICUM 
KEDI A SALFS"•DV 









APPL llFJ\L Til .:oHM 
PP. TECHNIQUES 
CASES/ PUBLJ P.t:L 
CO.'IM THEORY 
r I TA'S PC 
SOC INT&RACTION 
M"OI • CRITICJSM 
CCM-l T ' 0 
I'.PPLIED CRIT 






































































Wt LSON-BR<rofN C 
BELLS 
JORt;SON-MlLLER E 
JACOBS II • 
JACOBS A 


















































ll UMI'.t;ll J 



















> Enrollment limited to Univora!ty Honoxs S~udonta 
Spring Semester 2006 - 1 
c 
MEETING TIME BLDGIROCH R 
1530-1645 T R 
1530-1645 T R 
1530-1645 'f R 
1800-2030 T 
1800-2030 w 
1100-llSOM W F 
1230-1345 T R 
tJOO-t350M w r 
0800-0850H lol F 
1200-1250M W f 
1500-155011 W F 
1400-1515 T R 
1000-lOSOH W F 
1400-1450H W F 
0930-1045 T R 
1100-1215 T R 
1530-1645 'I' R 
1000-1050M W P' 
1400-14!>0M W F 
0800-0915 T R 
1530-164) T R 
0930-104!> T R 
1300-150~M W 
1000-1205 T R 
1100-1240 T R 
1200-1405M W 
0800-1005 T R 
1ooo-1osoM w r 
1}00-1215 T R 
1400-U!>OH II F 
1230-1345 T R 
0800-0850H W F 
11 00-ll!oOH II F' 
t300-13SOM w r 
0930-1045 T R 
1230-1345 T R 
0800-0915 T R 
1200-12!>0M W F 
0800-0915 T R 
1400-1$15 T R 
1000-1050M W F 
0800-t940H W 
1300-1440 T R 
1100-llO~H 10 
1530-1645 T R 
1900-2130 ,. 
0830-103~H W 
1230-1410 T R 
0900-1040M II 
0900-0950I1 w r 
1300-llSOH W P' 
ltoo-usoM w r 
09oo-o9SOM w r 
1500-ISSOM II F 
0930-1045 T R 
1100-1150M W F 
1530-1645 T R 
1000-1050H W F 
1100-1215 T R 
1100-ll!>OM W F' 
ARR MTWRF 
1400-1515H W 
















1415-lSS M N 
ARR MniRF 
ARR KTKRF 
0~ 0-1045 T R 
ARR MTWRF 
J4hA-1450M W F 
1~oo-:n M w 
1000 10t;OM W F 
1000-lOSOM W F 
I J00-1350M W F 
0~00-09~0M W F 
1400-1515 'I' R 
1900-21~ w 
100-11')0!! 
1 0 21 0 T 
1900 1 OM 





































































































































































• Enrollment limited to Departmental Honora Studenta 
? Meets Jan. 13 ' 14, Feb. 3 ' 4, and Feb. 24 ' 25. 
Students must provide their own transportation to llrtbur, IL on 
Jan. 14 and to s~. Louis, MO on Feb. 25. 








CAREER ' ORGANI7.NTL STUDIES 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT, I NSTRUCTOR 
cos •1275 





• CSD 5630 
OCC INTERNSHIP 


































































MEETING TTME 8LDG/f\OOH R 
1200-125011 









19 0- l OM 
1900 2130 T 
1600-1830 w 
1900 21 OM 
1600-1830 :r 































8 - Sprlng Semester 2006 
COUtlSELlWG STUilENT DEVEL 








FOUND SCH COUN 
TH&SJS 
FAHlLY COUNSEL 













a Wa1t-11etod Couroe 












C A R E E R ' T E C H N I C A L E D U C ~ T ' N 









SURVEY BUS PRIN 
INQUIRY TCIIG CTE 
INSTR TECII CT& 
HETH OF TCHG CTE 
S£lol IN KE't/cOMP 
S&M ~\S BUS/ACCT 
Sf'.K IN TC'HG f'CS 


































8 %7.2101! 03 
c 
HEi:TlllG TIM& BLDG/ROOM R 
1230-134~ T II 
1400-1540M 










l.l1PIIl 021 02 
I.KMil 041 02 
KL£M2431 02 
ltLE.'-11102 02 
________ ..,. _________ _.... ______________ _ 
!COIJC!Clcs 
& C 0 N 0 M l C ~ 
COURSE ::>ESCRlP'I'lOII 
~ 2800-C teN SOC ISSUES 
£ell 2801-G PIUN IIACROECQN 
•ECN 2802-G PRIN MICROECON 
•ECN 2892-G PRIN MICROECON H 
·~CN 3851 PUBLIC FINANCE 






















CfJ\1 ' BUSINESS 
PUBLIC UTILITIES 
STAT APPL ECN I 
ST~T APP EC.'l U 
INTERNSHIP 
THEORY •RESEARCH 
lNT t'.ACRO&CN THY 
lNT MICROECN THY 
TIWISITIO!l ECON 
t«JttEY ' BAh1(111G 
E.CN AN~YSIS LAW 
TOPrCS LABOR ECN 
IND STUD't 
ECONOM&TlUCS 
AOV MICRO TIIRY 
SEM ECON C&Y 
ECON HUHIIN P.r.S 
THr.SIS 































































































































1100·1215 T R 
HOO•lSIS T R 
1100-llSCM W F' 
1000-10SCM W P 
1230·1345 'J' R 
1100-121!> 'J' R 
0930-1045 T R 
1400-151!1 T R 
1200·1250H It F' 
1500·1615H If 
HOO·ll~Ol' W F 
1300-1350M M F 
1000·1050M W Y 
0900-09501'. W F 
1400-H~OM 'W F 
1300-1350H W F 
0900-09~0M W F 
1230-1345 T R 
1400-1515 T R 
1100-llSOM W F 
0930-1045 T R 
1400-1450M If P 
1100-1215 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
1500-1615M W 
1400-H50M W r 
1000-1050M W F 
ARR ln'to~P 
1100-1215 1' R 
1230-1345 T R 
1100-1150!4 If F 
0900·09SOM If F 
1200-12SOM If F 
1000-10SOM W F 
1200-1250M W F 
1000-1050M W F 
1100-llSCM W F 
AAA Mno'RF 
1100·1215 T R 
1530-Hi4!1 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
1230-13<5 T R 
1500·161511 w 
1230-1345 T R 





0930·1045 T R 
1100-1150M W F 









COL 27?1 03 
L 2781 0 
I Z 71 03 
COL£27 1 03 
COL£2160 03 
L£2 81 03 
COL£2160 03 






















COL£21 0 03 
COL£2170 03 





























+ Enroll~ont limited to University Honora Students 




















ADM/SUPY EL SCH 
SUPY Of INST 
PERSONNEL AOM 
PIU\C SCH LORSHP 
JNTRO II&SF.I\RCH 
DATI\ MGT/ED ADM 
ORG DEY/ED ADMIN 
SUPERINTt:NDENC't 



















2111-12, •18-9, 4/29-30 
2/18•19, 3/18•19 
3/4·5, 3/11-12, 3/2S-26 

















& 0 U C A T 1 0 N A L F 0 U N D A T I 0 U S 
COURSE DESCRIPTICN SECT. INSTRUCTOR 






































































1\MO OJ 04 
c 
Hr.&TING TIME BLDG/110014 R 
0900·0950M II 
1000-lO:iOM If F 
1300·lJ50M w r 
1400-1450M II F 
1900-2130 II 
0930-1045 T R 
MeA 2621 03 
HCAF2 21 03 
MCM'26 1 03 
MC'AF26 1 03 
W'..AF2621 03 







TII/PRAC CUR.R D&V 
SOC FOUND ED 
!JIST rocmD &o 


























































CO(JR.S!. DESCR tPTICN SECT. INSTRUCTOR 




tOP 5300 PSYCH FOUND EO 001 






• Concurren~ enrollmenL ln SED 3330 
MEET lNG TIME 
1100-1215 T R 
0900·0950~ K F 
1000-1050M W F 
!100-llSOH M F 
1600·1830M 
1600-1830 w 
0800-085CH W F 




1300·1350H If F 
1400-145014 M F 
0600-0S~OH 11 F 
0900-0950~ •W F 
1100•1150H W F 
1300•1350H W F 
1300-1350M 11 F 







































MEETING TIME BLDG/ROOK P 
08oo-oqso T R 
1000·1150 T R 
1000•1150 T R 







EOP 3331: Concurrent enrollment in SED 3330 is required. !Students must enroll ~n 




•t:OO 2022 EOTEC!l 




























HE&TltiG TlME BLDG/110014 R 
0800·0915 T R 
1300-1415~ w 






















+ Prerequisite - Passing score on Student Tachno1oqy ProCiclcncy 
S E N l 0 R S E H 1 N A R 
COU?.SE DESCRIPTION SECT. 
•£IO 4101-G SPACESHlP EARTH 
•EIU 4102-G TECH ANO SOCIETY 
'li:ltl 4104-G NORLD FilM 
•EIU ~121-G LEISURE/AM PERSP 
•F.tU 4123-G SOC CROWD/VIOL 
•£IU 41~1-G NUTRITION OlLEMA 
'EIU 4158-G FRf.~OOH OF EXP 
•&IU 4165·G XEDIA IN SOCIETY 
•EIU 4190-G SPACESHIP EARTH 
"ElU 4192-G FILM ' SOCIETY 













































- EtO 4123.100 aceta on February l-4: 10-111 24-25 
- EtU 4158.100 .. ets on February 3-4: 10-11; 24-25 
• £nro1l~enr lialred to Unlverotty Honora atu~nta 
c 
~ING TIME BLDG/ROOM R 
1900•2130 R PHYS2060 OJ 
1900·2130M PIIYS3120 03 
1900-2130 T PRYS2060 03 
1900•2130 W PHYS2060 03 
1100-1150M W f' PH't$2060 03 
1600•1830H PHXS2060 03 
1300·1415 T R KLEM2040 03 
1100·11~0M M F KLEM2040 03 
1500·1550Ht COLE1120 03 
1500-16~0 R COL£1120 
1800-2200 F HCAF2621 03 
0800·1800 S MCAF2621 
1100-llSOH II F HCA£2611 OJ 
1800-2200 F PHYS3060 03 
0800•1800 S PHYS3060 
1800-2200 F PHYS3060 03 
0800-1800 S PH'tS3060 
1130·1245 T R KLEM4335 03 
1300-1415 T R ~~4341 03 
1800-2200 f 8UZZ2442 03 













£ L E M E N T A R Y E D 0 C A T t 0 N 










• LE 3150 
•U£ 4000 
TCHR ' SCHOOL :001 






CHILO GRWTH/O&V $S001 





EARLY CHILD LRN 001 






OEV RDG/EC sat 001 



























































MU1JNG TIME BLDG/ROOK R 
1100-ll50 T R 
0800·0915 T R 
0930-1045 T R 




1300·1415 T P. 
0800-0940M II 
1000·1140 T R 
1000-1140H If 
0800-0940 T R 
1300-1440 T R 
1000-114011 II 
0800-0940 T R 
0800-094011 "' 
1000-lHO T ~ 
0800-0940M II 
1300-l440M H 
1000-1140 r R 
1000-1140 1' R 
0800-0940:4 w 
0800·0940 T R 
tooo-1140 r R 
1500•1640M II 
1000•1140 T R 
1000-1140 T II 
0800-0940:-l " 
1300-1HO T R 
1000-lll!>K W 






























































PRJ 1'.£TH ' CURR 
L.At;,. DEVE"LOP 
EC EO: HIS/PHIL 
DJAG•PR£SC ROC 
RES ARCH 111 CL& 
AIN DEV READ 
REM R&AO 1'1108 
JU:K RU.l> PRAC 
TCH SO ST/tL SCH 





























































































: EL£ 2000 will roqulro additional 1• /observa~ion t>.e outside of claea. 
$$ ELE 2321 will r~q~iro "rranged pr~cticu. time outside of cl~aa. 
• Studants in Bloc~ I ausr tak~ thn 'ollow1ng courses concurrently and must 
reqtsrer tor tho aa •ection in each course (ELE )000, 3280, 3350) 
When r~~aterln~ tot a ~rninq sect1on ot £LE Bloc~ 1, no aornlnq 
cla•aos oth r than lhe.e can be ta~en due ~ arrangod practlcum. 
~"hen rogister1nq for •n etternoon sec~ion of £LE Block t, no afternoon 
c:la ou oth r th<ln the• t be taken d\le to arranged practlcu • 
•• Studcnte in Block It cu t Lak@ t 
reqlotcr for t~ ca ae 
48801 Whon reqistorinq t 
mornioq classoa other •ha 
When r-oiotorlng for an at• 
claoeu other: than th c 
lowlnq courses concurxuntly and muat 
each course (t:LE 3290, 3"3-10, 4000, 
rninq .section of Et.E Block U, no 
can be taken dUe to arranged practicum. 
n sect1on of ELE Block 11, no otternoon 
La&en due ~o arr~nqed pr•cticum. 
t Early Childhood ~jor• ~ly- Bl k I- concurrent with &LE 3250 and ELE 3281. 
h"hen registering for Early Ch i ldhood Block 1, no morning claaacs otbor 
than th• oan oo tAk n d to arranged practicum. 
8@ Early Childhood Majora Only ll1oclt 11 - concurrent enrollmenL in ~.E 4000.005 
and ELE 4880.005 ~lth no othet aorn1ng classes duo to arran9od practlcuc 




I'!IIG 1000 FVNDAHEHTAL FJlG 
•J'!HG lOOl•G COKP AND LANG 
'ENG 1002-C ~~ AND LIT 
•!tit; 1092-G CO!<P AND LIT 
•&NO 2001 CR£AT tffiiT NC)I;F 
•J'!HG 2003 CREAT WRIT POET 
•ENG 2005 CREAT WRIT DRAMA 
•E:!."G 2007 CREAT WRIT FlCT 
•ENG 2009-G LlT ' !IV: LA!lOR 
•ENG 2009-C LlT ' HV: RACE 
•ENG 2009-G LIT ' HV: I'AITH 
'EN:: 200q•C LlT 4 ltV: l.OVE 
•ENC 2011•0 LIT,S,W: F1CT'N 






























































































































































































MEETING TJM£ Bl.DG/ROOM R 
0930-1045 T R 
0800-085014 t1 F 
0900- 095014 II F 
0930·1045 T 1\ 
tooo-105011 w r 
1000-1050K M F 
1200·1250K II f 
1200-1250M W F 
130Q•l350M II F 
1400-1515 T R 
1500- 1615!)1 w 
1530-164:>' r R 
1630-1745H W 
0800-0850M M F 
oaoo-o8SOM ., r 
0800•0850H If F 
oaoo-oesoH w r 
0800-0915 T II 
0800-0915 T R 
0800-0915 T.R 
0900·0950M II F 
0900-0950M M F 
0900-0950M 11 r 
0930-1045 T R 
0930·1045 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
1000-1050M II F 
1000-1050M M F 
1000-1050M If F 
1100-11 50K ti F 
11 00-llSOH W F 
1100-11 SOM II F 
1100-1150H II F 
1100-l!SOH W F 
1100-1215 T 1\ 
1100-1215 T R 
1100-1215 T II 
1100-1215 t R 
1200-1250M II F 
1200-1250M 10 F 
1200-1250M II F 
1230-1345 T R 
1230-1345 T R 
1230-1345 T R 
1230- 1345 T R 
1230-1345 T R 
1230-1345 T R 
1230-1345 T R 
1300·135011 t1 F 
1300-1350H II F 
1300-1350M II t 
1300·1350H II t 
1300·1350H M F 
1400-HSOH M f" 
1400-1450H If f" 
H00-1450H II F 
1400-1515 T R 
1400·1515 T R 
1400·1515 T R 
1500-J615H If 
1S30·1645 T R 
1530-1645 T R 
1530-1645 T R 
1530•1645 T R 
1530-1645 T R 
1630-114514 w 
1100·1815 T R 
1700-1815 T R 
1700·1815 T R 
l100-18U T R 
lBOG-191514 W 
1800·191514 W 
1400-1450'( M F 
1400-1450H " r 
1800-1915K II 
1530·16.;5 T R 
150D-1615M II 
1230-1345 T R 
1100-1215 T R 
1100-USQM W F 
0800-0915 T R 
0900-0950M W F 
1100-1150H If F 
140D-l450M II F 
100D-1050M II F 
1400-15!5 T R 
1230·1345 T P.. 
1400-1515 T k 
1S00-1615H W 
1530·1645 T R 
0800·08501-1 w I' 





























































































COLI': 1691 03 
•ENG 2011-G t.IT,S,W: FICT"N 
·~ 2011-G LIT,S,W: OP..AVA 
•ENG 2091-G LIT,S,W: FICT'II 








8Ar-YGD WF.St LIT 
IIOIU.D LIT 
UITRO PROF lfRIT 
POST:00LON"L LIT 
STRCTURE OF ENG 
ArN COMPOSITIO!l 
T&CH COH.'4 
•t:Nt;; 3009-G KYTII/CULTUR£ 
·~~ 3010-G LIT ~~TERXORKS 
•Em; 3099-G l!rTH/CULTURS 


















' ENG 4275 
•£11G 4300 
















' EIIG 5S02 
t.NQ 5950 
P:NG S990 
TEACli SEC COMP 
TU.CS SEC LIT 
CHILD Lit 
FlL.'-: ' LIT 
BIBLE AS LIT 
SP£ TOPICS/LIT 
A.'t iiONANTICISH 
MOD£1\N AMU LlT 




20C BRIT LlT 
SHAKESPEAR&,HNRS 







STUDIES IN DRAMA 
STDS PROP' li!HT 
POETRY h"RIT li>G 
FICTION WRITlNG 
tNr&C LA!:G ARTS 
YOUNG ADULT LlT 
LTT HIST BI:BLIO 
INTRO 1-!tTHOD ENG 
OLI>UUD ENGLISH 
RES/18C BRl LIT 
20C BRIT !.IT 
20C AI'.&R Ll T 
PAAC TEACH COHP 































































































































































































+ Enrollaent li~ted to Unlvera1ty Honora Students 
Spring Semester 2006 - 9 
c 
HEETIHC TIME BLOC/ROOM R 
1100-115011 tl F 
1300•13SOM t1 F 
1230-134'5 T R 
1100·1215 T R 
1S00·1615H II 
0800-0915 T R 
1400·14~0M II F 
1630·174SH II 
08D0•0850H M F 
1830-2100 T 
0800-0850K 11 r 
0900·09~0M II F 
0930-104!0 T P. 
1000-10SOM W F 
1300-135DH If F 
0800•0915 T R 
0900·09SOH tf r 
0930·1045 T II 
1000·1050M W F 
1100-lHOH II F 
1100·121:!1 T R 
1200·1250M fl F 
1400-14!10M W F 
1630-1145H W 
09D0-0950H w r 
1100-llSOM 91 F 
0800·091S T I! 
0900-09501< tf t 
1000•1050M II F 
1100-1215 T R 
1400-lSlS T R 
1530·1645 T R 
1700·1815 T R 
1000-lOSOM W F 
1300•135011 W F 
1400·1515 T R 
0930•1045 T R 
1100·1215 T R 
1800-2030 N 
1530·1645 T R 
0900•0950M w r 
ll00-1215 T R 
1530·1800 T 
AAR MTIIRF 
1100•1150H W F 
0900·09!>0H W F 
1100-1215 T R 
1200-12:'101-t II F 
0930-10<!> T P. 
1200-1250H If F 
1400·1515 T R 
oeoo-o8!>0M If r 
1100•1150H W F 
1500-161511 " 
1800-2030 w 
1400-1450M W F 
0800·0915 T R 
1230-1345 T R 
0900·095014 W F 
1400·151S T II 
1800-2030 )f 
1500·1615M W 
1200·1250M II F 
1100·1215 T R 
ARR MT'io1tF 
1100-1215 T l! 
1230-1345 T R 
noo-t350l1 w r 
1300·13501'1 W F 
1~30•13C5 T R 
1100•121~ 't ~ 
ARR Hn1tF 
0930·1045 T R 
1300-1:350){ If .. 
1200-1250'( w r 
1200·l~SOM M F 
1530·1645 T R 
0930•1045 T R 
1200-12SOM w F 
1400•1450M W F 
0800•0915 T R 







































































































































































































• Enrolt.ent l~ted to Departeental Honora Studonta 
ENG 1000:Credlt counts ne1thor towards gr•duatton nor ln compilation of CPA. 
COURSE DESCJUPTlot.: SECT. 



















• r. C 1490-G WEATHER/C~JMATF. 1+099 
ESC 24SO•G OCEANOCRAPIIY 1001 
•ESC JOlO·G EHVlR<lN/PIIY SCI 1001 
ESC 3200 HUMAN IMPACT/ENV 001 




























MUTING TIME BLOC/ROOM R 
1000·105014 W F 
0800-0940 T 
1000-1050M If F 
1000-1140 R 
1000-1050K II F 
1000-1140 T 
1100·1150M II F 
1200•1340 T 
ll00·ll50M W F 
1400-1540 T 
l100·1150M w F 
1200·13~0 R 
1400·1450M W F 
1500•1640 II 
1SOO·l550M w F 
1600•1740H 
l500•1S~OH W !" 
1600•1740 II 
1500•1S50M if F 
1600-1740 .. 
1600·1740 T 
0900·09501' 11 r 
0900-0950'( ., r 
1000•1140 T 
0900•0950M W F 
1000-1140 R • 
1500·15~0 T P. 
1300-1440 T 
1500·1550 T P. 
1900·2040 R 
1500·15SO T R 
1300·1440 R 
osoo-oe~o~t w " 
1000-1140 .. 
0800-0SSOM H F 
1300•1C40M 





t300·1350M w r 


















































J 0 - Spring Semester 2006 
•ESC 4400 lND STUDY 













£SC llOOG and GEL 1300G are EXI'.C'I'LY the &41 ... course 
ESC 2C50G and GEL 2450G are EXACTLY the same coutse 
~sc 3200 4lDd ere 3200 aro EXACTLY the aamo course 
~ Enrollment ltmiteo to University Donora Students 
ES 
ESC 
f Cour:oe tee: 
1300 15.00 ESC 






r»aLf' c:c.@a It~~ ..... 
t A K I L Y ' c 0 N S U 
COURSF. DESCRIPTION 

















































• res 4940 
res ~151 















FOOD S£RV SAN! 
LIFE SPAN DtVF.L 
FAM PERSPECTIVES 
NUTR tN SOCIETY 
QlJ.t.NT FOOD PROD 







WOMEN IN SOCIETY 
CJIJ LD DEVELOP 
FAM 1\ESOURC£ HGT 
FQOO ~Cl F.NC& 
C9MMliNI:rY tiUTR 






PAACTICIJM IN CO 
PROF S 'leN FOCUS 
CONS LOBAL SOC 






MJV tlUTRITI CN 
NIITR OF 1\0DICTS 
NUTR PIIYS PERFM 
C:C.::" D!C/HllTPI. 
LIVIt, EINIROtl 
ti,'T DESIGll i'RAC 
DEATH AND D¥U G 
DlSADV FAMILY 
FAMILY CRISIS 
AGING ' FJI.'ULY 
PARENT-CHILD 
Mlli CHILD CARE 
.WOICT/FAMILY 
PUIILIC PRES TECH 
FOOD SYSTD4S 
N\ITR OLDER PEOPL 
RF.l'.DHIC/NUTR RES 
MED NUTR Tl!ERAP~ 
CONS GLOBAL SOC 
CRIT lSS CONS AF 
ISSUES ' TRENDS 
E:VAl.UAfiON 
ADM HUMAN SERVlC 











































































































































































K£NN DY-HAGAN K 
BURNS 11 
KENNEDY-HAGAN K 





























































1700-1'150 T R 
0900-0950K N 
0800-0850 r R 
1300-1350 T R 








noo-I3so~-: w r 
1400-1515 T R 
HOO-HSOM W F 
0800-0915 T R 
l'l00•1930 II 
ll00-1150H II F 
0800-0850A If F 
l400-1450M W F 
1200-1250H If F 
l730-1900H 
1400-1450M II F 






0900-09SOM If F 
0800-0915 T R 
1900-2130 R 
1400·1515 T R 
I 000-111!> T R 
l900-21JOM 
1100·1215 T R 
1300-1350H If F 
1000•10SOM 01 F 
0900-0950M W F 
0800- 08SOM II F 
l300·13SOM w r 
1100-1215 T R 
0900-1015 T R 
1500-1550M 'if F 
ll00-115CM If f' 
1300•1350M lf F 
l500·1550M "li r 
l000·1110M W f 
1600-lAlO T 
1000-IOSOM W F 
0930•1045 T R 
1000·1050M W F 
ARR KTWRF 
0800-0BSOM W F 
120C-1250M II F 
0800-0il 0 T R 
0900-lOSOMTWRF 
0800 0850 T R 
nco H~oi-rrw:tr 
1.200- OH N 
oo- o T R 
1 ·1 OM W 
a -091 a 








110 •I 5 T R 
1600 one r 
0800• 73(\ 
0900 101~ T R 
I 00 2130 01 
l 00- 30 T 
1 00- 1 0 T 
160b-11130 T 
l600·183 M 
1030-1145 T R 
1100-1215 T R 
























































AR 0001 03 
)( 43 ~ 0 
KLEH24 1 03 























0 K1 HlJ l 
Kl.£!•12~31 03 








































p kLEM1418 03 




























FCS 1121.100 ota l/20•2I, Fri 4 P= -10 pa and Sat 8 om to 7 p: 
FCS 21•0.001 lnd 002 Lab ia 5t1Anyed 
Fe£ 3853.001 lab hou<s arranged botwe '' 9-10:50 '"" •us1gn~r.enta mart~ Utst class p t" <1 
rc 3853.002 1ab hours arrang d b tween 1-2:50 pm assi enta made f1rn• class r 
f'C 4235/5235.001 ~ta 1/12, 1 19, 1/26, 2/2 , , 4/6 and 4 20 
LY' 
5 U K & R 
SECT. 
n::s 4753.100 meets 3/3-4 Fr1 4-8 pa and Sat 8·5:30 pa 
FCS 5151.100 IIICCts 4/28·29 rri 4-8 f11 and IH•t 8-5:30 pna 
M£ETING TIME BLDG/ROOM 
FCS 5300,100 mc•ls i/21-28, 3/24-25, 4/7-8 Frl 6-10 and Sat 6-5:30 
fCS 5854.100 meets 1/13-14, 2/j-4, 3/24-25 Fri 6-10 and Sat 6-5:30 
f Course fe": 
FCS 
res 
ll20 2.00 res 
res 2232 50.00 















FIN ' T.t.X PLAN 
I NVEST!iENTS 





RISK o lNStllU>tt 
PORTFOLIO MGT 
APPLIED S!:C AN 
Tt.'TERNSHlf'/FIN 









































KtE11NG TIME Bl.OOJ P!lCJM R 
0800-0850H W F 
ll00-1215 T II 
1400-1515 T R 
1000-1050M W I" 
1330-l44!;M W 
1100-1215 T R 
1100-115CM M F 
1230-1345 T R. 
1200·131!-H If 
0930-1045 T R 
ARR KTWRF 















• Mus~ be admitted to the School of Bus10esa to nroll in these cours~a. 
• Must be admttt d ~o the School o! BusLneaa or have declared • tt1nor offered 
by the SChool of 8us1n~aa to enroll in these courses 
R E 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. 
•FL£ 3050 FRENCH CULTURE 001 
*FLr. 4405 TOPICS LJT TRANS 001 
FLF 1101 EIZK FltENCH I 
FI,f 1102 ELEM FRENCH 11 
•FLF 220l•G INTER FRENCII 1 
• • F'Lf' 2202-G INTER FRENCH II 
•FLf 3J04 FRENCH CIVIL'ZN 
*FLF 3401 CADET TEACHING 
•rLF 3820 FRE COMP/STYLIST 
*f'LF 4275 HITERNS!li P 





















FLG 1101 El.EM GEf\t'J\N t 
FLG 1102 tt.EM GF.RWIN II 
'FLC 2202-G INTER. G&!W.Atl U 
•f"LG 102 GER Cot>V/C MP H 
•rLG !200 GER CllLTUR£/CIV 
'l'LG 42 lNT&R::SlllP 
•1• 4400 lli S'lUDY 
•ru; 4405 TOPIC ERMAh LIT 
jSPANISH 
FLS 1101 EL&M SPANTSU 
FLS 110 I .EM SPAJflSB Jl 
•fLS 2201-G INTER SPANISH I 
•rt.S 2202-G INTER SPAN! Sll II 
• FLS 3000 PR08 St N GAAM!'.AR 
'FLS 3050 SPAN PRO ' CCNV 
'F'LS ~401 CADET TEACHING 
*FLS 3520 MOD SPN AM LIT 
•FLS 4202 ADV SPANISH COHP 
'FLS 4275 INTERNSHIP 
'FLS 4400 lND STUDY 
'fLS 4650 TOPICSJRtST LIT 
Gt:OGRAPHY 
COURSE DESCIUPTION 
GEG 1100-G CllLT G£0G 
•GEG ll~O·G CU~T GEOG 
c;~;r, 1200-G WORLD REG CE:OG 
GEG 3200 HUMAN lHPACT/&NV 
'GEG 3420 PRJN OF GFnMORPR 
G 3 0 POPULATION GEOG 
£G 3800 INTR CARTOCRPRY 
•CEG ~000 GEOG EtJROP 
'GE, 4 !i IIITEIU> IN GEOG 
GEG 4400 IND STUDY 



















































































Kt!TING TIMF. BLDG/ROOM 
KTWRF ARRG0001 03 
HTWRF ARRG0001 03 

























































































HITTING Ttl!!: EI.:.OCJROOH R 
1400-14 OMTW F 
1000-lOSOHTIO r 
1200-1250MTW F 
1100-115014 .,. f 










COL£1 r.;og 04 
COLEU20 03 
COL£1170 03 
ARRGO 01 OI 
II.RRGOOOl 02 
AA.". 0001 03 














1100-11 SOHTW F 
1000-1050 TlffiF 
1300-1350 TWIIF 
0800-08SOM W F 
l200-1250M W F 
0800·08SOHTII F 




1300-135014 If F 








































~£ETING TlM£ BLDG/ROCH R 
1000-1115 T R 
1300-1415 T R 
1900-21JO T 
1900-2130 T 
1400•14!i0M W F' 
1300-lJ~OM W I" 
1500-1640 T R 
1300-1350M W F 
l'l00-2105 T R 



























C E 0 G R A P H Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. INSTRUCTOR 
•G£G 4890 GIS 001 DTNASO S 
GEG 3200 llnd ESC 3200 Gre EXACTLY the !l.lm'! course 
GEG 3420 .. nd GEL 3420 ate EXl\CTt.Y the anme course 





00\JRSP. D!:SCRI PTIQI: 
Gl:l. 1300-G ti.'TRO EARTH SCI 
'GEL 1430 HISTORICAL C~L 
GEL 24SO-G OCEAh~PHY 
'GEL 3010-C ENVTRON/PHY SCI 






PRIN OF C£0HORPH 
S£MtNAR 
HYDROGEOLOGY 
PRIN Of STRATIGR 
YNTERN tN GEOL 
'GEL 4335 ENVIRON GEOLOGY 
' GEL 4400 lND STUDY 

























































GEL 13000 6nd ESC 13000 ore EXACTLY tho same COI.u;se 
GEL 24$0G 4nd ESC 24500 •~• EXI.CTLY the s.._ course 














G £ N £ R A L S T U D 1 E S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. 
GST 1000 RF."DNGISTDY JHP >001 
>002 















> S~ostor hours do no~ count towatd 9r<1duation. 
• Courno m~ots d"rln9 the tir•t holf s•m&stor-only 
HISTORY 
COURSE DF.SCRIPT!ON $£CT. 
HTS 1500-G WRLD:INTERACTIO~ 
HIS t~OO-G ~~:SOCI&Tr/R£L 
HTS 1500-G MRLO:INTERACTION 
HIS 1500-C WRLO:SLAVF,RY/FRE 
IllS 1500-G lf'RLO: IIITSAACTION 
HIS 1500-G KRLO:SOCl&TY/R£L 
•RtS 1S90-G WRLD:SOCltrY/1\EL 
HIS 2010 US TO 1877 


















































~.E&TW~ T114Z SJ..DG/ROOH R 
1000-lOSOP. If F 
0800-0940 'J' 
1000-lOSOM If 'F 
1000-1140 R 
1000-lO!tOM W F 
1000-1140 T 
1100-1150!-1 If f' 
1200-1340 T 
1100-llSOH W F 
H00-1540 T 
1000-1050H W F 
1600-1740 R 
1100-USO~ W F 





1300-13~0~ W F 
lJOO-L350M W F 
1300-1440 R 
1500-1640 T R 
1500-1640 T R 
1000-1050H W F 
























































1400·14 50 R 











MEETING Tit-IF. BLDC/RCXW. R 
0800-0850H w r 
0900·095011 W F 
tooo-1osoH w r 
110()-115011 W F 
0800-0915 T R 
1400-151~ T R 
0930-1045 T R 
1100•1215 T R 
1230-1345 T R 
l<C00-1Silio T R 
1530-1645 T R 
1700-181& T R 
1230-1345 r R 
1000-105011 II F 
1400-1515.'< If 
0800-085014 If F 
0900-0950K tl f' 
0900-09501! W F 
1000-105011 If F 
l200-l250K W F 











US SINCE 1871 
HIS R£$/WRITlt-:G 
EAAl. Y MOD WORLD 
BRIT SINCE 1688 
CHRISTIAN H!St 
lt.f1UCAN lltSTORY 
HODERN L"TIN AM 
RUSSIA AND USSR 
FRENCH REV 
ANCIEN'l' lllSTORY 



























• 1300-1350M W f' 
11 00-llSOH tf F 
1300-135011 w r 
1230-1345 T R 




































































"""'' ._,un n" 
HIS 3600-G OS CONST/NATION 
'RTS 3690-G US CONST/NATION 
HIS 3700-G R£L AND SCIB~C& 
HIS 3'760 AMBRICM SOUrll 
HIS 3920 US MILITARY HlST 
HIS 3940 HIS AM JOORN.U. 
'HIS 4304 AM 1\EV 



















HONORS IND STOY 
110/:0RS R&S!Wlt:H 
IIOI:oRS THSSI s 
HONORS SBHl NAA 
SO<PrH&RN Af'l\lC... 
MOO SOUTH ASIA 
WOK&N HOD EUROPE 
PUBLISH HISTORY 
HIS PRESE.RVTN US 
lNDUSTRtl\L NeZ!\ 
lllS OF AM IDEAS 
HIST TN'I'&R,PROG 
AME:R ARCH 









































































0800-0915 T R 
1530-1645 'l' R 
1100-1215 T R 
1400•1515M W 
1400-1515 T R 
l000-105011 w r 
ll00-U50M W F 
1200•125011 W F 
1300-135011 W F 
l400-1450M If F 
1500-lSSOH W F 
0800-0915 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
0930-1045 1' R 
U00-1215 T R 
1~00-1250K If F 
1600-1715M W 
1100-U:;oH II F 
1400-1515 T R 








1100-1215 T R 
1230-1345 T R 
uoo-1350M w r 
1530-1645 T R 
1300·1530 T 
1700·1815 T R 









~ISTORY (eotft . ) 
I!': STORY 



























• tnrollmen~ limited to Un1versiry ~onors Studonts 
• &n~ollment liml't.ed ~a IJ.epar~n~a1 nonors Students 
~TB S'l'UD:IES 
H&l'\l.TH STUDIES 
COURSE D&SCRTPrtOll SECT. 
I~T 1120 BASIC CPR 
liST 2000 IWMAN IlEAl. tH 
HST 12SO PROF SCil/COH H 







































INTL Ht..TH ISS 
IIU'M-'N DISEASES 
llLTH CON TCHRS 
AAC INSTRUCTOR 
PUB HL'I'H STATS 
MICROS AIID HLTH 
SCIIOOL f!EALTH 
PIUI~ /ISX PI\EV 
TNTRO DRIVER ED 




WOKEN ' S HEl\LTH 
KETH/C<»>t Ht.TH 
HUI.l'H CAR£ O&L 
&PIDDIIOLOGY 
P~ Ht.TH PROO 
INTERNSHIP 
tNO STUDY 
HLTH SVCS ADMIN 
DRUGS ' SOCIETY 
MUt. PliAS E DR. ED 























































































Spring Semester 2UUb - 11 
c 























!11:ET1NG 'fl~:t 8LDG/ROO.'I R 
1850-2030!'. 
18~0-2030M 
1100-1150~ w f' 
1300-13SOM If F 
l700•llll5M W 
1500-1615 T R 
1000-lO~OM 
1000-1050 ;f 




111!>-1215 T R 
U00-1215 T II 
1400-1630 w 
l230-134!> 1' II 
0900·0!150H W 
1000-lOSOM W 
ll 00·1150H W 
1200•1?.50H W 
1300-13SOM W 








0900-0950 T R 
1230-UOO T 
1400-1630 If 
1400-1!>15 T R 
1530-1645 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
1400·163011 
1200-12!10H W F 
1400-1630M 
1400-1630 If 





1400-14'!i011 M F 
0'100-09$011 W F 
1400-1630 F 

















































• liST 1120.080 & liSt 1120.081 IMOto 81!COM h·•H llWI!Ieotor. 
< liSt 3310.001 - has ar~anq~d lab t~~es. 
t liST 3199.001 - hss arr•nqed lab ~!mes. 





















INT 1413 TECH S'tSTEKS 1001 
'IliT 2043 CAD SNCR DAAWING tOOl 
1002 
lNT 2200-G MAT&RIAL SCIENCE 001 
•JNT 2324 ELEC OONrROL SYS t OOl 
• tNT 3063 3-D MOO&LlHG t OOl 
• tNT 3103 
tNT 3123 










• tN'I' 4243 
'INT 4275 
• tNT 4444 
• tNT 4555 
• tNT 4644 
lilT 4813 
• tNT 4843 
• tNT 4943 
ROBOT CON'I'I\OL 
PHO'I'OGRAPHY 









COKI' INT&tu' ... CING 
~ST PROJ MGT 
IND INTBRNSIIIP 
HONORS IND S'I'UDY 
HONORS R&S&\RC!l 
HONORS TH&SlS 


























































































5 . 00 

























K&ETTNG TIM& BLDG/ROOM R 
1600-1650M 
1600-17~0M W •• 
0900-09~0M W F 
l000- 1110H If 
l000-1050 r 














l200- 1340H W 























1100-USOM If t• 
























































12 - Spring Semester 2006 
_._,__ _____________ _ 
JOO 2001 
• Jl)U 2101 
•.sou 2901 
JOO 2!1'so 













' .JOIJ 4102 
•JOU 4275 
.. JOU 4761 
























UEWSPAPt:R DESIGN • 
AUDI&NC& [)I..SIGN 
l'RIN OF ADV 
BRDCST NEWS WRlT 
ELEC NEWS CATH&R 
.\DIIANCtO EDITt"G 
PUBLICITY ME'l'IID 
I'll IS ::OCIETY 
MINOP.TIES/MEDIA 
SPORTS A!.1) XEDIA 
JOU ETHICS 
1NT£1Ui$111P 
~~ M!OIA DESIGN 
OI'INION tnUT1NG 
C<H4 LAW 
















































PROMOTION MCT AOOI 
HKT RF.SEARCH A001 
AQ02 
SPEC TOP Ill l1l<T 001 
111Tt~NSHIP ~ooJ 
nor SALES Aoot 
A002 
lNTERNAT MKT A001 
MKT STRAT£GftS A001 
A00' 














I AANllOII It 
U;fJIEAO D 
VIALL t: 



















































1100-1240 T R 
ISOD-1940 T ~ 
1400 54011 If 
0900 040 T R 
1300-1440 T R 
1100·1 4 H W 
150D-l640H II 
1 00-164 T ~ 
090 -1040 1\ 
110 •1 4 H W 
1100·124 T R 
1!>00·1640 T R 
1100·1240 T R 
0900·101 H W 
1300•1440 T R 
l300·1440H W 
1400·151:. 1' R 






1230·1345 T R 
1100·1115 T R 









0930·1045 T R 
1300-1415 T R 
o9oo- 0950H w r 










1400-1515 T R 
0930·1045 T II 













su·z 434 Ol 
Z24 < 03 
Z24 4 03 
" ' 18< 










































A MUst be odai~tad co the School of Busineee to enroll 1n those courses. 
• Hust ~ adaitted to tho School of Business or have declared a ainot offered 
by tho School ot euelnftss to enroll 1n these courses 
----------------------.....----
M A T H E M A T I C S 
COURSE DtSCRIPTION 
MAT 1020 DIAG~'OSTIC MATH 
HAT 1070 DIAGil?STJC MATII 
•MAT 1160-C MATH IINDEAVOR 
'MAT 1170-G PROBL£14 SOLVliiG 
•HAT 1270 lNTERM&O ~£BRA 
·~.AT 1271 COLL&Gt ALGEBRA 
•MAT 1330 ANALYTIC TRIG 
'MAT 1340 AllAL GOOKETRY 
' HAT 1400 PRECALC MATH 
•HAT 1420 ttiTRO MAT NUM 
•MAT 1441-G CALC I 
•MAT 2110·G BRIEF CALC W/APP 
•HAT 2120-G FINITE HATH 








































































































































MUTING 1'1ME BLDG/ROOK F. 
1000·1050H M F 
100D-1 OSCJt W :r 
1300·13SOM W F 
1100-llSOM W F 
1300-1350H W F 
1100-l150H W F 
0900•09SOH W f' 
0900·1015 T R 
0900-09501'1 II P 
1030•1145 T II 
llOO·llSOH W F 
1200·131~ T R 
1200•125011 W F 
1300-1415 T R 
1400·151$ T R 
1400-1450H W F 
1400•1515 T R 
1500-1615 T R 
1530-1645 T R 
0900-1015 T R 
1500-1 55DM W r 
0800·0850M W F 
1100-llSOH If F 






















1100-1150M N F MAIN2210 02 
1300·1350H W r 
160D•16$0M WR ~~IN2211 02 
0800-0850H If F' MA1N2210 03 
0900•1015 T R MAIN2210 03 
1000-IOSOH W r MA1N3110 03 
ll00-11SnM If F MAJN2221 03 
1200·1315 T R HAIN2211 03 
1400·145011 W F MAJN2231 03 
1500·1550H W F KAJN2221 03 
1500·1SSOH W F' MAlN2220 03 
1630·1745 T R K.\1112210 03 
0900·0950 T R MAIN3110 02 
1400·1450 T R H.\1112211 02 
1000•105014 W F' HA1N2221 03 
0800·0850M W F KA1N2221 03 
1200·12SOH If F MAIN3110 03 
1300-1350M W F ~..\1112221 03 
1600-1715 T R MAIN2231 03 
0900·0950H W F HAIN3010 03 
l100· 1l~OM W F' KAIN3010 03 
1200-1315 T R HAJN2230 03 
1300·13SOH W F KAIN3010 03 
1500·1615 T R KAIN2230 03 
1600·1715H W HAIN3010 03 
0800·0850HTWRF HAIN2231 OS 
1200·1250HTWRF' HAIN222l OS 
1300·13SOHTWRF HAIN2231 OS 
0900-0950M W F MAIN2221 03 
1000·1050H If F MAJN2211 03 
1000-lOSOM W F MAIN2230 03 
1200·1250M If F MAIN2210 03 
1300·1350M N F HAlN?.211 03 
1400·1450M If F MAIN2210 03 
1500·1550H II F HAIII2210 03 
0800·0850H W r HAIN2220 03 
0900·09SOM W f MAIN3110 03 
1000-lOSOM If f HAIN2210 03 
1100·1150H W r HA1H2231 03 
1200·1250M If F HA1N221l 03 
1300-135011 If F MAIN2210 03 
1400-14SOK W F KAIN2221 03 
1400-1450K W P MAIN3110 03 
1400·1515 T R MAIN2221 03 
l~00-1550H W F' MAJNJ110 03 
0900-1040 R HAIN3041 03 
L-----------------~~~~~~~~~~--~----------Oa~0~0~·~0~95~0H~W~--~""' JN22l0~----
MAT 22 0-G ELEM STATISTICS 
'I'.AT 270 TECH lN MATH 
'I'.AT 290-G I K STATISTICS 
•MAT 420-G WTRO CEOM!.'TRY 
"MAT 442 
'loi.\T U 
'MAT 2 0 
'MAT 2G 0 
'I'.AT 2H00 



































I~TRO LlNF.AR AI~ 
CO!>IPUTER SCI li 
F'OUiiD HATH 
COLT.E'GE Gl:OM 1 
COLL~E GEOH U 
TEACII SEC MATH 
MATH METHODS P-6 
DtPF E<!OAT'NS I 
DIF EQOAT'NS Il 
ABSTRACT ALG 
t.1JHERIC\L CALC 
TEACH 1'..\TH 6·9 
PROB ' STAT 1 
PROB ' STAT IJ 
00'31 tl COHPUTNG 
SF:MIIWl 
<XlHP MAT ll:t£RN 
II().~ lND STUDY 
IND STUDY 
RSCll EXP !'.ATH 
l!OOORS RESEARCH 
HONORS THF.SlS 
MAT OF TNTER!ST 
TOP (EL/JH HIS) 
TOI'(F.L/Jll NUMTH) 
TOP (F.L/Jll PROB) 
INT COMPLX ANAL 
OPt::AATIONS RES 
INTRO TOPOLOGY 































































































































































11 00•11 !>OKTWR 
1400·14!>GlmfR 
lOOO·lOSOM 11 F 
1200•1250Mr11R 
0800-08!.011 w •• 
0900·101!> T R 
1000·10!>0" W F 
10 0·114!> T R 
1 -1; " w r 
1200·131~ T R 
lHO 1445 T R 
1400·14 OK W F 




0900·0950M If P 
1300·1440 R 
1300·1350!1 w 
1100-IISOM W F 
1300-ISSOM W F 
1200·1250M W F 
1600•1805 T R 
0800·0940 T R 
1000·1140 T II 
1200·1340 T R 
1400·1540 T R 
1500•1640 T R 
1600•1740 T R 
1$00·155011 W F 
uoo-155011 w r 
1100•115014 WJIF 
0800·08SOM If F 
1100•1815 T R 
1000•10SOK W F 
lOOO•lOSOH W F' 
1400·145011 W F 














0900·09~0M W F 
0900•09~0M W F 
1800•2030 w 
l830·19U T R 
1400·1450H W F 
1J00·13SOM W F 
1200·12SOM W F 
1400·l4SOM t1 F 
1500•1SSOM W F 
1100·11 SOH W F 






































































































































< 1070.001 v11l autoaatica1ly be enrolled in 1270.001 at 11:00 NWF 
< 1070.002 vill autoeattcally be enrolled in 1210.002 at 11&00 MNF 
• Enrollaent liaited to University Honors students • 
.. Enrolleent 11Dit0<1 to De~re-:-at Honors student. 
--.. ·-------------~--~---------------------
B U S l N £ S S A D H l N I S T R A T t 0 N 
COURS£ DCSCRJPT10N SECT. INSTRUCTOR 












Il:ttRNAT 'L BUS 
MARJ<?;TJNG MGT 
HGT ACe CONTROL 
OP2AATIONS MGT 
HGT INFO SYSTMS 
ORG BER/GRP DYN 
St:H: oss MGT set 











































1100•1215 T R 










ARRG0001 03 ARR HTWRF 
A Must be admitted to the School of Business to enroll ln those courses. 
• Must be odla1 t.ted to the MBA proqum 
\ Course tauqht throuqh Interactive Television betw~en £10 ond Parkland COllego 
KBA 5660.100 ..eta on weekends 
K&eting tt.es Cor the dates: 
Fridays • 6:00 - 10:00 pa 




t Courae tee: 
MBA 5890 40.00 
Karch 24·2S 
April 21·22 (alternate weekend to 
be uaed it voat.hox c.~nc:ela another 
tlae) 
---------------------------------·------------·------









' MCT 4320 




HUMAN RES MGT 
CCitreliC I AL LAW 
MANAGERJ At. COHM 
INTERNSHIP 
ORe Btw.VJOR 
$ML BUS ENTREPRI 
STR.t.Ti:GIC QUAL 
COHPr.NSATION MGT 



































MEETING TlK£ BLDG/ROOM R 
1230·1345 T R 
UJ0-1645 T R 
U00•2130H 
1530·1645 T R 
1230·1345 T R 
1400·1U5 T R 
ARR HTWRP 
0930·1045 T R 
1400·1515 T R 
0900·0950H w r 
1000·1050M W r 
\900•2130 T 


















• MUst be adaitted to the School of Business to enroll 1n these couraos. 
• Must be adaitted to the School of B~iness or have declared a ainor offered 
by tho School of Bu•lnoss to enroll in tho•• cour•e• 
H I D D L E L & V £ L & P U C k T I 0 N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. INSTRUCTOR 




MLE 47 .. 1 
•MLB 4760 
MU: 5150 
CUR/INST MlD SCH 
INSTR TCH MlD SC 
MLE PRACTlCUM 
READ HID/SEC SCH 
lNO STUDY 
SOC-LMO DV/MD GR 














































e Hidd1e Level Hajors Only - Block I - concurrent enrollment in HLE 4000.001, 
MLE 3110 and &LE 3280.006. When re9ister1ng for Ht.E Block I, no 
~rninq classes other than these can be scheduled due to arron9ed ptact1cum. 
@@ Middle Level Majors Only - Block II - concurrent enrollment ~ ~ttL 4000.002, 
ML£ 3150, 4280 and 4760. When re91aterin9 for MLE Block IT, no 
morning classes other than these can be scheduled due to arranqed practlcum. 
t l Permission required. See Deportment Chair. 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
KSC 1001 INTP. TO ~n. SCI 001 
'MSC 1002 INTRO TO LnRSHlP 001 
002 
'MSC 2100 INDIV/TE~~ DEVEL 001 
'MSC ?200 TEAM MIL TACTICS 001 
002 
'KSC 300~ LEAD SM ORG 1! 001 
'HSC ~100 TRE~OS/IS~ ~ 












lllSTI UCT R 
S.'!ITH L 
SMITH L 












1 &D0-1730 R 
0830-IOOOM W 
1600-1130 R 
































' MUS 003I 





' MUS 0051 
' MUS 0052 




























































• JAZZ ENSFMILE 































































































































































































































11 00-llSOM WRF 




1600-16~0 T R 
1900-2130 w 
1600-1650 T R 
1900-2130 w 
1500-l~SOHTifR 
1700-1840 T R 
1400-14SOM 'R 
AAR MTNRF 
1400-HSOM W E' 
1400-HSOM 'R E' 
l200-1250H W f 


















































































































































~SIC (COR'!. ) 
t!U .,LC c 













' MUS 2102 
•MUS 2142 









CL lNST PERCUSS 
WOODWINDS CLASS 
BRASS CLASS 







VOCAL DICT ' N II 
PI<U;O SKILLS 
LAB IN MUSIC ED 
INTRO TO GEN MUS 
IllTRO TNST MUS 
JAZZ IMPROV TI 
MUSIC THEORY IV 
AURAL TRAlNING 
•MUS 2555-G MUSIC l~TERACT 
MUS 2557-G 
'!o!US 2!181 




























HUS !il£11TR WKSP 
C!IORJIL COND/LIT 



















MUS ELEM SCHOOLS 
'MUS 3542 MUSlC AtlALYSfSII 
MUS 3553-G SURVEY MUS MASt 
!-!US 3~62-G l>l()l;;t£STRN t~USIC 
'MUS 3510 COMPOSIT10N 
'MUS 3585 ~JSIC HtST rt 
' MUS 3586 MUSIC HIST Ill 
•MUS 3592-G NONWESTERN MUSIC 
'MUS 3S9S MUS HIST IT liON 
•MUS 3596 MUS HIS l!I HON 
•MUS )622 ADV JA?.Z COMBO 
' MUS 3801 JAZZ THEOR"i Il 
•MUS 3860 I"~ ' J8 TECH 
MUS 4100 SEtHOR R&CTTAl. 
MUS 4101 SE~IOR RECITAL 
MUS H02 S&lflOR RECtTI\L 













16TH CEN CN"I'PT 






JAZZ BAND MRNG 
KErBOARD LIT 
ACCOMPANYING 













































































































































































































































































































' WR!GIJT K 
WRIGIIT k \ 








0800- 0850 T R 
0900-0950H 1f F 
0900-0950H W F 
0800-08SOH W f' 
1200-1250M W F 
0800-0850 T R 








110~-1150 T R 
1300- 1350 T R 
0900-0950M II 
1200-1250 T R 
1300-1415 T R 
1000-1050 T R 
1000-1050M W F 
1200-1250 T R 
1300-1350 T R 
1200-1250M W F 
1300-1415 T R 
1400-1515 T R 
1500-1615 T R 
l 500-lSSOH W f 
1500-1615 r R 




















































































1500-1615 T R 
1200-l?.~OH W f' 
o8oo-ossoM w r 
17.00-t250H 'll F 
1400-151!> T R 
1200-1250M W F 
1600 -1650M It F 




0800-0915 T R 
t200-1315 T R 
1300-1350M W f 
oeoo~09l!i T R 










0900-0950 T i\ 















































































































































































, AARGOOOl 9'1 
14 - Spring Semester 2006 
~SIC (COII'r. ) 
MUS I C 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 

























































SYMPII 'IU NlND 
CON.E:RT BJINl) 
IIA."!R MIJ" WTNr.S 
fLOT~ CI!OlR 
ll • "TRill S 
ORCH • WI 1'/tlS 
1\ZZ ""N"EM!lL 







CHAMS MUS l<f:lCBD 
1\DV CIIOIUU. COND 
1\DV ~NSTR COND 


































































































































































































































AR'· !>!1'1\. F 





















































































- For Music Majors only or approval !rom Department Chair 
PlrYSI CI\J, EDUCATION 
COURSE Dt.SCRIPT~ON SECT. tNSTROCTOR 
c 





















PH\'S OEVELOPMNT :001 
:002 
AQUA EXf:RCISE 001 
BEG SWIMMINC 001 
002 
INTER SWlMKtNG 001 
002 
LIFE GOAROING 001 











































TEACH/PRACT PE 001 
002 
T/TH BADM/TENNlS 001 
002 
003 
T/TH GOLF/BOWL fOOl 






























































1300-1350 T R 
H00-1450 T R 
1000-1050 'l R 
1100-11 SO T R 
1300-lHOM W 
1100~11!>0 T R 




1400-1450 T R 
0900-0950M II 
1000-1050 T R 
1100-1150 T .R 
1400-1450M W 
1400-1450 T R 
1300-.l350M W 
1300-1350 T R 





1300-1350 T R 
1400-1450 T R 
1500-1550 T R 
1200-1340H W 
1200-1340 T R 
1300-l3SOH W 
1300-1350 T R 
l400-l450M II 
1400-1450 T R 
1S00-1550H W 
1500-1550 T R 
1600-l6SOH W 
1000-1050 T R 
U00-1150 T R 
U00-1150 T R 
1000-lOSOM W 
0900-0950 T R 
1200-1250M II 
1300-l350K II 
1000-1050 T R 
U00-1150 T R 
1300- llSOM W 
1400-l450M W 
1000-1050 T R 
1400-HSOH If 
0800-0850 T R 
0800-0SSOM W 
1200-1340 T R 
1000-114 OM W 
0800-0940 T R 
1000-114() T R 







































































P H Y S I C A L & D U C A T I 0 N 
COORSF. Df.SCIHPTICN S.ECT. INSTRUCTOR 
c 
MEET lNu TI~£ BLDG/ROOM R 














T /'rH n:AJ-1 ACT £V 
~TH TR/PRACTICl\ 
ATllloETlC !NJUR\' 
T/TH SfrllM WS I 
'r/TU DANCE 1 
T/TH MOO CNCF: t 
T/TH SB/Vll 
•r /Til E'LFB/BASKllL 
T/TR SOC/SP SPTS 
KLNESIOLOGY 
PE &XEPT INDV 
HTNESS FOR LIFE 
PEP 2900-G rwrER &XP DANCE 
P£0 300U FITNF:SS/TEACH£RS 
•PED ~140 INJ REC/UPI'ER 
'PED j142 INJURY REC/LOWBR 




HITR &I.E: S H H! 
E X LD 1'£& EJ~CE 
'Pi'l;i 43~0 l'l>l!J £}( PHlCSIO 
•PF.D 444Q PijYS fiT APPRATS 
•PE:O 4450 DSGH TRAlN PROG 
PED 4470 
P£0 4741 
' P€0 4760 























EX PULMON/EX PRY 
EKG/EX PRY 
GEN MED/EX PRY 
RF.SRCII HETH HPER 




ACTVITY ' AGHIG 
PHYSIO &XERClSE 











































































































































































~ Weekend classes P&D 3000.001 meee~ on rebruary 3-4 
P£0 3000.002 meets on March 3-4 
-Meets second half semescer -only 
: ROTC 
f Course fcc: 
1 000-1140M w 
1000-1140H W 




0900-09!lOM w r 
0800- 0940 T R 
l000-1140 r R 
0900-1040M W 
1200-1340 J R 
1200-l340M W 
1400-1540 T R 
lOOO•U40M W 
l000-ll40M W 
1200-1340 1' R 
1300-1350MTWR 
1100-tl ~OMTWR 




osoo-0851lM " r 
l100-1150M W F 
1400-1515M 'II 
l000·1140M W 
0900-1040 T R 
1200-1340 T R 
l200·l340M W 
1100-l540M W 
1100-ll!iOM W F 
1100-1215 T R 





1300-1350 T R 
OB00·0850M W 
0800-0BSOM W 
0800-09l'i T R 
oeo -o 1 l. R 
OB00-0850M W F 
ARR '1TWRf' 
1300-HIS T R 
1600-1830 T 











uoo-usoM w r 
0500·0650M I! F 
0700-0750MTWRF 




























































































































PED 1660 20.00 P&l> 2102 20.00 PED 2135 10.00 
P H I L 0 S 0 P H Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. INSTRUCTOR 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PHI 1000-G INTRO PHILOSOPHY 
PHI 1090-G INTRO PHJLOSOPRY 
PHI 1 900-G LOGIC 
'PHI 1990-G LOGIC 
PHI 2500-G INTRO TO ETHICS 
•PHI 2590-G I NTRO TO ETHICS 
PHI 3020 ETHICS 
Pill 3070 PRIL OF LAW 

















































































+ Enrollment limit~d co University Honors Students 
• Enrollment limited to Depsron.ntlll llonors Students 
1100-17.15 T R 
1400-1515 T R 
1200-1250M w r 
1400-1450M w r 
0930-1045 T R 
1100-1215M W 
l400-15l!>M II 
1000-lOSOM If F 
1000-lOSOM W F 
0800-0915 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
1300-1350H W F 
0900-0950H W F 
ARR MTWRF 
1530-1645 T R 
0900-0950M W F 
I 530-1645 T R 
1400-1515 1' R 
1300-1350H II F 
1100-llSOH II F 
0930-1045 T R 
1100-1215 T R 









































"PHS 3400 PJi'{$ S<:I t"'JTHDS I ODI ~~t;Y.,l :.M00-09SO,~ R, ~sB1010 03. 
!PHYSICS 






'PHY 1071 lilY.,/ WND6HU LC 
• Pll 1012 SOUND,M1J,,J LA8 
•PHY 10~~-C ~y 
• PHY 1096- 11STRONOMY LA8 
'PHY 11~)~ PIUUCPLS PHYS 
'PIIY 1152-G P!lJN PIIYS l LAB 
•PHY 1Hl PIUIICP.LS PI!Y 11 
'PHY 1162 PRUI PHY II LAB 
• P!IY 1351-G Gf.NER'-L PI!YS I 
'PIIV 1352-G G£11 l'llYS l LAB 
•PIIY 1361 G~N~RAL PHYS II 





Cth~RAL PHYS III 
GW PHYS Ill LAB 
DYNAMICS 
IUTRO PHYS RSRCB 
'PHY 1011 RADIATION SAf&TY 
PHY 3050-G EXCURSIONS PHYS 
'PHY 3080 HOD£P~ rHYS I 
•PHY 3270 CIRCUIT ANLYSIS 
PllY 4000 Sf.HI NAR 
PllY 4010 SEMINAR 
































































P 0 L 1 T 1 C A L S C I E N C £ 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT. 
PLS 1003 INTRO COHP/POL 
PLS US3~ AHt:R GOVT/CQ•;sr 
• PLS ll93-G AMER GOVT/CONST 
•PLS 2053 TECH POL ANALYS 

















• PLS 4!1S3 
•rt.S 4973 
•PLS 4893 
' PLS 4913 
•pJ.S 50 3 
•PLS 133 








!«)))EL ILL GOVT 
GOY/POL MID EAST 
POLITICS IN ASI~ 
CRlHIAAL !.All 
~JR OPTNION/PART 
I.EG l S PROCESS 
EJN POLl TICS 
AP AHER POL 
lilT' L TERRORISM 
INTEPNSHIP 





CONT CONST DEV 
HIJM RES 11.-.T/GOV 
GOII !IUDG&T/POL 
COClTE:'.P POL '111£0 
SEMIPOL D£HAV]OR 
GOII/POL ASIA 
SEK:COt GRESS POL 
SEK POL HOM:Rll 





































































A!U'Ail JAD S 
LIN N 




























































































511&N Oil K 
ASHLEY J 
IIANDLING R 
At EliSON K 













> PLS 4823.001 is an internet class 
~~eta tlrst half ~~~ster only 
14 - 4 R 
1000-111 T 






1200-131 H 'il 
1800-19 0 R 
200C- 150 R 
1100-11 OM W f 
1400-USOM ti 
1500 lG50 K 
1000-11 0 R 
1500-1650 R 
1200-125011 W F 





osoo·OBSOM w r 
0900-1150 T 
uoo-ll50M w r 
l400-H50M W F 
0900-1150 T 
0900-1150 R 
l200-1250H lf F 
0900-1150 R 





1230-1 HS 'l' R 

























PIIYS 1 1 
P8YS2167 
PIIY&21 '! 03 







































~~ETING TIME BLDG/ROOM R 
1100-1215 T R 
1400-1515 T R 
1000-10$QM W F 
1200-12501'. II F 
1000-1050M W F 
1100-1150H W F 
1100-121!1 T R 
1400-HSOM If f 
0900·09SOM W F 
1300-1350H II f' 
1800·2030 II 
1800-2030 R 
0900-0950M W I 
1100-llSOM II F 
1530-1645 T It 
0930-104S r R 
I000-1050M II f 
1300·1350M W F 
l600-1740M 
1230-134!1 T R 
I800-2030 T 
1630-1810 T 
l000-1050M W F 
1230-1345 T R 
ll00-1150M W F 
0900·0~50M W F 
1400-1515 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
I 300-llSOM t1 I' 














1400-1515 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
1230•1 45 T R 






























































COL£37 2 03 
COL£3 52 03 
COL£3752 03 










t EnrOllltCnt limited to University llonora S:udents 













•PSY 1890-G llrntO PSYCHOLOGY +098 
+099 
• PSY 2610 STATISTICS 001 
002 
003 
• PSY 2999 PSYCH FORUM 001 















MEETING T!M€ 81.00/ROO.'·~ R 
1200-1250M w r 
l100-l2l5 T R 
1430·1545 T R 
1800-~0JOM 




1100-llj;OK W F 
noo-1240 'I 




















•P 'i J:.JO 
•P Y "0 
'PSY .3830 
' PSY 3870 
"I'SY 3900 
•PSY 4100 
• PSY 4260 
'PSY 4274 
• PSY 427~ 
'l'SY 4444 
• PSY 4!>b 












' PSY S990 
'PSY 6000 







RII 0 PSY 
1\001 • ADLT PSY 
PSY MAT•OLD AG 
JNDUST/ORG PSYCH 
TIIEORY OF PERS 
PSY OF LEARNUI 
rtlSATt0!1/.P£RCPT 
PSYCII OF GENDER 
K£1'11 ll£H MGT 
AB!IOR.'iAL PSY 






ORIENT UG INTERN 
UNDERGRAO INTL"R!I 




HON Sr.M: Pl\.8 SOL 
PER& 1\SStS: CilLO 
IND\1 IIITF.L ASSES 
PSYCH ~.SSESS l 
COG ll£H TII£RAPY 
FAMILY TR£P.APY 
DSGN I MAL 11 
PRACTlCUH 
THESIS 





AI:N PRAC SCH PSY 
PSYCIIOTll u.'T£RV 
































































































































HAlLE Hl\.RlAM A 
HAlLE Hl\.RIAM A 
AAVEY J 
• Enrollment: ll•lt.Cid to Unlvtlr~lty !Ionon Students 
• F.nroll~ent llmited to Depart~ntal Honora Stud~ntD 
t I 
Spring Semester 2006 - 15 
K!:ET IN TI "!£ 8L.IX;/ ROOH 
1000 1H R 
0800-091 T R 
1000-10 OM W r 
1100 11 OM N f 
0930 104 T R 
llil0-1215 '1' P. 
1600-l 1~11 w 
1100-l l • T R 
HOO-H OM II F 
1500-15501". w r 
1100•11 OM W I' 
1230 1345 T R 
lC00-1830 T 
1 30·Hi4 T R 
0930-1045 T a 
1400-1540 TWR 
0900-1040H N I' 
H00·1540M WR 
0930-10~5 T I\ 
1045•1200 T R 
1100•1215 'T R 



















1230-1345 ~ p. 
AAA MTWRf 
1300•l350M II T 
1445-1600 T 1'-
1245-1425 T R 
















1400•1 S15H W 
1600•1'830H 





































































>form required. Check In rs¥ Deportment for procedure to enroll. 










· REC 3111 
REC 3300 












lNT LEIS SER A" 
PRINCIPLES TR 





CAMP ADM/LDRSH IP 
n&LDWORK/REC I 
OUTDOOR LIV SKIL 
MICRO lli l.&lS 




AI.'*! U:IS SERV 



















t Courno r~: 
REC 1300 
ISCIENCBS 
C I E II C E. S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION S CT. 
I 50 4 
•SCI 006 
• CI 007 
SPC PROJ set Tell 0 01 
U:ll STDY SCI TCII 001 
002 
003 





S & C 0 N D A R Y E D U C A T J 0 H 





' SED 4000 
lh~IRY TEACHING 001 
002 
003 
lSEP LEVEL I "001 
002 
003 
ISEP LEVEL t1 001 
002 

















































SED 3000.001 - Three roqui.Nid ae:r.lnara on Satur~ya. TBA 
5S.OO 
40.00 
~ING TI~ BLDG/ROOM R 
lOOO•lO!>OM tl 
1000•1140 F 
1200-12!>014 'II f 
1500-1550H W 
1730-1910 II 
1400-l450M II F 
0900-0QSOM II F 
llOO-l350H II r 
0800•0915 T R 
l400•1S15M tl 
1300-1350 T R 
1100-ll50M 
1000-1115 T R 
1000-1115 T R 
1500-lSSO F 
ARR HTI!RF 
ll00-121!1H :W F' 
1300-1415 T R 
1400-1515 'l' R 































































0800•0950H W f 
IOOO•ll!:>OM W F 
1000-ll~OH W !' 















SED 3000: Students wruat repo:t to Department o! Secondary rAucations ' Foundtclons for 
ln!oraatton and application. 
S£0 3J30: Concurrent enro11aent ln EDP 3331 ls required. (Studenta muat enroll 1n the same 
section ot EDP 3331 leeture and lab) 
SED 3330, SED 3100: Students cuut report ~o Depar~nt of Secondary Education ' Foun~tlons 
to be placed on waitliat. 
--------------------~------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------
16 - Spring Semester 2006 
~IOLOGY 
S 0 C 1 0 L 0 G ~ 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
SOC 2710-G INTRO SOCIQl,OGY 
•soc 2721 SOCIAL STRAT 
SOC 2750-G SOCIAL PRCB1EMS 
•soc 27G1 CRIMINOLOGY 
SOC 2780 PtviANT BEIIAVIOR 
SOC 2830 FAMJLY ~ SOCIETY 
•SOC 28~0 CLASSIC~L THEORY 
'llOC 28'10•G SOCIAL PROBLEMS 

























SOC OF lt£Al.1'11 



















































































NEW FR&£U.ND L 
NEll FREELAND L 































0800•0850M If F 
1500-lCli>H W 
1600•171 K W 
0930-1045 T R 
1230·1345 T R 
1530·164') T R 
0800 0915 T R 
0900•0!1 OK II F 
Oll00•08!>0M H F 
0900·0950M If F' 
ogoo-og:.oH w r 
1000·10~0M W F 
1400·l4~0M II F 
llOO·lUOH If F 
1100 USOM W F 
1000·10~0M W F 
1100 1150H Ill F 
0800•0850H W F 
0800·0915 T R 
0930-1045 T R 
1230·1345 T R 
H00-1515 T R 
1100-llSOM W F 
1300•1l50M II F 
0930·1045 T R 
1100-1215 T R 
1230·134~ T R 
1800•2030 T 
1800·2030 R 
0800·0915 T R 
1600·1800 T 
0930•1045 T R 
1600·1800 R 
1400·1515 T R 



















1230·1345 T R 
0900•0950M W F 
1900-2131) w 
0900 09SOM II F 
1230·1345 T R 
COLE2711 0) 
COLF.2771 03 
COl.£21 0 03 
BUZZ.l121 03 
COL'£2731 03 
COU:2 1 03 
















































KL H1102 03 
BUZZll21 03 
i'HYG24~7 03 
I(L£M2 431 0 3 
t Enrollment llmiLod tO Untvcralty Honora tudents 
Cou.:::;e f e: soc 3610 
~OCl:AL SCIENCE 
S 0 C t ~ L S C 1 C N C & 
COURSE Cf"SCRIPTION SECT. 







HEET1W; Tli'.E BLDG/ROOM R 
0800·091:i T R 
0800·08 OM 
1400-l:il T -





All atudcnts ~t v~it l1a• :ht courao until th d pa nt h~s insured 
that all pre•requ1a1t~e h~ve been t. 
.P&CIAL BDUCATIOR 
5 P E C I A L E D U C A T I 0 N 











• 1'£ 4GOO 




• p 4800 
DISA!! IN ED/LS 
EOUC INO ELN 
1JUl Dl F MOD/ SEV 
LRN DIF MLD/MOD 
OBS IND ELN 
BEH CHLO 0·8 ELN 
~cczss G£N CURR 
BEl! PRtllC. ELN 
tNDP CURRIMAT 
FACIL LANG K•1 
FAM: SERV/COMN 
IND CUR.R/HAT 
MAT/ACT 0·8 EI.N 
CUR AOP OCNS ELN 
u;o STUDY 
ASSESSMEioT EI.N 
•sp 48 0 hSSESS 0 8 !I.N 
•SP 4900 9TRATG EL!I 
•spr. 4901 PRACTICUM N 






cow. s!ls o-s 
TOPIC;CORR AD~PT 



















































































































INOTE: SPE JOOO requires co-cnro11JDenL in SI'E 2000 or: SP! 2000 at. be taken as e 
prerequls1te. 
INOTE: SPE 3100 requireD lab time outside of el-sa. 
INOTE: For SPE 3201, stud nt.s 11ced 12:00 2:~0 o~n tor lab on M, w, and F. 
INOTE: Yor SPE 3220, stud n~ need S:OG-11:30 open tor lab tic~ on W1 toaChor~ who are 
currently tedclu.ng in ECSE may co,.pletc this lab tiJne in their own ela arooiR:I. 
INOTE: SPE 3500 requires lab time ou~side of class. 
IIOTE: For SPE 3600.001, students need 2:40-4:20 open tor lab H w. for SPE 3600.002 
atudent.s need 2:40•4:20 oper. for lab on T/R. Timca vlll not appear on 
printed schedu1 but must be ~ept open !or tab. 
IIIOT : r& ~100 r<>quin~a l;,b ttn outa1Cie of cl .u. 
INOTE: :SP£ 4600 cequ1roo 1 Jb tlmo outside of closs. 
INOT£: need 3:00 3:50 p •• cpen [or s will ne· appea 
le • aus~ be ep ~ ,-- ----
~ J' 49 
8: -12: 
•NOT£: For PF. 4920, t.eaehora who ar. c:uu~n ly l itChing in 
bo omploted 1n tb•'i~ own cloeoroom. 
TUOY ABROAD 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
•STA 3 GO S"l'D AnD 



































S T U D E N T L £ A D £ R S H I P 
COURSE DESCIUM"ICN SECT. 














IN!l PROD .1\NA.LY 
TOTAL 011ALITY 
GLOBAL TECH 
WORK PERFORM Tf".C 
TNO STM'JI.ATION 
TilES IS 
IND INTERNSH I P 
lliD Sl"UDY 




















T H E A T R E A R T S 
COURSE DESCRIPTlON 
THA 1113 ORAL. INTLRP 
TIIA ?.000 PERF PHACTICUM 
'TIIA 2001 COSTUM£ P.RAC t 
'TIIA 2002 SCEN/LT PRAC I 
~IIA 2003 COSTUME PAAC tt 
'THA 2004 SCEN/l.T PRAC tt 
TIIA 2010-G AATS OMNIBUS 
THA 2012-G NOmr..sT THEATRE 
THA 2140-G Tl-"TRO TO THEATRE 
'THA 2190 INTRO TO THEATRt 
TIIA 210 lNTRO <:OS'It/MES 
TIIA 2220 TliA SE.'IINAI.\ 1 
THA 2244 ACTII!G 
"THA 3000 ADV PERF PRACT 
•THA 3 01 AOV COST PRA 
'TIL\ 002 ADV SCE! /LT PHA 
•THA 1 4 DIALECTS 
'THA 434 !!ASIC DESI 
'THA 44 DIRECTll 
•THA 00 U:J STUDY 
'TUA l·u TI!R HIST RY I 
111A 01 -G /\MER 111A/ MA 
•Tji!\ 15 20TH F.NT HEAl! 
1 A !170 STUDY AtlROAD 
'TIIA 42 5 Til ATR INTEPN P 
•TIIA 4444 IIOtiORS IN TUDY 
• 4 5 HOelORS RE~EP.R 11 
' HA. 4 U OOORS THESIS 



































Ff()MEN' S S'l'ODIBS 
If 0 M ~ I ' S S T U D l ! S 
COUR E DESCRIPTICN SECT. 
WST 2J09-G WO/M!:N ' COLTtiRE 
'WST 3309 IND STUDY 
'WST 42/5 INTERNSHIP 



























































































l Kr. B LOG/ ROC.a 
c 




























































I'.EETING TJHE BLDG/RO<l.'i R 
1400·1530 T KL£Ml102 02 
HEETlliG TIHF; BL:JG/BOC.Ii R 
1800·2030 R 
1800·2030 T 































MEETING TIME BLDG/R~~ R 






l000·111S T R 
1100·1150M If r 
1000-lOSOM If F 
ll00-115014 t: F 
0900·095011 W F 
0900·09SOM lf F 
0900·1130 T R 
0800•08:'>0 T R 




1 0 lHOH W F 
ll00•1240H W F 
1230·1 T R 
ARR llTKilF 
I 000·10501-t If F 
1800·2050 T 








1530-1645 T R 
1530·1645 T R 























TIIAE I 000 0 3 
ARRGOOOI 01 
ARR 0001 01 



























KEEP TIDS BULLETIN! YOU 
WILL NEED IT ALL 
SEMESTER! 
